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Abstract

The inherent speckle which is attached to any coherent imaging system affects the
analysis and interpretation of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images. To take advantage
of well-registered multi-temporal SAR images, we improve the adaptive nonlocal temporal
filter with state-of-the-art adaptive denoising methods and propose a patch based adaptive
temporal filter. To address the bias problem of the denoising results, we propose a fast
and efficient multitemporal despeckling method. The key idea of the proposed approach
is the use of the ratio image, provided by the ratio between an image and the temporal
mean of the stack. This ratio image is easier to denoise than a single image thanks to its
improved stationarity. Besides, temporally stable thin structures are well-preserved thanks
to the multi-temporal mean. Without reference image, we propose to use a patch-based
auto-covariance residual evaluation method to examine the residual image and look for
possible remaining structural contents.

With speckle reduction images, we propose to use simplified generalized likelihood ra-
tio method to detect the change area, change magnitude and change times in long series
of well-registered images. Based on spectral clustering, we apply the simplified generalized
likelihood ratio to detect the time series change types. Then, jet colormap and HSV colo-
rization may be used to vividly visualize the detection results. These methods have been
successfully applied to monitor farmland area, urban area, harbor region, and flooding
area changes.

Résumé

Le bruit de chatoiement (speckle) lié aux systèmes d’imagerie cohérente a des conséquences
sur l’analyse et l’interprétation des images radar à synthèse d’ouverture (RSO). Pour pro-
fiter des séries temporelles d’images RSO bien recalées, nous améliorons le filtre adaptatif
temporel non-local avec les méthodes de l’état de l’art en débruitage adaptatif et propo-
sons un filtrage temporel adaptatif basé sur les patchs. Pour lutter contre le problème de
biais dans le résultat du débruitage, nous proposons une méthode rapide et efficace de
débruitage multitemporel du speckle. L’idée principale de l’approche proposée est d’uti-
liser l’image de ratio, donnée par le ratio entre l’image et la moyenne temporelle de la
pile. Cette image ratio est plus facile à débruiter qu’une image isolée grâce à une meilleure
stationnarité. Par ailleurs, les structures fines stables dans le temps sont bien préservées
grâce au moyennage multitemporel.

Avec les images débruitées, nous proposons d’utiliser la méthode du ratio de vrai-
semblance généralisé simplifiée pour détecter les zones de changement, l’amplitude des
changements et les périodes de changements intéressantes dans de longues séries d’images
correctement recalées. En utilisant le partitionnement spectral, on applique le ratio de
vraisemblance généralisé simplifié pour caractériser les changements des séries tempo-
relles. Nous visualisons les résultats de détection en utilisant l’échelle de couleur ‘jet’ et
une colorisation HSV. Ces méthodes ont été appliquées avec succès pour étudier des zones
cultivées, des zones urbaines, des régions portuaires et des changements dus à des inon-
dations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Remote sensing is an acquisition technique which measures the objects or phenomena
without direct physical contact with them. In general terms, it references to the techno-
logy of acquiring information through airborne or spaceborne sensors (e.g. multispectral
scanner, thematic mapper, panchromatic camera, synthetic aperture radar, etc.). These
sensors are powerful scientific tools which can help us better understanding the Earth
and its environment. Among these different kinds of sensors, Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) is popularly used because of its all-time and all-weather measuring capability. The
past few years have seen the launch of numerous SAR sensors, like TerraSAR-X, Cosmo-
SkyMed, ALOS-2 and more recently Sentinel-1. New sensors will also be launched soon,
such as TSX-NG, Cosmo-SkyMed second generation, Radarsat constellation and NISAR
(Fig.1.1). A huge amount of SAR data has been acquired from different sensors with
different wavelength, resolution, incidence and polarization. It has been widely used for
many years, especially for Earth observation and surveillance. The combined exploitation
of these images will allow reaching novel applications if the combination of images is well
mastered.

Figure 1.1: SAR satellite programs (presented by UANVCO with some modifications)



2 1. Introduction

1.1 Interest of SAR time series

1.1.1 Difficulties of SAR imagery and its application

SAR imagery is still difficult to fully exploit because of the strong speckle noise of
coherent imagery, and the sensitivity to the geometric configuration of the objects relative
to the incidence angle. These issues directly cause difficulties for information extraction
from SAR images and for joint use of images acquired by different sensors.

SAR speckle noise

In coherent imaging systems, speckle is a signal dependent noise which visually strongly
degrades the appearance of images [Argenti et al., 2013]. Speckle is an inherent problem in
SAR imaging. It is due to the coherent summation of backscattered signals from multiple
distributed targets, which leads to image interpretation difficulties [Tupin et al., 2014].
The speckle has always been considered as an undesired information which corrupts SAR
textures.

Combining SAR images

When acquiring SAR images with different platforms or different acquisition modes,
their joint use is very difficult. A preliminary registration step is needed before exploiting
SAR images. Difficulties arise on hills or mountainous terrains, and even more difficult are
the cases of abrupt three dimensional (3D) changes like in urban regions. It is also very
hard to combine images acquired through ascending and descending passes or covering
areas with strong geometric deformations due to angular diversity.

Extracting pertinent information

Side-looking active system imagery causes distortion in SAR images. Dealing with
images acquired by different systems is a hard problem because the Earth surface scat-
tering mechanism depends on the radar frequency, incidence angle and polarization. The
difference of data acquisition modes leads to radiometric noise and poor contours in SAR
images. Thus, it raises difficulties for classification or pattern recognition tasks.

Combining information from various images

The way to combine heterogeneous pieces of information is still difficult. Heteroge-
neous data (such as multisensor, multiresolution and multimodal images) may locate in
different geometric coordinate systems. The same object may have different characteristics
in different kinds of images (SAR, optical images, multi-spectral images, LIDAR, etc.),
which brings great difficulties for their accurate matching. The same area may have dif-
ferent geometric shapes in different sensor data. Joint use of multi-source information is
still under exploration.

1.1.2 Interest of multitemporal series

SAR imagery has the main advantage of being an all-time and all-weather sensor, with
a very good accuracy for the acquisition geometry and with few atmospheric effects for
amplitude data. It is sensitive to dielectric properties of the surface, surface roughness, the
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geometry of man-made objects and target structure. It also has the capability of subsurface
penetration. We discuss here the interest of having multitemporal data.

Revisit time

Thanks to SAR constellations, SAR data can be acquired in a shorter time interval,
which helps monitoring dynamic changes or managing emergency events. It also provides
highly correlated data for interferometric techniques, which are widely used for topography
or displacement monitoring. Through collecting and comparing high temporal resolution
data, the object evolution can be well monitored. This is especially useful for the moni-
toring of short-lived phenomena (such as a sudden disaster), vegetation seasonal changes,
etc.

Large amount of time series information for the same object

With a high temporal resolution of SAR images, the evolution (seasonal behavior,
abrupt changes, long time displacement, etc.) of the objects can be surveyed and real
features of the stable objects can be acquired through multitemporal denoising, with good
resolution preservation. Based on the abundant time series information, the classification
results can be undoubtedly improved.

Different geometry information for the objects

With data acquired through multi-direction and different incidence angles, the in-
fluence of the geometry can be analyzed. It is especially interesting for the 3D urban area
monitoring, 3D reconstruction of Earth surface or 3D change detection.

Different characteristics of the objects

With multi-resolution SAR images, we can acquire the different characteristics of the
same object. It can be used for multi-scale (pixel, patch, objects, global, etc.) analysis of
the objects.

Current successful applications and possible applications

Because of the advantages of SAR imaging, it has been widely used in land observation
(crop yields, topography, mapping, soil, forestry), disaster management (flood, earthquake,
volcano, landslide), atmospheric chemistry, climatology, ocean and ice (coastal geomorpho-
logy, ocean waves, ship traffic, ocean currents and topography), hydrology, surveillance and
emergency management, etc. For all these applications, having long multitemporal series
will be of high interest to follow the evolution.

1.2 Considered issues and main contributions

The aim of this PhD is to define new approaches able to combine different satellite
SAR images, in particular, acquired with similar viewing angles and along-track directions,
ascending or descending, or different polarizations ; and even with different platforms.
These methods will be particularly evaluated with Sentinel-1 sensor which is delivered
freely available images of the whole Earth. Based on the registered multitemporal SAR
images, new despeckling and change analysis methods are expected.
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(1) Designing multitemporal denoising methods

A large number of despeckling methods have been proposed during the past decades.
They recover the ground reflectivity through suppressing signal-dependent speckle
variability [Tupin, 2011]. However, most of the previous methods belong to spatial
despeckling methods, which only use one image during the restoration. They have
to deal with a trade-off between spatial resolution preservation and noise reduction
[Coltuc et al., 2002]. Non-local approach [Buades et al., 2005], which stands like a
milestone in denoising field, has been successfully and widely used in SAR image
denoising. We propose three kinds of frameworks which can help spatial denoising
method to benefit from temporal information :

(a) Based on the unbiased temporal denoising method proposed by [Lee, 1981b, Que-
gan and Yu, 2001], we utilize the state-of-the-art spatial denoising methods to
estimate the initial noise free value.

(b) In an effort to suppress the changed object effects on the multitemporal denoi-
sing results, a patch based adaptive temporal filter (PATF) is proposed. Spatial
adaptive denoising methods can be utilized to improve the patch based weighted
temporal average image. When the time series is large enough, spatial adaptive
denoising step is optional.

(c) The temporal average of multitemporal SAR images (called “super-image”) pre-
sents less noise, especially for stable targets. We propose a new method based
on the use of “super-image”. The proposed approach can be divided into three
steps : 1) estimation of a “super-image” by temporal averaging and possibly spa-
tial denoising ; 2) denoising of the ratio between the noisy image of interest and
the “super-image” ; 3) computation of the denoised image by re-multiplying the
denoised ratio by the “super-image”. Because of the improved spatial stationarity
of the ratio images, denoising these ratio images with a speckle-reduction method
is more effective than denoising images from the original multi-temporal stack.
The amount of jointly processed data is also reduced compared to other methods
through the use of the “super-image” which sums up the temporal stack. In ad-
dition, we also propose some compression ways to reduce the “big data” problem,
arising from manipulating long time series. This is one of the main contributions
of our work [Zhao et al., 2018, 2019].

(2) Detecting and analyzing multitemporal changes

Timely, accurately and continuously monitoring land cover and land use changes is
important for land resource management. Because of all-weather property and short re-
visit time, change detection is a very important application of SAR imagery. Although
many methods have already been proposed, we aim at comparing and improving these
approaches. With the denoising data obtained with our proposed multitemporal de-
noising method, the change detection results can be effectively improved. Most of the
traditional change detection methods only determine if the pixels changed or not. We
propose methods to detect the change magnitude, change types and change times of
the changed areas.

(d) Change area detection and visualization

Current spatial adaptive denoising methods always provide denoised data with
spatially variable equivalent number of looks (ENL), which is an important pa-
rameter of SAR statistics. We propose a simplified generalized likelihood ratio
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(SGLR) method assuming that corresponding temporal pixels have the same equi-
valent number of looks. The theoretical threshold can be calculated through the
use of chi-square cumulative distribution function. This method has the ability
to identify and measure building area and farmland area changes. To distinguish
increase from decrease of backscattering values, we used a signum function sign( )
to convert SGLR to positive values and negative values. With rainbow index color,
we propose a more intuitive change magnitude visualization. The change magni-
tude is combined with the denoised image, which makes the detection results more
intuitive.

(e) Change type detection

During the time series acquisition, changes may occur at multiple times and with
different magnitudes. To detect the change types, we propose an improved change
classification method inspired by NORCAMA method [Su et al., 2015] and spectral
clustering method [Shi and Malik, 2000, Ng et al., 2002]. Thanks to data processed
by RABASAR [Zhao et al., 2018], theoretical threshold definition method and im-
proved spectral clustering method, we obtain much better change type detection.
The output consists of different colors which represent different change types.

(f) Change time visualization

Understanding the state of changed areas requires that precise information be gi-
ven about the changes. Thus, detecting different kinds of changes is important
for land surface monitoring. Changes usually represent transitions that occur bet-
ween states [Aminikhanghahi and Cook, 2017]. Using colorful image can vividly
demonstrate the detection results. In change detection field, a number of studies
have used different colors to show different changes. However, none of them asso-
ciate the colors with different long time series change times. We adapt Rapid and
EAsy Change detection in radar TIme-series by Variation coefficient (REACTIV)
method [Koeniguer et al., 2018a] to integrate our proposed denoising results. In
addition, we apply a generalized likelihood ratio test in this framework to detect
the change starting and ending times, the maximum change magnitude time and
the maximum change significance time.

(3) Applications : joint use of multitemporal Sentinel data and study of Saclay area

Among the launched SAR satellites, Sentinel images are particularly interesting be-
cause of their free and open access, short revisit time, multiple-acquisition mode and
abundant data acquired by Sentinel missions. We will pay attention to the joint use
of different Sentinel images acquired using different sensors, specifically, applying the
proposed new methods for the registration of images acquired by different sensors
or modes (optical / SAR, ascending / descending or multi-aspect and multi-baseline
SAR data), denoising, change detection. We intend to apply the developed methods
in Saclay area, with the development of a ground truth map and providing a history
of the construction area. Experiments are started with a time series SAR images ac-
quired with the same orbit, same sensor and same mode. In addition, we will apply
the proposed method to monitor flooding areas and the development of some cities.

1.3 Organization of the document

The arrangement of this document is as follows. Part I presents the basics of SAR and
used data. Chapter 2 presents different SAR data (multilook complex SAR data, intensity,
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amplitude, geometric mean and arithmetic mean) probability distribution functions and
some parameter estimation approaches. We choose Saclay area as our main test place.
The database and its preparation will be described in chapter 3. In this part, the spatial
correlation in the SAR images and several reduction approaches are also discussed. Then,
the speckle denoising approaches are reviewed in Part II. Along with the improvement of
unbiased multitemporal denoising method, the proposed patch-based weighted temporal
average and the proposed ratio based multitemporal denoising method (RABASAR [Zhao
et al., 2018]). In Part III, we mainly pay attention to the change detection techniques.
After reviewing the current popularly used change detection methods, we introduce the
change area, change magnitude, change classes and change time detection methods. Fi-
nally, conclusion and perspectives are presented.
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Part I

Basics of SAR and used data
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Chapter 2

Basics of SAR statistics

Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) is a technique for remotely sensing on object and crea-
ting two-dimensional or three-dimensional images. The sensor is typically installed on a
moving platform, such as an aircraft or spacecraft, and looking at the ground in side. To
create a SAR image, successive pulses of radio waves are transmitted to sense a target
scene, and the backscattered waves are received and recorded. The pulses are transmit-
ted and the backscattered waves are received using a single beam-forming antenna, with
wavelengths of several millimeters up to a meter. During the movement of the aircraft
or spacecraft mounted with SAR device, the antenna location with respect to the target
scene changes with time. Signal processing of the successive recorded radar backscattered
waves allows the combination of the records from the multiple antenna positions. The syn-
thetic antenna aperture, which can create higher-resolution images than a given physical
antenna, is formed through this process [Griffiths et al., 2014].

Thanks to its properties, SAR imaging technology has many applications. It can pro-
vide information on natural disaster areas (such as flooding, earthquake or firing areas)
for emergency issues, soil moisture for the agricultural applications, ice hazard and sea
state maps to navigators, etc. All this significant useful information is contained in the
SAR data.

Extracting information from SAR images is usually based on some prior knowledge
which is encapsulated in models for both the data and scene properties [Oliver and Quegan,
2004b]. In this chapter, we will introduce some popularly used SAR image statistical
models which will be used in the following chapters.

2.1 SAR data introduction

A Synthetic Aperture Radar, or SAR, is a coherent side-looking radar system which
uses the flight path (in the azimuth direction with speed VS/C) of the platform to simulate
an extremely large antenna or aperture electronically, and to generate high-resolution
remote sensing imagery [Baghdadi and Zribi, 2016]. The SAR-processor transmits pulses
and receives signals in the slant range direction (Fig.2.1(a)), then stores all the returned
signals, as complex values.

Because of the slant range sampling, slant range distortions (such as foreshortening,
layover, shadowing effects) occur when the radar beam reaches an object with different
height compared to the surrounding objects. These distortions (Fig.2.1(b)) result in a
varying image scale related to the range distances.
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(a) SAR imaging geometry (b) Slant-range distortion

Figure 2.1: SAR imaging geometry and some distortions. Images are provided
by : (a) SAREDU (https ://saredu.dlr.de/), (b) ACRoRS (http ://wtlab.iis.u-
tokyo.ac.jp/˜wataru/lecture/rsgis/).

Figure 2.2: Physical characteristics of each pixel in the SAR image

As can be seen from figure 2.2, each pixel in the SAR image corresponds to a small
region of the ground. Usually, the wavelength of the SAR signal is smaller than the reso-
lution cell. The summation of the radar signals in a resolution cell can be expressed as a
resulting complex value which contains an amplitude A and phase φ information :

z = Aejφ (2.1)

y = A2 (2.2)

where j is the imaginary number, y is the intensity or reflectivity.

As shown in figure 2.3, the imaginary and real components of the complex data are
very noisy. They only show limited structures. In addition, the phase angle appears like
noise and shows no structure. However, the amplitude image, although noisy, is easier
to interpret. The statistical behavior of these images is modeled as speckle [Oliver and
Quegan, 2004b]. This phenomenon is caused by the large amount of independent random
backscatters in each resolution cell.
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(a) Imaginary component (b) Real component

(c) Phase angle (d) Amplitude value

Figure 2.3: Different representations of the complex Sentinel-1 IW SLC image. The SAR
image was acquired over Saclay area, South of Paris, France.

Giving two well registered complex images z1 and z2, we can compute the correlation
coefficient ρc(z1, z2) through :

ρc(z1, z2) =
E[z1z

†
2]√

(E[|z1|2]E[|z2|2])
(2.3)

with
A2

1 = E(|z1|2), A2
2 = E(|z2|2) (2.4)

φ = arg(z1z
†
2) (2.5)

where † represents the complex conjugate and E[·] is the expectation operator.

2.2 SAR statistics

The electromagnetic scattering mechanisms result in a Goodman’s speckle noise [Good-
man, 1976]. Fortunately, there is one well grounded statistical model of scattering, which
can be expressed as multiplicative noise and is widely used when processing SAR images.
Many models have been proposed, some relying on physical hypotheses of scattering me-
chanisms, others more empirical. These different models have been proposed because of
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the great variety of physical situations and because of the different needs of the user [Tison
et al., 2004].

2.2.1 Intensity and amplitude data distribution of SAR images

Resolution cells are made up of many scatterers with different phases, leading to inter-
ferences and a noise-like effect known as speckle. To limit the effect of speckle, usually L
pixels are averaged (L is called the number of looks). The distributions of intensity (square
of the modules of the backscattered signal) and amplitude (module of the backscattered
signal) for homogeneous cases are Gamma (Eq.2.6) and Rayleigh-Nakagami distributions
(Eq.2.10) [Tupin et al., 2014], respectively.

Under Goodman’s hypothesis [Goodman, 2007], the fully developed intensity speckle
follows a Gamma distribution G[u, L] depending on the number of looks L and the mean
reflectivity u of the scene :

G[u, L](y) =
L

uΓ(L)

(
Ly

u

)L−1

e−
Ly
u (2.6)

Gamma distribution with different parameters is shown as figure 2.4. Speckle in cohe-
rently processed SAR data acts like a multiplicative noise and the speckle model can be
expressed as [Lee, 1981b] :

y = uv (2.7)

E[y] = u (2.8)

Var[y] = u2/L (2.9)

where v follows a Gamma distribution G[1, L], Var[·] represents the variance operator.
With the increase of the number of looks L, the variance u2/L decreases. A multiplicative
signal model can be used to describe both intensity and amplitude data.

For amplitude data, we obtain a Rayleigh-Nakagami probability density function (pdf) :

RN [uA, L](A) =

(
L

u2
A

)L 2A2L−1

Γ(L)
exp

[
− LA2

u2
A

]
(2.10)

with uA =
√
u.
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Figure 2.4: Gamma distributions with L equal to 1, 3, 5 and 7, with mean equal to 1.
The distribution tends to narrow as L increases.

If a texture of the scene is taken into account, more complex distributions have to
be used. For most cases, Fisher distribution fits very well with the amplitude SAR data
histogram when measuring SAR backscattering statistics [Tison et al., 2004].

If we consider the speckle is modeled by Rayleigh-Nakagami distribution RN [uA, L]
and the texture is modeled by an inverse Rayleigh-Nakagami distribution RNI(uA,M),
the resulting Fisher distribution [Quin et al., 2014] can be computed using the Mellin
convolution ?̂ [Nicolas, 2017] :

FA[uA, L,Mf ] = RN [uA, L]?̂RNI(uA,Mf ) (2.11)

with

RNI(uA,Mf )(A) =

2

(√
Mfu

A

)2Mf

exp

[
−
(√

Mfu

A

)2]
AΓ(Mf )

(2.12)

Then, the Fisher distribution can be expressed as :

FA[uA, L,Mf ](A) =
2Γ(L+Mf )

Γ(L)Γ(Mf )

√
L
Mf

(√
L
Mf

A

uA

)2L−1

(
1 +

(√
L
Mf

A

uA

)2)L+Mf

(2.13)

where Mf is one of the statistical parameters of Fisher distribution.

The three parameters of Fisher distribution can be obtained with the mathematical
expression of log-cumulants as follows [Nicolas, 2006] :
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k̃1 = log(u) +
1

2
(Ψ(L)− log(L))− (Ψ(Mf )− log(Mf )) (2.14)

k̃2 =
1

4
(Ψ(1, L) + Ψ(1,Mf )) (2.15)

k̃3 =
1

8
(Ψ(2, L) + Ψ(2,Mf )) (2.16)

where Ψ(·) is the digamma function, Ψ(n, ·) is the n-th polygamma function.

Empirical expressions for the three first orders, which can be used for the computation
of the first three log-cumulant estimators, are as follows [Tison et al., 2004, Nicolas, 2006].

k̂1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[log(
√
yi)] (2.17)

k̂2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[log(
√
yi)− k̂1]2 (2.18)

k̂3 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[log(
√
yi)− k̂1]3 (2.19)

where yi are the observed intensity values, N is the number of used samples.

2.2.2 Log-transformed data distribution

After applying a homomorphic transformation to the intensity data, the multiplicative
noise is changed to an additive one, and the log-transformed data follows Fisher-Tippett
distribution [Xie et al., 2002b] (FT ) :

FT [uf , L](x) =
LL

Γ(L)
eL(x−uf ) exp(−Lex−uf ) (2.20)

where x = log y, uf = log u.

x = uf + g (2.21)

E[x] = uf − logL+ Ψ(L) (2.22)

Var[x] = Ψ(1, L) (2.23)

g is a signal-independent additive noise with Fisher-Tippett pdf and Ψ(1, L) is the first-
order Polygamma function. Equation (2.22) implies that averaging log-transformed values
should be followed by a debiasing step to recover the mean value.

2.2.3 Arithmetic mean

As said before, a simple way to reduce speckle fluctuations is multi-looking which
makes the average of L values (L being the number of looks or the equivalent number
of looks for correlated data). This averaging can be extended to N spatial or temporal
samples.
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(1) Arithmetic mean with intensity data

With a long time series {y1, y2, · · · , yN}, the arithmetic mean is calculated as :

yAM =
1

N

N∑
i=1

yi (2.24)

It is possible to express the distribution MAG[u,L][N ](y) of the arithmetic mean dis-
tribution of N samples according to a Gamma distribution [Nicolas, 2006]. It is also
a Gamma distribution, because Gamma distribution verifies the addition theorem :

MAG[u,L][N ](y) = G[u,NL](y) (2.25)

Then, the order moments can be calculated with :

m1,MA = u (2.26)

m2,MA = u2

(
NL+ 1

NL

)
(2.27)

Based on the two moments, we can calculate the associated standard deviation :

σMA =
√
m2 −m2

1 =
u√
NL

(2.28)

In practice, the arithmetic mean is computed with intensity values following the
Gamma pdf. It can be used to reduce speckle when dealing with multitemporal data.

(2) Arithmetic mean with amplitude data

Unlike Gamma distributed random variables, the sum of Rayleigh-Nakagami distri-
buted random variables is not known in closed-form. Usually, people do not use the
arithmetic mean of amplitude data because the pdf would be much more complicated.
The mean value computed based on RN [uA, L](A) belongs to quadratic mean, which
is the square root of intensity geometric mean.

In the following, we will use the term “arithmetic mean” for short. It should be un-
derstood as the arithmetic mean of intensity images, displayed in amplitude format for
the figures.

2.2.4 Geometric mean

One can also use the geometric mean instead of the arithmetic mean [Quin et al.,
2014]. A full study of this mean can be found in the PhD thesis of G.Quin [Quin, 2011].
Taking the logarithm of the data converts the multiplicative noise in an additive noise.
Arithmetic mean of the logarithmic is equal to the logarithm of the geometric mean.

(1) Geometric mean of intensity data

With a long time series {y1, y2, · · · , yN}, the geometric mean is calculated as :

yGM =

( N∏
i=1

yi

) 1
N

(2.29)
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The geometric mean of intensity data follows a Meijer G-function [Nicolas, 2006, Quin
et al., 2014]

MG [u, L,N ] (y) = N

(
L

uΓ(L)

)N
yN−1ḠN,00,N

((
L

u

)N
yN
∣∣∣∣ · ; .
L1 − 1, · · · , LN − 1 ; .

)
(2.30)

The order 1 moment of the geometric mean is expressed as :

m1,MG =
u

L

(
Γ(NL+1

N )

Γ(L)

)N
≤ u (2.31)

As shown in equation (2.31), the first order moment of SAR intensity geometric mean
is biased. When the number N tends to infinite, we have :

lim
N→∞

m1,MG = lim
N→∞

u

L

(
Γ(NL+1

N )

Γ(L)

)N
= u

eΨ(L)

L
(2.32)

So, it is possible to apply a correction factor L
eΨ(L) to convert m1,MG to u.

(2) Geometric mean with amplitude data

The geometric mean of amplitude data also follows a Meijer G-function [Quin, 2011].
Using a similar way for the bias calculation of intensity geometric mean, we have :

lim
N→∞

m1,MG,A = lim
N→∞

u
Γ(1

2
2NL+1
N )N

√
LΓ(L)N

= u
e

Ψ(L)
2

√
L

(2.33)

To get a better understanding of the geometric mean distribution and their bias, some
simulation experiments are done using the SARLAB platform 1 developed by Jean-Marie
Nicolas. Based on the statistical models of SAR images, the geometric mean distribution
are tested, and results are shown on figure 2.5. The parameters of simulated data are
computed based on Gamma distribution noise, and the parameters of real intensity data
are set according to [Quin et al., 2014]. We can see that the mean value of geometric
mean image is smaller than the mean value of images used for the geometric mean image
calculation.

1. SARLAB platform : http ://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/ nicolas/SARLABBETA/
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.5: Different geometric mean images histogram fitting results obtained with SAR-
LAB platform. The horizontal axis represents the used values, while the vertical axis re-
presents the unnormalized probability density. (a) Fitting results of simulated intensity
data ( L = 0.9846, u = 1.0083 and N = 10). (b) Fitting results of realistic intensity data
(L = 2, u = 100 and N = 10). (c) Fitting results of simulated amplitude data (L = 1.0023,
u = 0.9998 and N = 10). Red vertical line corresponds to the mean value of each simulated
image, green vertical line is the mean value of their geometric mean image (in temporal
domain).

2.3 ENL estimation

The equivalent number of looks (ENL) is a significant parameter of the multilooked
SAR images, which can reflect the speckle reduction level of the filtered images [Anfinsen
et al., 2009]. Adaptive denoising methods generate spatially varying ENL. To well estimate
the speckle reduction level, ENL can be estimated locally after despeckling. Four different
kinds of ENL estimation methods can be used : maximum likelihood estimation method
[Tison et al., 2004], moment methods for intensity and amplitude data, and log-cumulant
method [Nicolas, 2017].

(1) Moment method for intensity data

L̂ =
E(y)2

Var(y)
(2.34)

(2) Moment method for amplitude data
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m1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

√
yi (2.35)

m2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

yi (2.36)

With the empirical moment estimation results, the ENL can be calculated through :

L̂ =
1

8(
√
m2/m1 − 1)

(2.37)

(3) Maximum likelihood estimation
u =
√
m2 (2.38)

According to Tison et al. [2004], the empirical ENL estimation is :

L̂ = 0.1346 +
0.504

log u2 −m2
(2.39)

(4) Log-cumulant method

As introduced by [Nicolas, 2017], the theoretical expression of k̂2 can be expressed as :

k̂2 =
1

4
ψ(1, L) (2.40)

Joint using the empirical expressions (Eq.(2.17-2.18)), an empirical ENL estimation
function can be given by rational polynomials [Nicolas, 2017] :

L̂ =
1.+ 3.5232k̂2 + 1.57472k̂2

2 + 4.8288 · 10−2k̂3
2

−1.705 · 10−5 + 4.004k̂2 + 5.9856k̂2
2 + 8.6208 · 10−1k̂3

2

Based on the aforementioned ENL estimation methods, we studied the effects of va-
riable variance, estimation window size and the number of temporal averaged images on
the ENL estimation results.

Figure 2.6: Spatial ENL estimation areas with size 50×50. Red : farmland area, blue :
forest area. The image is the temporal arithmetic mean of 69 well-registered single look
Sentinel-1 images.
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Theoretically, the homogeneous areas have bigger ENL than heterogeneous areas be-
cause of the smaller spatial variance. We evaluate the ENL characteristics using farmland
and forest areas (Fig.2.6 red and blue rectangle areas). Moment method for intensity data
is taken as an example for the spatial ENL estimation. Some experimental results are
shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Spatial ENL estimation and Gamma distribution fitting results over farmland
area. The farmland area shown in figure 2.6 are used. The used images are averaged using
different numbers of temporal images, top : 1, middle : 5, bottom : 15.

Figure 2.8: Spatial ENL estimation and Gamma distribution fitting results over farmland
and forest areas. First row : farmland area, second row : forest area. The used images are
averaged using different numbers of temporal images (from left to right) : 1, 5, 15 and 30.

The relationship of ENL with different estimation window sizes is studied based on
the farmland area (Fig.2.8). For the estimation results with one single look image and
different estimation window sizes, the estimation results are around 1. The float may
be caused by the spatial correlation and spatial variance. For the results estimated with
temporally multilooked data, the estimated results are always smaller than the number of
used images. This may be caused by the temporal correlation and time series changes.

The relationship of ENL with different numbers of temporal averaged images and
different objects are studied over farmland and forest areas with estimation window size
50×50. For the intensity value, the temporal change magnitude in farmland area is larger
than forest area. The obtained ENL in forest area is always larger than that in farmland
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area, especially when more images are used for temporally multilooking. However, all the
ENL estimated using multilooked images are smaller than the number of images.

To better simulate the local statistics of SAR images, the ENL needs to be estimated.
Since farmland and forest areas tend to have large ENL, we could take these estimated
values as the index of homogeneous areas and use it to evaluate the denoising results.
In the following chapters, the used spatial ENL estimation window sizes are dictated by
specific applications.

2.4 Conclusion

We briefly introduced the principles of SAR imagery in this chapter. The probability
distribution function of single SAR image (intensity, amplitude and log-transformed data)
and multitemporal SAR images (different temporal averaged data) are studied. To acquire
the ENL which is a vital parameter in SAR statistics, we presented several ENL estimation
methods. Based on the SAR image statistics, we will propose new denoising and change
detection algorithms in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

Experimental dataset preparation

In this chapter, we mainly pay attention to the pre-processing Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-
X images. The parameters and the acquisition mode of Sentinel-1 images and TerraSAR-X
images will be described. Several SAR image registration methods which are used in the
following experiments will be presented. To allow for quantitative evaluations, different
kinds of simulated SAR images will be built. In addition, the spatial correlation of the
data will be discussed.

3.1 Real SAR images

3.1.1 Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X data bases

(1) Sentinel-1 images

ESA has developed the Copernicus programme which is composed of 6 Sentinel mis-
sions. Each of the Sentinels is based on a constellation of two satellites to fulfill revisit
and coverage requirements, providing robust datasets for Copernicus Services. Dif-
ferent Sentinel missions focus on different aspects of Earth observation, Atmospheric,
Oceanic, and Land monitoring, and the data will be of use in many applications.

The Sentinel-1 mission comprises a constellation of two polar-orbiting satellites, per-
forming all-weather and day-and-night C-band synthetic aperture radar imaging. The
main purpose of Sentinel-1 mission is to provide C-Band SAR data following the end
of mission ERS-2 and Envisat. Both Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B share the same or-
bit plane. Sentinel-1 has four kinds of observation modes (Tab.3.1), with different
applications for each of them. Their repeat frequency (important for interferometric
coherence) is 6 days, and the revisit frequency (asc/desc & overlap) is around 2 days
near Paris. The pixel spacing of Sentinel-1 Interferometric Wide swath (IW) single
look complex (SLC) data is variable depending on the latitude. The images we will
use have a spacing resolution of 3.37×13.87 m (rg × az).

We mainly use the Sentinel-1 IW Level-1 data to do the urban area change detection.
Level-1 focused data are the generally available products intended for most data users.
All the data can be downloaded from Copernicus Open Access Hub 1. We mainly pay
attention to the Sentinel-1 IW data acquired over Saclay area, South of Paris in the
following chapters (Fig.3.1).

1. Copernicus Open Access Hub : https ://sentinels. copernicus.eu/web/sentinel/sentinel-data-
access/access-to-sentinel-data
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Table 3.1: Sentinel-1 Observation Scenario

Modes Polarization Pixel spacing rg×az Application
Stripmap (SM) Dual or single 1.5×3.6 m to 3.1×4.1 m emergency observation
Interferometric
Wide swath (IW)

Dual or single about 2.3×14.1 m land, predefined area

Extra Wide swath
(EW)

Dual or single 5.9×34.7 m seas and polar areas

Wave (WV) HH or VV 1.7×4.1 m and 2.7×4.1 m oceans

Figure 3.1: Sentinel-1 noisy image (up) and temporal arithmetic mean image (bottom)
displayed in amplitude. 69 well-registered Sentinel-1A IW SLC images, which are acquired
through the same orbit, same sensor, with descending track, are used.

(a) Sentinel-1 IW SLC image

Sentinel-1 single look complex products (z) consist of focused SAR data, geo-
referenced data (orbit and attitude data) from the satellite, and provided in
slant-range geometry. It comprises both the amplitude information (A) and phase
information (φ).
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(b) Sentinel-1 IW GRD image

Sentinel-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) images are obtained after multiloo-
king, de-bursting and projecting to ground range (using WGS84) of Sentinel-1
SLC data. Only the amplitude information (A) is kept, with multilook processing
in the range direction. After processing, the GRD data has approximately square
resolution pixels and square pixel spacing with reduced speckle at the cost of
reduced geometric resolution (Fig.3.2).

(a) Sentinel-1 SLC (b) Sentinel-1 GRD

(c) Sentinel-1 SLC probability density (d) Sentinel-1 GRD probability density

Figure 3.2: Comparison of Sentinel-1 SLC and GRD images. The images are acquired in
05/02/2016 over Saclay area, South of Paris. Fisher distribution is used to fit the histogram
of the whole image. Sentinel-1 SLC image is in slant range coordinates, while Sentinel-1
GRD image is in ground range coordinates.

(2) TerraSAR-X images

TerraSAR-X SAR images have lots of advantages, such as high geometric and radio-
metric resolution, multi-polarization mode capability, multi-temporal imaging, repeat-
pass interferometry, etc. Furthermore, it is different from Sentinel-1 images (different
bands and different resolutions, etc). TerraSAR-X images will also be used in the fol-
lowing chapters, so as to make a round test and evaluation for the proposed methods.
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(a) Noisy image (b) Temporal arithmetic mean image

Figure 3.3: TerraSAR-X noisy image and temporal arithmetic mean image. 26 well re-
gistered images are used, which are acquired over Saint-Gervais-les-Bains, South-East of
Geneva.

26 single-look TerraSAR-X images (13 images are sensed in 2009 and the other 13
images in 2011) acquired over Saint-Gervais-les-Bains, South-East of Geneva, (project
DLR-MTH0232) are used (Fig.3.3). The acquisition modes of these data are shown in
table 3.2 and their acquisition time is shown in table 3.3. These images are taken over
a highly mountainous countryside, with a narrow inhabited valley concentrating many
human artifacts (roads, bridges, dams). Since the original images are large, specific
parts will be used according to the experimental evaluation purpose.

Table 3.2: TerraSAR-X data acquisition mode

Satellite height Beam ID Polarization Mean incidence angle
515 km SSC SM S HH 44.52

Sampling frequency Slant/ground
range spacing

Azimuth spacing Baselines (mean/max)

109.9 MHz 1.36/1.94 m 1.98 m -568/526m

Table 3.3: Acquisition time of TerraSAR-X images

No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time
1 31/05/2009 8 16/08/2009 14 05/05/2011 21 21/07/2011
2 11/06/2009 9 27/08/2009 15 16/05/2011 22 01/08/2011
3 22/06/2009 10 18/09/2009 16 27/05/2011 23 12/08/2011
4 03/07/2009 11 29/09/2009 17 07/06/2011 24 23/08/2011
5 14/07/2009 12 10/10/2009 18 18/06/2011 25 03/09/2011
6 25/07/2009 13 21/10/2009 19 29/06/2011 26 25/09/2011
7 05/08/2009 20 10/07/2011

In addition, we also prepared 9 TerraSAR-X images acquired over Sendai. These
images mainly have large magnitude changes and they will be used in the change
detection section.
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3.1.2 Images registration

The registration step is necessary for many multitemporal SAR image processing, as it
ensures that each ground target contributes to the same (range, azimuth) pixel in different
images. SAR time series image registration, in the general sense, deals with the accurate
matching of images acquired through multitemporal, multisensor, different incidence angle
or multibaseline modes.

SAR image registration is mainly done using feature-based approaches (SAR-SIFT
[Dellinger et al., 2015], GeFolki [Plyer et al., 2015, Brigot et al., 2016]), frequency-domain
approaches and geometric based methods [Small and Schubert, 2008, Nicolas et al., 2012],
etc.

(1) SAR image registration with cross-correlation method

Cross-correlation is widely used in image processing, pattern recognition, and other
fields to register similar signals. It can efficiently determine the most similar SAR
pixels by using patches [Zitova and Flusser, 2003]. For small Sentinel-1 SAR images
(512×512) on almost flat terrain which are acquired through the same orbit with
similar incidence angle, they have similar shift values for each pixel before registration.

(a) Coarse registration

Find one or two common points in both images and extract the offsets (range
and azimuth) from the coordinate differences (∆xrg and ∆xaz).

(b) Fine registration

Cut central regions (128×128) from images acquired by coarse registration. Esti-
mate the sub-pixel accuracy offsets using cross-correlation method in frequency
domain. The shift values are determined by the peak of correlation. Then, use
the rounded shift values to cut the data matrices.

Although this method is popularly used for SAR images registration, it may create
registration errors when the pixel offsets are not similar.

(2) Geometric registration of complex SAR images

Most traditional subpixel registration approaches use similarity measurements which
are dependent on the image content (textured or homogeneous areas), and very sen-
sitive to surface changes (snow fall, seasonal variations . . . ) and variations of the
incidence angles. For SAR images acquired in urban areas, these problems are quite
serious.

Because of the high precision on the geometric sensor parameters, it is possible to rely
on geometric equations to do images registration. Here we used the method of subpixel
images registration [Nicolas et al., 2012]. It 2 only uses pure geometric information
associated to the radar principle and the SAR systems to re-sample the slave image
over the master one. A digital elevation model (DEM) can be used if necessary.

In this thesis, a database of Sentinel-1 images has been created with 69 images (Tab.
3.4). This database will be used to evaluate the methods developed in this PhD. All
the SLC images have been finely registered. A ground truth on this area will be done
(see Section 3.2).

In the change detection chapter, Sentinel-1 images will be used for detecting buil-
ding and farmland area changes. 2 registered Sentinel-1 SAR images (pixel spacing :
3.37×13.87 m) are illustrated in figure 3.4.

2. XIMA : https ://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/nicolas/XIMA/index.html
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Table 3.4: Acquisition time of Sentinel-1A IW SLC images

No. Time No. Time No. Time No. Time
1 24/12/2014 19 21/08/2015 37 17/04/2016 55 19/11/2016
2 05/01/2015 20 02/09/2015 38 29/04/2016 56 01/12/2016
3 17/01/2015 21 14/09/2015 39 11/05/2016 57 13/12/2016
4 29/01/2015 22 26/09/2015 40 23/05/2016 58 25/12/2016
5 10/02/2015 23 08/10/2015 41 04/06/2016 59 06/01/2017
6 06/03/2015 24 01/11/2015 42 16/06/2016 60 18/01/2017
7 18/03/2015 25 13/11/2015 43 28/06/2016 61 30/01/2017
8 30/03/2015 26 25/11/2015 44 10/07/2016 62 11/02/2017
9 11/04/2015 27 07/12/2015 45 22/07/2016 63 23/02/2017
10 23/04/2015 28 19/12/2015 46 03/08/2016 64 07/03/2017
11 05/05/2015 29 31/12/2015 47 15/08/2016 65 19/03/2017
12 17/05/2015 30 12/01/2016 48 27/08/2016 66 31/03/2017
13 29/05/2015 31 24/01/2016 49 08/09/2016 67 12/04/2017
14 10/06/2015 32 05/02/2016 50 20/09/2016 68 24/04/2017
15 04/07/2015 33 17/02/2016 51 02/10/2016 69 06/05/2017
16 16/07/2015 34 29/02/2016 52 14/10/2016
17 28/07/2015 35 24/03/2016 53 26/10/2016
18 09/08/2015 36 05/04/2016 54 07/11/2016

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4: Registered Sentinel-1 SAR images over Paris Saclay area which were obtained
on 05/01/2015 (left) and 18/01/2017 (middle), with the same orbit and observation mode.
These images will be used for change detection evaluation. Compared with the optical
image (right), SAR images seem stretched and transformed.

(3) Geometric registration of heterogeneous images

Cross-correlation method is mainly useful for the registration of SAR images acquired
through the same orbit and similar incidence angle.

Although the geometric registration method proposed by Nicolas et al. [2012] can
obtain good registration results, the Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans SAR
(TOPSAR) mode (with sub-swaths and a series of bursts) limits its popularly use. For
different sensor data, the resolution and the reflectivity may be different, thus making
cross-correlation methods fail. In addition, optical remote sensing images often have
multi-bands.
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(a) Orbit 110 and orbit 08 (b) Orbit 110 and orbit 56

(c) Orbit 110 and orbit 132 (d) Orbit 56 and orbit 132

(e) Orbit 08 and orbit 56 (f) Orbit 08 and orbit 132

Figure 3.5: Chessboard overlay for coregistered Sentinel-1 GRD images which are acqui-
red through different orbits, over Saclay area, South of Paris. The images acquired through
orbits 08 and 110 are in descending mode, while the others are acquired through ascending
mode. The arithmetic mean images (computed using about 30 images) are used for the
comparison, so as to obtain better visual results. The registered images are in WGS-84
coordinate system.
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A popular heterogeneous image registration method is based on mutual information
[Chen et al., 2003, Inglada and Giros, 2004]. However, the heavy time consumption
limits its popularly use, especially for a large amount of data. Current satellite al-
ways provide accurate geolocation information together with the images. Thus, the
multitemporal or multisensor images over the same area can be well registered by
using their geolocation information. This information is obtained using a digital eleva-
tion model. The precision of the digital elevation model will influence the registration
results. It allows multiple image products to be quickly combined, e.g., SAR interfe-
rometry (InSAR) coregistration or layered with other data sources, such as different
application maps (vegetation area, building area, etc.), digital elevation models [Schu-
bert et al., 2015]. SNAP software 3 will be used to register the heterogeneous images
in this section. After geocoding by SNAP, Sentinel-1 SAR image values will be conver-
ted to decibel scale (dB value) with radiometric calibration. This ensures that images
acquired from different times, through different sensors (Sentinel-1A/B) or locate in
different parts of the images are comparable.

The Sentinel-1 platform provides highly accurate pointing knowledge (better than
0.004◦) on each axis, high pointing accuracy (about 0.01◦ on each axis), and real
time orbit determination together with a dedicated propulsion system for precise
orbit control [Torres et al., 2012]. The absolute location accuracy of Sentinel-1 IW
SLC/GRD data is about 7 meters [Aulard-Macler, 2012]. Data products from synthe-
tic aperture radar sensors that have been accurately geometrically calibrated permit a
straightforward combination of multiple data taken with one another [Schubert et al.,
2012], not only simplifying their inter-comparison, but also speeding up applications
such as near-real-time disaster mapping.

To verify the geolocation accuracy of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images in the areas of
interest, we implemented some experiments (Fig.3.5-3.6). The parameters of selected
data are introduced in table 3.5. Open access SRTM-3 digital elevation model is used
for this experiment.

Table 3.5: Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 parameters comparison

Coordinate
system

Resolution
rg×az

Pixel
Spacing

Mode Absolute geolocation
uncertainty

Sentinel-1
IW GRD

WGS-84 20.3×21.6-
20.5×21.7m

10×10 m IW mode 7 m (Near-Real-Time)

Sentinel-2
Band 2

UTM 10×10m 10×10m Band 2 20 m 2σ without
GCPs

With high resolution, the object backscattering values in SAR images are sensitive to
the change of incidence angles, which leads to difficult combination. Thus, we mainly
pay attention to line feature locations to make the comparison (Fig.3.5-3.6).

Visually, there is no obvious offset for Sentinel-1 GRD images acquired through dif-
ferent orbits. The line features in the homogeneous areas are well registered. However,
we could find several pixels offset in some areas (Fig.3.5), especially in the boundaries
between the objects which have different height (such as the forest and farmland area
boundaries in the red circle). This phenomenon is caused by the different looking in-
cidence angle. When comparing with Sentinel-2 images, the differences in these areas

3. SNAP software : http ://step.esa.int/main/download/
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are more obvious (Fig.3.6) for the images acquired through descending orbits (orbit
08 and orbit 110). For Sentinel-1 images acquired through orbits 08 and 110, there are
small offset in the whole image. For the images acquired through ascending mode, the
images are well registered.

Since only SRTM-3 DEM is used for the terrain correction, the slant-range distortion
areas (Fig.2.1(b)) will provide unreliable results after geocoding. Thus, coregistration
residual evaluation method and fine registration are needed.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6: Chessboard overlay for coregistered Sentinel-2 (color image) and Sentinel-1
GRD images. The Sentinel-1 GRD images are acquired through : (a) orbit 08, (b)orbit
110, (c) orbit 59, (d) orbit 132.

According to the previous comparison, it is better to only use ascending or descending
SAR images for multitemporal SAR image change detection. For the combining use of
ascending and descending SAR images, special attention should be paid to boundary
areas. To keep the original backscattering values of mountain area, it is better to use
the Sentinel-1 SAR images without calibration. For the combined use of Sentinel-1 and
Sentinel-2 images, we can use the geometric coregistration method to convert them to
the same coordinate system.
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3.1.3 Super-images

With a long time series, different temporal averages (such as arithmetic mean, geo-
metric mean, harmonic mean, etc.) can be computed. We call the images derived from
different temporal averages as “super-images” [Quin et al., 2014]. 69 registered Sentinel-1
images (Tab. 3.4) are used for the calculation of the super-images. Unlike Sentinel-1 GRD
images which are computed with a spatial multilooking process, the average images are
obtained by temporal multilooking which could effectively preserve the spatial resolution.
With a long time series {y1, y2, · · · , yM}, the temporal arithmetic mean and geometric
mean are calculated based on Eq. (2.24) and Eq. (2.29).

(a) Arithmetic mean (b) Geometric mean (c) Debiased geometric mean

Figure 3.7: Temporal multilooked amplitude SAR image comparison. Compared to the
geometric mean, the debiased geometric mean is more similar to arithmetic mean.

As shown in figure 3.7 and the discussion in chapter 2, geometric mean has an obvious
bias. It is debiased using equation (2.33). Based on 69 well registered Sentinel-1 images,
the speckle noise is highly reduced in the temporal averaged images. According to the
experimental results (Fig.3.7), temporal geometric mean is less sensitive to the short term
changing points than arithmetic mean.

3.2 Ground truth preparation

Saclay area has been chosen since it has been chosen to receive the future scientific
area of the Paris-Saclay University. It is an almost flat plateau limited on one side by a
deep valley where most of the former universities are located. Former ground occupation
of the plateau was with grass fields, corn and wheat fields, small woods and sparse farms.
Starting in 2010, constructions and public works were decided to convert agricultural ter-
rains into research and education buildings, mostly 2 to 5 storey compact and geometrical
structures made of concrete, steel and glass. Many plots have been bared from vegetation,
the excavated heavy plant machineries and trucks have been parked in some places. Cranes
and lifting equipments were displaced from site to site. Then parking lots for cars where
distributed around emerging buildings, large roads were traced to link the various plants
of the work site.

All these elements greatly influence the SAR reflectivity.
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3.2.1 Ground truth map in Saclay area

Ground truth data is done by direct observation of maps, optical and SAR data and
regular visits to Saclay area. It will be used in the validation and analysis of change
detection algorithms. The prepared ground truth shown in figure 3.8 corresponds to the
SAR image acquired on February 29th, 2016. Different classes, associated values and some
corresponding examples of this area are shown in table 3.6.

(a) Google Earth image (b) SAR image (c) Ground truth map

Figure 3.8: Comparison of SAR ground truth map with optical and SAR images. Accor-
ding to the objects distribution in this area, 10 classes were used for the representation.
Each class was indexed using specific corresponding color and value (see Tab.3.6). Both
the Google Earth image and SAR image were acquired on February 29th, 2016.

The difficulties to build the ground truth for our applications are the following :

• Ground occupations and ground changes are mostly visible on optical images (either
from satellite or from aerial survey).
• Because of the complex surface of Orsay site (with a deep valley close to the area

of interest), the geometry of optical images is different from the geometry of SAR
images, and registration is possible only with a fine digital elevation model.
• As it is not the purpose of our study to precisely register SAR images with optical

images, we decided to detect changes on optical images using prior information, but
transform the results of manual delineation in the geometry of SAR images. For
this purpose, we made use of the SAR average mean as a geometric background.
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Table 3.6: Different classes, associated values and some corresponding examples. The
color around each category name is the same as in figure 3.8 (c). Google Earth is used for
preparing the images.

Category Building area Metal fence Parking area
Representation
values

3 4 5

Category Water Farmland Forest
Representation
values

6 7 8

Category Grass land Planning area Roads
Representation
values

9 10 11

Category Unclassified area Unclassified area Unclassified area
Representation
value

12 12 12
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3.2.2 Multitemporal ground truth map

Due to the construction of University of Paris-Saclay, plenty of new buildings in this
area are under construction. For the study of SAR image change detection, we mainly
pay attention to this area. It has several changed types, such as appearing buildings,
disappearing buildings, parking areas, metal fences and appearing bare soil.

According to the start changing time of the multitemporal images, 10 SAR images
(red colored in Tab.3.4) were chosen for creating the ground truth map (Fig.3.9-3.10).

Although farmland area, forest area and grass land area have seasonal changes, their
coverage area did not change. So, these kinds of areas and no change building areas were
created according to the SAR average map. Google map and Sentinel-2A visible range
images were used for the reference.
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Figure 3.9: Reference map of different change types (A) (from 24/12/2014 to 18/01/2017).
The start and stop change of each change area is shown in Tab.3.7. Images are acquired
over Saclay area, South of Paris.
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Figure 3.10: Reference map of different change types (B) (from 24/12/2014 to
18/01/2017). Blue : appearing building, red : metal fence, green : parking area, magenta :
bare soil (planning for the construction), orange : disappearing building. The start and
stop change of each change area is shown in Tab.3.7.

(1) High backscattering points changed areas

Normally, the parking area keeps changing during the acquisition of SAR images,
unless it was constructed during that time. When preparing the multitemporal ground
truth maps, the start time and stop time of changes will be taken into account.

(2) Study of the multi-temporal changes

Based on the study of changed area and changed time, the multitemporal ground truth
maps could be created. Because of the visibility of the bright points in SAR images,
the changed areas which have big backscattering values will be taken into account.
Before the construction finished, the building area will suffer continuous changes.
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Table 3.7: Start and stop times of changes for each area. The start and stop changing
index numbers corresponding to the 10 red index time in Tab.3.4. Different colors represent
different change types.

Areas Classes Start changing Stop Areas Classes Start changing Stop
A1 Building 1 4 10 A7/A8 Metal fence 3 7
A2 Building 2 5 10 A9 Bare soil 4 10
A3 Building 3 3 10 A10 Parking 1 10
A4 Building 4 Before 1 3 A11 Parking 4 10
A5 Building 5 3 10 A12 Bare soil 1 6
A6 Building 6 Before 1 5

3.2.3 Other ground truth maps

In order to evaluate the change detection method performance, the ground truth map
of different urban areas has been prepared (Tab.3.11).

The steps to build the ground truth map using Sentinel-1 SLC data are :

• Preparation of the multitemporal images (table 3.8) ;
• SAR images registration using subpixel level registration method (XIMA 4 or

SAR-SIFT [Dellinger et al., 2015]) ;
• Selecting the image pairs according to the available optical images (Spot-5 images

or Google Earth images) ;
• Denoising SAR images using RABASAR method (see chapter 6) ;
• Detecting the changed areas using SGLR (see chapter 8) based change detection

method ;
• Labelling the changed pixels with the reference of optical images, denoised SAR

images and change detection results.

Table 3.8: Ground truth preparation of changed building areas

Location Amount Image size Registered

École Polytechnique area 69 1024×1024 XIMA
CentraleSupélec area 69 1024×1024 XIMA
Jinan West railway station area 10 1024×1024 SAR-SIFT
TianJin South railway station area 10 1024×1024 SAR-SIFT

In addition, we also prepared the corresponding SAR image pairs according to the
Sentinel-2 database 5 released by Daudt et al. [2018].

4. https ://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/nicolas/XIMA/index.html
5. http ://dase.ticinumaerospace.com/
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3.3 Simulated SAR images

(a) Noisy image (b) Noise free image

Figure 3.11: A simulated data and corresponding noise free image.

In order to have a control on the performances of our algorithms, we simulate realistic
images with controlled modifications. To do so, we used a noise free SAR image multiplied
by a Gamma distributed speckle noise (v). By modifying the noise-free image before intro-
ducing the noise, we are able to have images with controlled changes in them. Depending
on the noise free SAR image, we distinguish unrealistic images from realistic images as
explained in the following sections.

3.3.1 Unrealistic simulated images

(1) Simulated data with changes

The noise free components of 40 simulated images have different targets with utarget
and 5 different background values uback with utarget/uback varying from 2 to 10. For
each area, bright points appear at time 1∼20 and 21∼40 images. utarget value is chosen
as 1600 according to the real value of building areas in a Sentinel-1 SAR image. Then,
the noise-free intensity images ut are multiplied by a Gamma distribution noise vt.

yt = utvt (3.1)

where t is the number of temporal image. One simulated image and the corresponding
noise free image are shown in figure 3.11.

(2) Simulated images without change

To make other comparisons, one optical image (Fig.3.12) which is often used in other
papers is chosen for SAR image simulation. Since the value range of the optical image
is [0 255], the simulated intensity SAR image is created through :

yt = A2vt (3.2)

where A represent the optical image.
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(a) Noisy image (b) Noise free image

Figure 3.12: The simulated data and corresponding noise free image.

3.3.2 Realistic simulated SAR images

Many simulations are based on reflectivity maps obtained from optical images. Howe-
ver, real SAR images exhibit strong and persistent scatterers, especially in urban areas
which can hardly be simulated using optical images. Therefore, we propose to use the arith-
metic mean image of long time-series of SAR images, considered as a noise free image (a
reflectivity map u) to create realistic simulations of SAR images. For specific applications,
dedicated sequences will be created over various areas (Fig.3.15(a, c, d) and Fig.3.16(b,
c)) : forests, farmlands, building areas etc. Different temporal changes may also be simu-
lated as shown in (Fig. 3.13, Fig.3.15(b) and Fig.3.16(a)). Changed values are extracted
from the corresponding real SAR time series. All the pixels in the same rectangular at
time t have the same noise free value.

(1) Simulated SAR data without changes

Based on the acquired arithmetic mean image yAM , we can simulate different temporal
images through multiplying yAM with different simulated Gamma distribution noise
vt.

yt = yAMvt (3.3)

The synthetic time series data which correspond to the same ground truth (Fig.3.15
(a,c,d) and Fig.3.16(b,c)) are simulated by this way.

(2) Simulated SAR data with changes
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(a) Noisy image 1 (b) Reference map

Figure 3.13: Realistic simulated SAR image 1 and reference image. The background image
is obtained from an average of 69 Sentinel-1 images. The change types (the corresponding
time series are shown in Fig.3.14) are : red : step change, green : impulse change, blue :
cycle change and cyan : complex change. This simulated time series will be used for the
change classification.
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Figure 3.14: Different time series changes introduced in figure 3.13.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.15: Different Sentinel-1 arithmetic mean images over different land covers.
Different colors represent different changes (the corresponding time series are shown in
Fig.3.17) : green=farmland, yellow=forest, red=appearing, blue=appearing then disap-
pearing.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.16: Arithmetic mean of TerraSAR-X images over different areas. Different co-
lors represent different changes (the corresponding time series are shown in Fig.3.17) :
green=farmland, yellow=forest, cyan=disappearing.
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Figure 3.17: Simulated time series changes. Vegetation area changes have been introdu-
ced to the simulated Sentinel-1 images and simulated TerraSAR-X images. Disappearing
building changes are introduced to TerraSAR-X images, while the other building area
changes are introduced to Sentinel-1 images.

Man-made structures such as buildings, fences or transmission towers produce very
strong back-scattering. They usually have large intensities for some geometric confi-
gurations [Lobry et al., 2016a]. To control the real changed areas in the SAR images,
several changed patches were introduced in the images, corresponding to isolated buil-
dings with rectangular shapes (Fig.3.13).

Since different objects have different change magnitude, we also introduced different
changing objects into the simulated temporal SAR images. Three typical objects
are used : farmland, forest and changed building areas (Fig.3.13(b), Fig.3.15(b) and
Fig.3.16(a)). The values before and after changes are extracted from the real temporal
SAR data and introduced in the noise free temporal SAR images yAMt . Then, the
temporal data are simulated using :

yt = yAMt vt (3.4)

(3) Simulated SAR data with different ENL
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The speckle effects are different with different ENL. To simulate time series SAR data
with different ENL, we used :

yt = yAMt

(
1

L

L∑
i=1

vi

)
(3.5)

where L equals the ENL of the simulated data, i is the time at which Gamma distri-
bution noise is generated. The ENL is global for the images in this simulation.

When there are no change in the time series, the time series can be simulated using :

yt = yAM
(

1

L

L∑
i=1

vi

)
(3.6)

(4) Simulated SAR data with spatially varying ENL

Since spatial adaptive denoising methods can introduce a spatially variable ENL, we
can simulate multilooked data with different ENL. These data can reflect the situation
of a denoised image with a spatially variable ENL. The noisy images are simulated
using Sentinel-1 arithmetic mean image (yAM ) and multiple Gamma distribution noise
v with :

yt(s) = yAMt (s)

(
1

L(s)

L(s)∑
i=1

vi

)
(3.7)

where s corresponds to the pixel locations.

Some of the simulated data are shown in figure 3.18. There are some changes between
the simulated images. The denoised images are simulated using 210 different ENL
shown as in figure 3.18(c). If the ENL equals 1, the denoised values are the same as
the original values. These simulated images can be used to evaluate the use of adaptive
thresholds or adaptive ENL. Apart from these different noise free images, we could
also use remotely sensed optical images to simulate SAR data [Aiazzi et al., 1998].
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(a) Noisy image (b) Denoised (a) (c) ENL

(d) Noisy image (e) Denoised (d) (f) Changed areas

Figure 3.18: Original data and denoised simulated Sentinel-1 data with associated ENL.
The blue color in the ENL figure (c) represents smaller ENL. The two denoised data have
the same ENL, which is the sum of the row and the column number of each pixel.

Table 3.9: Simulated time series SAR data

Noise free image Figures Changes ENL Amount Equation
1 Simulated image Fig.3.11 Yes 1 40 Eq.(3.1)
2 Optical image Fig.3.12 No 1 64 Eq.(3.2)
3 Sentinel-1 AM Fig.3.13(b) Yes 1 64 Eq.(3.5)
4 Sentinel-1 AM Fig.3.15(a) No 1 100 Eq.(3.3)
5 Sentinel-1 AM Fig.3.15(b) Yes 1, 2, 4, 8 100 Eq.(3.5)
6 Sentinel-1 AM farmland Fig.3.15(c) No 1, 2, 4, 8 64 Eq.(3.6)
7 Sentinel-1 AM building Fig.3.15(d) No 1, 2, 4, 8 64 Eq.(3.6)
8 TerraSAR-X AM Fig.3.16(a) Yes 1, 2, 4, 8 64 Eq.(3.5)
9 TerraSAR-X AM farmland Fig.3.16(b) No 1, 2, 4, 8 64 Eq.(3.6)
10 TerraSAR-X AM building Fig.3.16(c) No 1, 2, 4, 8 64 Eq.(3.6)

3.4 Spatial correlation

Since the transmitted beam is wider than the radar cross section (RCS) area of the
target [Goodman, 2007], spatial correlation is usual in SAR images. Spatial variance is
influenced by the spatial correlation of pixels, so the spatial correlation should be taken
into account during the parameter estimation. However, nearly all the denoising methods
hypothesized that speckle is independent and identically distributed. The spatial correla-
tions lead to negative effect on the denoising results. Hence, a spatial decorrelation step
could be useful before despeckling using these methods.
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Since the correlation is usually limited to the nearest neighbors, under-sampling is the
simplest way to reduce the spatial correlation effects, but it will result in losing detail
information and in reducing spatial resolution. This method will be used for some experi-
ments by labeling one pixel over 2 or 3 in range and azimuth directions. SAR-BM3D 6 is
utilized to process the original and resampled Sentinel-1 images (Fig.3.19).

(a) SAR-BM3D with original Sentinel-1 (b) SAR-BM3D with resampled Sentinel-1

Figure 3.19: SAR-BM3D denoising result comparison based on original Sentinel-1 data
and resampled Sentinel-1 data. The under-sampling step is 2 along azimuth and range
directions.

A method [Abergel et al., 2018] to select only the useful part of the complex spec-
trum followed by apodization and irregular resampling has been proposed. It reduces the
sidelobes induced by the strong targets and preserves spatial resolution.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.20: Comparison between original and revisited CLEAN algorithm [Abergel et al.,
2018] generated data. (a) arithmetic mean of 26 TerraSAR-X images, (b) arithmetic mean
of the 26 TerraSAR-X images processed by revisited CLEAN algorithm.

6. SAR-BM3D : http ://www.grip.unina.it/research/80-sar-despeckling/80-sar-bm3d.html
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Another way of suppressing the sidelobes due to strong targets relies on a revisited
CLEAN algorithm 7 [Abergel et al., 2018]. It decomposes the SAR data into a speckle
component vs and a target component up. This method can keep the initial resolution
of the data, suppress sidelobes and preserve speckle statistics in fully developed speckle
areas (Fig.3.20). Through despeckling the speckle component vs and combined component
vs + up, three kinds of results which are denoised speckle component, denoised speckle
component with the target component and denoised combined component can be obtained.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the database that will be used in the following chapters. 69
Sentinel-1 IW SLC data and 26 TerraSAR-X images have been registered with subpixel
accuracy. Then, their super-images which play a vital role in the preparation of ground
truth map and synthetic SAR images have been analyzed. Several kinds of ground truth
maps have been prepared, which will be used to evaluate the proposed change detection
and change classification methods. In addition, different simulated SAR data have been
prepared, so as to control the changes in the time series. Since most denoising algorithms
hypothesized that SAR images affected by i.i.d. speckle, we briefly discussed the correlation
issue.

7. Revisited CLEAN algorithm : http ://www.math-info.univ-paris5.fr/ rabergel/index.html
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Part II

Multi-temporal denoising
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Chapter 4

Basics of despeckling

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging is a widely used remote measuring method.
However, the inherent speckle which is attached to any coherent imaging system affects
the analysis and interpretation of SAR images. Therefore, a preliminary speckle reduction
step is often proposed for a successful exploitation of SAR images. Plenty of SAR image
denoising methods (such as PPB [Deledalle et al., 2009], NL-SAR [Deledalle et al., 2015],
SAR-BM3D [Parrilli et al., 2012], etc.) have been proposed in the past decades (see [Ar-
genti et al., 2013] for a review) working on a single image. With large time series data,
jointly processing multichannel has been proposed to provide better denoising results.
This chapter gives an overview of denoising approaches both for single look SAR images
and multitemporal series. Some similarity test which could be applied to calculate patch
similarities will be described. In the end, we will introduce some popularly used denoising
evaluation methods, along with the proposal of two new evaluation methods.

4.1 Main despeckling approaches

Speckle is an inherent problem of SAR images and it unavoidably limits SAR image in-
terpretation. Therefore, image filtering plays a significant role in the successful exploitation
of SAR images. The main problems of SAR image denoising are spatial resolution preser-
vation, edge preservation, texture areas denoising, bias canceling and strongly reflecting
target preservation.

4.1.1 Spatial despeckling methods

Spatial denoising methods only pay attention to one image using the spatial informa-
tion, for instance, by using weighted pixels to estimate the noise free pixel values. As we
discussed before, noise is randomly distributed in SAR images. Most speckle reduction
methods are based on the statistical characteristics of the noise, such as multiplicative
Gamma noise, Rayleigh-Nakagami noise, additive Gaussian noise, Poisson noise, etc. In
table 4.1, we reference some of the popular methods which have been divided into 4 fami-
lies : Bayesian methods in the spatial domain, Bayesian methods in the transform domain,
selection-based filtering and other non-Bayesian approaches.
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Bayesian methods in spatial domain

Speckle can be regarded as an unwanted information in SAR images. It acts like mul-
tiplicative noise and can be modeled with specific probability density functions.

The first model based despeckling method is probably be Lee filter [Lee, 1980]. To
overcome the smoothness of edges, Lee [1981a] proposed to take the local gradient infor-
mation into account during spatial sample selection. Based on local statistics, [Frost et al.,
1982] derived an autocorrelation function of the reflectivity. It is used to better estimate
the reflectivities. Lately, more denoising methods are derived based on SAR statistical
properties, such as Kuan filter [Kuan et al., 1985], MAP filters [Lopes et al., 1993], denoi-
sing using TV regularization [Rudin et al., 2003], etc. Using Bayesian inference approach
can effectively reduce the noise and extract desired information.

Spatial filtering in transform domain

The principle of most transformation based denoising methods can be expressed as
looking for a good û, so that

û = T −1(ϕ[T (y)]) (4.1)

where T and T −1 are the transformation function and inverse transformation function,
and ϕ is the shrinking function.

The most popular used transformation approach is wavelet transformation. It is a linear
transformation and it can keep the original statistic distribution of the data. Guo et al.
[1994] applied the wavelet shrinkage to decompose the log-transformed SAR image into
multiresolution channels. After applying a hard thresholding method, the denoised image
can be obtained through an inverse transformation. Meanwhile, Gagnon and Jouan [1997]
tested the soft thresholding method. Lately, [Foucher et al., 2001] extended Gamma-MAP
filter to wavelet transformation domain. Beside the improvement with Bayesian approach,
new statistical models [Xie et al., 2002a], undecimated wavelet transformation [Argenti
and Alparone, 2002] and nonlocal method [Parrilli et al., 2012] are also utilized.

Apart from wavelet transformation, [Meer et al., 1994] proposed to transform the
multiplicative noise v to signal-dependent additive noise g′ :

y = uv

= u+ (v − 1)u

= u+ g′
(4.2)

Then, a spatial adaptive average is performed based on this transformation model. Unlike
[Meer et al., 1994], Guo et al. [1994] proposed using homormophic approach to transfer
the multiplicative noise to additive noise :

log y = log u+ log v

Then, the Wavelet Shrinkage method, which can preserve the spatial resolution, is applied
to reduce the noise. Since the log-transformed intensity SAR data are not totally following
a Gaussian distribution, Xie et al. [2002b] applied Fisher-Tippet distribution function to
describe its statistics. Based on this statistical improvement, Deledalle et al. [2017] pro-
posed a framework which can extend Gaussian denoisers to pursue multi-channel speckle
reduction.

In addition, [Aiazzi et al., 1998] used a ratio Laplacian pyramid (RLP) to transform the
speckle corrupted image into multiresolution images. Then it estimates the reflectivities
through an adaptive statistics filtering.
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Selection-based filtering

A most popular used statistical model (y = uv) of intensity SAR image supposes the
textures corrupted by Gamma distribution noise with unit mean (E[v] = 1). If enough
samples which have the same reflectivities are selected, the simple way to estimate SAR
reflectivity u is computing the arithmetic mean, which also belongs to the maximum
likelihood estimation.

The similar candidates can be selected in different ways. Lee [1983] proposed selecting
the neighboring pixels within two noise standard deviations (y−2σ, y+2σ) in the searching
window, with σ represents the standard deviation of the speckle. In addition, an adaptive
window is also used to select the similar candidates, such as different orientation windows
[Lee, 1981a], adaptive in size window [Park et al., 1999] and adaptive in shape window
[Vasile et al., 2006], etc.

Currently, non-local methods are popularly used to select similar samples, which may
be not connected with each other. This method relies on the self-similarity of images. To
collect similar patches, numerical ways can be used to compute patch similarities S, as
introduced in [Deledalle et al., 2012]. Then, their weight w(i, j) can be calculated with
similar to weight transformation function ϕ.

w(i, j) = ϕ(S[yyy(i), yyy(j)])

After selecting N similar patches, the reflectivity can be estimated through weighted ave-
rage. Non-local means technique has been widely used in SAR images denoising [Deledalle
et al., 2009, Parrilli et al., 2012, Deledalle et al., 2015].

Table 4.1: A brief review of spatial despeckling methods

Categories Despeckling methods
1 Bayesian methods in spatial domain Lee filter [Lee, 1980], Refined Lee filter [Lee,

1981a], Frost filter [Frost et al., 1982], Kuan fil-
ters [Kuan et al., 1985], MAP filters [Lopes et al.,
1993], despeckling using TV regularization [Ru-
din et al., 2003], etc.

2 Bayesian methods in transform domain Meer’s filter [Meer et al., 1994], RLP filter [Aiazzi
et al., 1998], Homomorphic filtering in wave-
let domain [Gagnon and Jouan, 1997], Non-
homomorphic filtering in wavelet domain [Fou-
cher et al., 2001], etc.

3 Selection-based filtering Sigma filter [Lee, 1983], Probabilistic patch-based
filter [Deledalle et al., 2009], Bilateral filtering
[Zhang et al., 2011], NL-SAR [Deledalle et al.,
2015], SAR block matching 3-D filter [Parrilli
et al., 2012], etc.

4 Other non-Bayesian approaches Order statistics and morphological filters [Alpa-
rone et al., 1996], Anisotropic diffusion [Yu and
Acton, 2002], Despeckling based on compressed
sensing [Foucher, 2008], etc.

Other non-Bayesian approaches

Recently, convolutional neural networks have shown a high capability of denoising data
affected by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [Zhang et al., 2017]. Application to
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SAR images has also been proposed, either through homomorphic approach [Chierchia
et al., 2017a] or directly applying Gamma distribution based method [Wang et al., 2017a].
Unlike traditional SAR image denoising methods, these methods predict the noise free
value through well estimating its multiplicative speckle. These proposed techniques provide
comparable despeckling results w.r.t. state-of-the-art approaches, both in signal noise ratio
(simulated data) and feature preservation. With the development of new neural network
toolboxes such as Deep Neural Network library 1 and MatConvNet 2, this kind of methods
seems designated to a bright future.

Spatial denoising methods only pay attention to one image using the spatial informa-
tion, for instance, by using weighted pixels to estimate the noise free pixel values. This can
induce biased denoised values when participating pixel candidates are not well selected. In
addition, even using powerful spatial denoising approaches (such as SAR-BM3D [Parrilli
et al., 2012] and NL-SAR [Deledalle et al., 2015]), the tiny structures can be damaged.

Since most SAR remote sensing scientists are familiar to the traditional spatial denoi-
sing techniques, we will try to propose a new framework which can apply these spatial
denoising approaches to temporal domain.

4.1.2 Multitemporal despeckling methods

With well registered multi-temporal images, both spatial and temporal information
can be exploited in the denoising process, which gives the potential of providing better
denoising results than using only a single image. Most of the multitemporal despeckling
methods are extended from the single image denoising techniques. This section classifies
multitemporal denoising methods in 4 categories.

Weighted temporal average

To overcome the resolution broadening of spatial denoising approach, Lee et al. [1991]
take the multi-channel and multi-frequency information into account during the filtering.
Adaptive moving rectangle window is utilized to estimate the correlation coefficient. [Que-
gan and Yu, 2001] proposed different ways of dealing with correlated and uncorrelated
multitemporal images, along with recursive implementations. This method has been suc-
cessfully applied to forest mapping [Quegan et al., 2000a].

The significant advantage of these kinds of filter is that temporal SAR images acquired
using different sensors can be jointly filtered. However, using a box window may destroy
fine features, bring spatial blurring and introduce wrong results near the bright points.

Binary weighted temporal average

To suppress the negative effects of changed points, [Lê et al., 2014, Lê et al., 2015, Su
et al., 2014] proposed to use only the unchanged candidates to complete the filtering. This
approach can effectively suppress the changed bright points effect. However, the denoising
results are highly influenced by the change detection threshold. An improper threshold
may lead to bias denoising results, especially in the seasonal changed areas whose change
are hard to be detected.

1. https ://developer.nvidia.com/cudnn
2. http ://www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/
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3D neighborhood based methods

In [Ciuc et al., 2001], only the adjacent similar pixels, which have the same distribution
as the target pixel, are used to estimate the noise free value. It extends the spatially based
denoising method to the spatial-temporal domain. This method has the capability to
preserve fine textures.

Non-local based methods

SAR images usually exist with self-similarities. This makes it possible to use non-local
filtering. Non-local means has been applied to multitemporal SAR image denoising, such
as 2SPPB [Su et al., 2014], Nonlocal temporal filter (NLTF) [Chierchia et al., 2017b],
Multitemporal SAR-BM3D [Chierchia et al., 2017b]. All these methods used the gene-
ralized likelihood ratio (GLR) [Deledalle et al., 2009] to calculate the patch similarities.
These approaches can provide much better denoising results and can be recognized as
state-of-the-art despeckling methods.

In addition, the temporal denoising can also be processed in a transformed domain. Af-
ter performing logarithm and Discrete Cosine Transformation, Coltuc et al. [2000] propo-
sed applying refined Lee filtering to denoise the image in the spatial domain. Furthermore,
MSAR-BM3D [Chierchia et al., 2017b] pursued the denoising in wavelet transformation
domain.

These methods exploit different search approaches to select similar points, such as fixed
rectangle window size, adaptive 3D window size, 3D selected patches, etc. However, large
time series will increase computational complexity and lead to higher computing storage
requirement. A summary of the references is given in table 4.2.

Multitemporal denoising methods could take advantage of more and more available
SAR images to solve the spatial denoising problems, for the benefit of resolution preserva-
tion. We aim at improving filtering results by exploiting temporal information. In addition,
when enough images are available, the temporal average image carries significant informa-
tion. We will propose new methods based on the use of the so-called “super-image” in the
next chapter.

Table 4.2: Multitemporal SAR images denoising methods

Categories Despeckling methods
1 Weighted temporal average Multitemporal Lee Sigma [Lee et al., 1991], Tex-

ture compensation multichannel filter (TCMF)
[Bruniquel et al., 1997], Optimal unbiased linear
despeckling [Yu and Quegan, 2000, Quegan et al.,
2000b,a]

2 Binary weighted temporal average Adaptive multitemporal SAR image filtering [Lê
et al., 2014], Two-Step multitemporal nonlocal
means for SAR images [Su et al., 2014]

3 3D neighborhood based methods Multitemporal filtering using three-dimensional
(3D) adaptive neighborhoods [Ciuc et al., 2001]

4 Non-local based methods 2SPPB [Su et al., 2014], Nonlocal temporal filter
(NLTF) [Chierchia et al., 2017b], Multitemporal
SAR-BM3D [Chierchia et al., 2017b]
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4.2 Similarity measures

Intensity SAR images are corrupted by multiplicative Gamma noise with mean equal
to 1. To select enough candidates, non-local means [Buades et al., 2005] is a popular
approach. It can transfer different points or patch similarities S to corresponding weights
w(i, j) = f(S[yyy(i), yyy(j)]). A similarity metric specifically represents the likelihood that
two intensity observations correspond to the same unknown noise free scene. Similarity
measures are very important in image processing, they have been widely used in image
denoising, segmentation, classification, change detection and object detection. It can be
obtained by calculating the distance or quantifying the pairwise interrelationships such as
dissimilarity and correlation. Hereafter, we introduce several similarity methods which are
popularly used in SAR image processing.

4.2.1 Probabilistic based similarity measure

Under a statistical signal processing perspective, SAR image similarity can be cal-
culated using mutual information, variational information, mixed information, Kullback-
Leibler divergence techniques, etc [Cui et al., 2016]. In addition, based on specific proba-
bility distributions, other similarity measurements could be applied to SAR image proces-
sing.

4.2.1.1 Likelihood ratio test for Gamma distributed data

For the similarity of intensity SAR images, [Lombardo and Oliver, 2001, Conradsen
et al., 2003] proposed an estimation method using a likelihood-ratio test. Given two in-
tensity values y1 and y2 following Gamma distributions with different numbers of look L1

and L2, it can be shown that this test is :

GLRT (y1, y2) = (L1 + L2)L1+L2
(y1)L1(y2)L2

(L1y1 + L2y2)L1+L2
(4.3)

During a patch comparison with two dates, if the pixels in the patch are i.i.d., L1 and
L2 are the ENL of the two dates. Then, the patch similarity can be expressed as [Su et al.,
2014] :

SGLR(yyy1(s), yyy2(s)) =
(
∑

k1
y1(s+ k1))L1(

∑
k2
y2(s+ k2))L2

(
∑

k1
y1(s+ k1) +

∑
k2
y2(s+ k2))L1+L2

(L1 + L2)L1+L2

LL1
1 LL2

2

(4.4)

The detailed derivative will be introduced later.

4.2.1.2 Likelihood ratio test for Rayleigh-Nakagami distributed data

With noisy amplitude data, the test is expressed as Deledalle et al. [2009] :

SGLR(A1, A2) = (2L− 1) log

(
A1

A2
+
A2

A1

)
(4.5)

where A1 and A2 correspond to different amplitude values of the SAR images with same
ENL (L1 = L2 = L). Similarly, we can compute the patch similarities through :

SGLR(AAA1(s),AAA2(s)) = (2L− 1)
∑
k

log

(
A1(s+ k)

A2(s+ k)
+
A2(s+ k)

A1(s+ k)

)
(4.6)
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where s is the pixel location and k is used to locate all the pixels near it.

4.2.1.3 Likelihood ratio test for Fisher-Tippett distributed data

As introduced in the previous section, the log-transformed intensity SAR data follow
Fisher-Tippett distribution [Deledalle et al., 2017]. Using the likelihood ratio test we obtain
the similarity estimation function :

SGLR(x1, x2) =
(L1 + L2)L1+L2

LL1
1 LL2

2

1

(x1 − x2)L1(x2 − x1)L2
(4.7)

where x1 and x2 are the log-transformed intensity data, with ENL equal to L1 and L2,
respectively.

4.2.2 Geometric approach

This distance is one kind of log-Euclidean distance introduced in [Arsigny et al., 2006] :

D(S1, S2) = ‖ log(S
− 1

2
1 · S2 · S

− 1
2

1 )‖ (4.8)

where S1 and S2 are two symmetric matrices. D’Hondt et al. [2013] applied it to polari-
zation SAR similarity estimation with :

D(Σ1,Σ2) = ‖ log(Σ
− 1

2
1 · Σ2 · Σ

− 1
2

1 )‖F (4.9)

where Σ is the empirical polarimetric covariance matrix and ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm.
When processing single polarization SAR images, it becomes to be the square distance
between homomorphic transformed estimated intensity values, and the dissimilarity cal-
culation boils down to [Deledalle et al., 2014] :

Dgeo(û1, û2) = (log(û2)− log(û1))2 (4.10)

where û1 and û2 are the estimated noise free intensity values. This method is easily applied
to patch-based version Dgeo(yyy1(s), yyy2(s)) =

∑
k(log(y1(s+ k))− log(y2(s+ k)))2.

4.2.3 Kernel method

As introduced in [Vert et al., 2004], common kernel functions can be viewed as similarity
functions. Directly SAR images similarity processing always in a nonlinear way [Oliver and
Quegan, 2004b]. Using kernel function mapping data points into high dimensional Hilbert
space or feature space, we can process SAR image linearly [Camps-Valls et al., 2008] for
application tasks. One can flexibly define a kernel for a specific purpose, as long as it
fulfills Mercer’s theorem [Mercer, 1909].

Radial basis function (RBF) kernel is a popularly used kernel function which requires
that the variables belong to Gaussian distributions. Based on the aforementioned analysis,
we could apply this kernel method to the debiased log-transformed SAR data.

K(x, x′) = exp

(
− ‖x− x

′‖2

2σ2

)
(4.11)

where x and x′ are the log-transformed intensity data, ‖x−x′‖2 is the Euclidean distance
and σ is a free parameter to be tuned. It should be noted that the generalized likelihood
ratio of Gaussian distribution also has this kind of similarity.
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4.2.4 Correlation coefficient for interferometric data

Correlation coefficient can be used to qualify the correlation and dependency between
two or more complex values of interferometric images. It could also be used for binary
change detection. With two complex vectors, the correlation coefficient ρc(z1, z2) is defined
as equation (2.3). To suppress the effect of high variability speckle, spatial multilooking can
be made which results in a loss of spatial resolution. With scattering vectors z1, z2, z3, ···, zN
from a spatial neighborhood centered at pixel s :

ρc(z1, z2) =
|
∑

i∈W z1(i)z2(i)†|√
(
∑

i∈W z1(i)z1(i)†
√∑

i∈W z2(i)z2(i)†
(4.12)

where N represents for the number of pixels in window W .

Figure 4.1: Spatial coherence on a 3×3 window between 2 Sentinel-1 images (left) and the
geometric mean of the temporal coherence images (right). Homogeneous farmland areas
and building areas have high temporal coherence. 69 well registered complex images are
used for the acquisition of geometric coherence map. The coherence images are calculated
using single look complex (Sentinel-1 Interferometric Wide swath mode VV polarisation)
SAR data with respect to the 68th image.

With M single look complex SAR images, the correlation coefficient ρc could be compu-
ted spatially and temporally (Fig.4.1). Spatial coherence can be used to define the adjacent
pixels belonging to the same object or not, while temporal coherence reflects the temporal
behaviors of the objects. To illustrate the temporal changes of coherence coefficient with
respect to one specific time t, the geometric mean of coherence maps is calculated using :

ρgeot (s) =

( M∏
t′=1

ρ(zt(s), zt′(s))

) 1
M

(4.13)

where M is the number of temporal images, zt is the reference image and s is the pixel
coordinate in one image. For bi-temporal coherence maps, the geometric mean is computed
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using :

ρgeo(s) =

(M−1∏
t=1

ρ(zt(s), zt+1(s))

) 1
M−1

(4.14)

Similarly, the arithmetic mean of temporal coherence maps and bi-temporal coherence
maps are calculated using :

ρAM
t (s) =

1

M

( M∑
t′=1

ρ(zt(s), zt′(s))

)
(4.15)

ρAM(s) =
1

M − 1

(M−1∑
t=1

ρ(zt(s), zt+1(s))

)
(4.16)

As shown in figure 4.1, different objects have different characteristics in the temporal
average image. For example, farmland areas have uniform coherence values, building areas
have much larger coherence values, forest and water areas have lower coherence values,
etc. We can exploit this coherence information during the time series analysis.

4.2.5 Feature based similarity

Feature information can be extracted through some image algebra operators, such as
differencing, ratio, log-ratio and image transformation. Then, feature similarity can be
analyzed with clustering, thresholding, extreme learning machine (ELM), etc. In addition,
some local descriptors such as SIFT, shape context, orientation, persistent scatterers and
distributed scatterers could also be used to measure the similarities.

4.3 Evaluation method for denoising results

Qualitative and quantitative measures of speckle reduction performances is a challen-
ging task, especially when noise free data are unavailable. Visually checking the despeckling
results is an immediate and subjective way for quality evaluation, but it is limited by hu-
man vision ability. To overcome this limitation, numerical measurements should be used,
although they are usually blind to local artifacts. Some of the commonly used assessment
methods are introduced in the following part.

4.3.1 Visual analysis

After image restoration, speckle reduction in homogeneous areas, feature preservation,
absence of artifacts can be checked visually [Oliver and Quegan, 2004b]. To make the
examination more obvious and specific, we used the following methods.

(1) Ratio between noisy data and denoised result

The ideal despeckling should totally remove the random Gamma distribution noise,
and the ratio of the noisy image with the denoised image should only contain pure noise
(so-called “method noise” in the image domain). In the case of imprecise denoising, a
geometric texture could be seen in the ratio image. Checking the residual structure in
the ratio image (y/û) [Oliver and Quegan, 2004b], especially in the changed areas, is
an easy way to evaluate the denoising performances.
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(2) Ratio between the noise free image and denoised data

The goal of denoising is to acquire the reflectivity of the speckle corrupted image. Since
most of the denoising methods use the spatial information to estimate the noise free
values, the bright targets and the line features may be destroyed. This phenomenon
is especially serious in building areas. When the noise free image is available, visually
checking the ratio between noise free image and denoised image can help us distinguish
the ruined textures.

To clearly illustrate the bias in the restoration image, we can use the change magnitude
detection method to acquire the vivid results as shown in figure 4.2. The change
magnitude detection method will be introduced in chapter 8.

(a) Noisy data

(b) noise free data (c) Denoised data

(d) Ratio between (b) and (c) (d) Ratio with change magnitude

Decrease Increase

Figure 4.2: Denoising performance evaluation with ratio image. The ratio in (c) is calcu-
lated with noise free and denoised data. Only part of the ratio is selected with a predefined
threshold in (d), which uses the denoised data as the background. Blue area : denoised
values are smaller than original image, red area : denoised values are larger than original
image.
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In addition, this evaluation method can be transformed to quantitative evaluation
method with the use of dissimilarity test exp[−(log(u/û))2]. Under the null hypothesis,
u/û distributes like Fisher distribution [Conradsen et al., 2003]. The dissimilarity
areas can be chosen according to the threshold calculated based on cumulative Fisher
distribution function. Then, some total scores can also be acquired.

(3) Changed area comparison for temporal denoising

Changes could not be avoided during the acquisition of temporal SAR images, both
in vegetation and building areas. Since temporal information is exploited during the
multitemporal denoising, changed points may bring wrong information to the denoi-
sing results. Visually checking the denoised changed areas can help us compare the
denoising methods. The temporal evolution of the changed areas can also be visualized.

4.3.2 Quantitative evaluation

Measurement of speckle reduction performances is a challenging task, especially when
noise free data are unavailable. Visually checking the despeckling results is an immediate
and important way for quality evaluation, but it lacks objectivity. To overcome this limi-
tation, peak signal-noise-ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity (SSIM) indexes may be
used, but their limits have been abundantly discussed.

(1) PSNR : Peak signal-noise-ratio

PSNR is a commonly used approach to evaluate the quality of noise free reflectivity
restoration results. The denoising results can be quantified by the PSNR with :

PSNR = 10 · log10

|uA|2max
E[(uA(s)− ûA(s))2]

(4.17)

where |uA|max is the maximum amplitude value in the noise free data and ûA is the
denoised amplitude value.

(2) MSSIM : Mean structure similarity index

To evaluate the preservation of image features, structural similarity index measure-
ment (SSIM) [Wang et al., 2004] is often preferred to PSNR. From the SSIM, we derive
the mean structural similarity index measurement (MSSIM) values which provide a
comprehensive measure of the whole image :

MSSIM =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[
2 · Ê[uA] · Ê[ûA] + α1

Ê[u2
A] + Ê[û2

A] + α1

2 · Ĉov[uA, ûA] + α2

V̂ar[uA] + V̂ar[ûA] + α2

]
where uA and ûA are noise free and denoised patches, Cov[·, ·] is the measure of
covariance, α1 and α2 are suitable constants, N is the number of local windows in the
image.

(3) αβ estimator for ratio images

When despeckling real SAR data, the noise free image are usually unavailable. In
this case, we could use αβ index value [Gomez et al., 2016] to evaluate the denoising
performances :

αβ = {α · |δENL|+ (1− α)|δu|}+ βratio (4.18)
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where α ∈ [0, 1] is defined experimentally, so as to adjust the weight of |δENL|. δENL

represents the residual ENL (equal to ENLnoisy − ENLratio), δu is the residue mean
value of the speckle (1− uratio). All these values should be estimated in homogeneous
areas. βratio is estimated by the edge detector introduced in [Gomez et al., 2016].

(4) ENL comparison in homogeneous areas

With the same estimation window size, the best despeckling results in the homoge-
neous areas should be smoothed with bigger ENL, because generated artifacts or poor
denoising results will increase the variance, which leads to decreasing ENL (Eq.2.9).
This method is useful for real SAR image despeckling when there are no available
reference indexes.

(5) M-estimator

Gomez et al. [2017] propose an evaluation method without using the ground truth. It
can automatically select homogeneous areas and provide a score for the evaluation.
After selecting N homogeneous areas, the first-order residual r

ÊNL,û
is calculated

through :

r
ÊNL,û

=
1

2

N∑
i=1

(r
ÊNL

(i)− rû(i)) (4.19)

r
ÊNL

(i) =
ÊNLnoisy(i)− ÊNLratio(i)

ÊNLnoisy(i)
(4.20)

rû(i) = |1− ûratio(i)| (4.21)

where ÊNLnoisy and ÊNLratio are the local ENL estimated from the noisy image and
ratio image using a sliding window, and ûratio represents the local mean in the ratio
image calculated with the same window size.

Then, Gomez et al. [2017] applied the co-occurrence matrix C(i, j) to measure the re-
maining geometrical content in the ratio image. The normalized co-occurrence matrix
is computed through :

c(i, j) = C(i, j)/K (4.22)

where K is a constant. A high c value represents a high textural variation.

h =
∑
i

∑
j

1

1 + (i− j)2
· c(i, j) (4.23)

δh = 100|h0 − hg|/h0 (4.24)

where h0 and hg are the mean values of selected homogeneous areas from the ratio
image and the randomly permuting ratio image, respectively. hg is the mean value of
the randomly permuting ratio values where c ≥ 1.

Then, we can compute the M-index score through :

Mscore = r
ÊNL,û

+ δh (4.25)

We will use this evaluation method to evaluate the denoising performances in the
following chapters.
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(6) Analysis of the residual with autocovariance

The evaluation method proposed here follows the idea presented in [Riot et al., 2017]
which examines the residual image and looks for possible remaining structural elements
in this residual image. Unlike maximum ENL estimation or αβ estimation [Gomez
et al., 2016] method, this method is automatic and does not rely on a supervised
selection of homogeneous regions. It also provides a global score for the whole image.

The ratio between noisy data y and denoised data û is computed through :

R =
y

û
(4.26)

After denoising, it is expected that the ratio R contains pure speckle, except in regions
where some structures were lost during the denoising procedure. In [Riot et al., 2017],
the remaining structures are evaluated with autocorrelation. In our case, the autoco-
variance is used for the residuals evaluation. The autocovariance estimator CPs+k on a
noisy patch P of size Ws, centered at location s, for all surrounding patches P (s+ k)
is equal to :

CPs+k = P (s)P (s+ k) (4.27)

The mean value of the ratio is removed during the calculation. We propose to estimate
a normalized residuals autocovariance CnormPs

on each patch Ps of the residual as :

CnormPs =
N2

1

N2
1 − 1

· ‖CPs‖
2
2 − ‖CPs(0, 0)‖22∑

s+k∈Ws
(R2

s+k − E[R])
(4.28)

with N2
1 the patch size and E[R] = 1, because of the unit mean of Gamma distribution

noise. Then, we can aggregate the CnormPs
covariances computed over each patch to

obtain a quality map at each pixel s′ :

Wmap(s
′) =

∑
w(s, s′)CnormPs,s′∑

w(s, s′)
(4.29)

where w(s, s′) = 1 if the pixel in position s′ of the residual is used in the patch Ps,
CnormPs,s′

represents the autocovariance value of s′ in the patch Ps. Then, a global score

can be obtained with an average :

Wscore =
1

N

∑
(s′)

Wmap(s
′) (4.30)

where N is the number of pixels in the image.

In practice, we will limit the autocovariance to displacements of one pixel in both
vertical and horizontal directions to speed up the process, following the recommenda-
tion of Dabov et al. [2007]. In the quality map Wmap(s

′), low values inform where an
efficient denoising has been obtained. The residuals evaluation method does not need
any ground truth. Therefore, it is suited for evaluating denoising of real SAR images.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, spatial despeckling and multitemporal noise reduction approaches have
been briefly summarized. Then, several groups of similarity tests were presented. We also
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introduced the popularly used visual examination and numerical despeckling evaluation
methods. Furthermore, we proposed using the jet colormap to index biased denoising
results and using autocovariance to highlight the remaining textures in the residual image.
In the following part, we will study more specifically some multitemporal SAR denoising
methods.
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Chapter 5

Despeckling by weighted temporal
averaging

One of the oldest ways to exploit a multitemporal series is temporal multilooking. In
this chapter, we review some of the weighted temporal averagings that have been proposed
and present an improvement to these approaches.

5.1 Unbiased temporal average (UTA)

Coherent processing of SAR data makes the speckle acts like multiplicative noise
(Eq.2.7). Then the speckle model can be expressed as [Lee, 1981b] :

yt(s) = ut(s)vt(s) t = 1, ...,M (5.1)

where yt(s) is the intensity value, ut(s) the noise-free value, vt(s) the Gamma distribution
noise, s is the position in one image and t is the serial number ofM images. When averaging
L independent samples, the strength of the speckle in featureless areas can be measured
by [Lee, 1986] :

σv =

√
V ar(y)

E(y)
=

1√
L

(5.2)

where σv is the standard deviation of the speckle, and E() is the mathematical expectation.

Thus, a simple way to reduce the speckle noise in the temporal domain is by avera-
ging the multitemporal values y1(s), y2(s), · · · , yM (s) to increase the ENL. However, the
reflectance can vary because of the geometry of acquisition (different incidence angles) or
temporal changes (variations of dielectric properties on the ground). Besides, the tempo-
ral samples are usually correlated (and thus not independent), especially when acquired
in interferometric conditions. So, appropriate weights in the average should be used. For
multitemporal SAR images, the linear estimation of ût could be [Lee et al., 1991] :

ût(s) = µt

M∑
t′=1

wt′

µt′
yt′(s) (5.3)

where µt = E(yt) represents the expected value of yt, w = [w1, ..., wM ]> are the generalized
weights to be optimized. For the unbiased linear estimation,

∑M
t′=1wt′ = 1 and we get :
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w = D−1C (5.4)

where C = [c1, c2, · · · , cM ] is a vector with c1 = 1 and ct = 0 for t = 2, ...,M , and
D = [Dtt′ ]1≤t≤M,1≤t′≤M is defined as [Lee et al., 1991, Chierchia et al., 2017b] :

Dtt′ =

{
1, if t = 1

ρ1t′ − ρtt′ , if t = 2, ...,M.
(5.5)

ρtt′ denotes the correlation coefficient between yt and yt′ , which is given by :

ρtt′ =
E[(yt − µt)(yt′ − µt′)]√

E[(yt − µt)]2E[(yt′ − µt′)]2
(5.6)

with ρtt′ = ρt′t and ρtt = 1.

In [Quegan and Yu, 2001], experiments have been done with wt′ = 1
M in equation 5.3,

expressing that there is no correlation between different images and only a little loss was
observed in the results. In this case, the denoised value is given by :

ût(s) =
µt
M

M∑
t′=1

yt′(s)

µt′
(5.7)

where µt is a local spatial average estimating E[yt] :

µt(s) =
1

N

∑
s+k∈W

yt(s+ k) (5.8)

The unbiased temporal average method is optimal for uncorrelated data and subop-
timal for correlated data [Lee et al., 1991]. It could also be applied to multi-sensor and
multi-baseline SAR data [Quegan and Yu, 2001]. However, the spatial average approach
may oversmooth boundaries and causes wrong estimation results around bright targets.

5.2 Nonlocal temporal filter (NLTF)

Figure 5.1: NLTF flowchart. For each point s, the similarity points are selected with
patch N2

1 in a search window N2
w.

To improve the reflectivity estimation part, Chierchia et al. [2017b] proposed a nonlocal
temporal filtering method (Fig.5.1). The nonlocal method is used by calculation of patch
similarities within the search window of size N2

w, so as to acquire similar patches of size
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N2
1 in the image around pixel s. After acquiring N2 similar patches, the mean value µ is

obtained by averaging all the pixels in the similar patches :

µt(s) =
1

N2N2
1

N2∑
n=1

∑
k

yt(sn + k) (5.9)

where sn represents the center location of different patches, k is a 2-dimensional shift indi-
cating the location within each patch of size N2

1 . The corresponding variance is estimated
as follows :

σ2
t (s) =

1

N2N2
1

N2∑
n=1

∑
k

[yt(sn + k)− µt(s)]2 (5.10)

Note that similar patches could have structured information (edge, texture, ···) which is
not taken into account by the averaging step of equation (5.9). Block similarity estimated
based on generalized likelihood ratio test [Deledalle et al., 2009, Parrilli et al., 2012] is
equal to :

d1[yt(s), yt(i)] = (2L− 1)
∑
k

log

(√
yt(s+ k)

yt(i+ k)
+

√
yt(i+ k)

yt(s+ k)

)
(5.11)

where s and i are the center locations of compared patches. To iteratively refine the
estimated weights, the symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used :

d2[yt(s), yt(i)] =
∑
k

[
(2L−1) log

(√
yt(s+ k)

yt(i+ k)
+

√
yt(i+ k)

yt(s+ k)

)
+γL

|ŷt(s+ k)− ŷt(i+ k)|2

ŷt(s+ k)ŷt(i+ k)

]
(5.12)

After acquiring the estimated value µ, the correlation coefficients between different
3-D patches are estimated as :

ρt,t′(s) =

N2∑
n=1

∑
k

[yt(sn + k)− µt(s)][yt′(sn + k)− µt′(s)]
σt(s)σt′(s)N2N2

1

(5.13)

After having estimated the statistics, the temporal weight vector is estimated as in
equation (5.4), and the pixels in the patches are filtered as in equation (5.3). For every
sn ∈ N2 we have :

ût(sn, k) = µt(s)

M∑
t′=1

wt′(s)yt′(sn + k)

µt′(s)
(5.14)

Because of the unavailability of similar blocks, isolated bright targets can be the cause
of wrong denoised results around them. To avoid this phenomenon, a target detection
method is used so as to prohibit the denoising around it. With a predefined threshold τ ,
targets are detected using :

ξ(s) = max
1≤t≤M

σ̂2
t (s)

û2
t (s)

(5.15)

where σ̂t and ût are spatially estimated through a sliding window. When τ ≤ ξ(s), the time
series y1, y2, · · ·, yM are not filtered. Although this care allows to preserve some significant
image features, it prevents filtering noise close from targets.
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5.3 Adaptive nonlocal temporal filter (ANLTF)

We present here a simple improvement of Quegan’s approach (Eq.(5.7)) by replacing
the spatial average with a nonlocal estimation. This improvement is a minor contribution
of this thesis.

5.3.1 Adaptive spatial averaging

Because fine textures are present in SAR images, using the spatial average (Eq.5.8) is
often not suitable. Fine edges, point targets and fine features are smeared by large search
windows, and the spatial similarity points acquired by NLTF may belong to different
objects. In order to get a better reflectance estimation, an adaptive spatial averaging
method can be used. Many selection based methods could be used. SAR-BM3D [Parrilli
et al., 2012], PPBNakagami [Deledalle et al., 2009], MuLoG-BM3D and homomorphic-
BM3D [Deledalle et al., 2017] are used in the following experiments. A brief description of
these methods is given in Section 4.1. These methods average similar points using adaptive
weights deduced from patch comparison. Any other adaptive denoising method could be
used in place of these methods.

For an adaptive nonlocal average, with a search window N2
w and patch size N2

1 , the
means and variances are estimated as [Deledalle et al., 2015] :

µNL
t (s) =

∑
i∈N2

w
ω(s, i)yt(i)∑

i∈N2
w
ω(s, i)

(5.16)

σNL
t

2
(s) =

∑
i∈N2

w
ω(s, i)y2

t (i)∑
i∈N2

w
ω(s, i)

− µNL
t

2
(s) (5.17)

where ω(s, i) is the weight between two patches centered in s and i.

5.3.2 Multitemporal denoising

We propose to use the improved µNL
t (s) values in the temporal filtering. After com-

putation of the mean and variance, spatial varying ENL (Lt′) are estimated, and the
multitemporal images are denoised using [Quegan and Yu, 2001] :

ût(s) =
µNL
t (s)

M

M∑
t′=1

yt′(s)

µNL
t′ (s)

(5.18)

Using the target detection method, adjacent pixels may also be detected as bright
targets and the targets which have changed could also be selected. Unlike NLTF, we take
into account all the points during the speckle reduction process.

5.4 Patch based adaptive temporal filter (PATF)

To suppress the effect of changed points, patch based weighted average is exploited. In
a noniterative version, the weights are calculated using :

ω(yt, yt′) =


0, d1[yt, yt′ ] ≥ τ2

exp(−d1[yt, yt′ ]/h) τ1 < d1[yt, yt′ ] < τ2

ωmax, d1[yt, yt′ ] ≤ τ1

(5.19)
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ωmax = arg max
t′

exp(−d1[yt, yt′ ]/h), τ1 < d1[yt, yt′ ] < τ2 (5.20)

where h is a smoothing parameter defined as introduced in [Deledalle et al., 2009] and d1

is given by equation (5.11). The larger h will bring smoother temporal average. τ1 and τ2

are two thresholds used to separate different change magnitude patches.

In practise, the original images or the dissimilarities can be multilooked so as to sup-
press the speckle corruption. Large dissimilarities express that changes may have happe-
ned between the two patches. Some exponential kernel could be used to adjust the large
distances to nearly zero weights [Kervrann and Boulanger, 2006]. Under the no change
hypothesis, we propose to use Monte Carlo method to define the unchanged (noise free
values are the same) and changed (changed to other objects) threshold, with probability
quantiles equal to 8% and 92%, respectively.
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(b) Different time series weights with respect to (a).

Figure 5.2: Different time series and patch based weight comparison. The self-similarity
value of the reference point is set equal to the maximum similarity value with others. h is
set equal to 2 during the transformation.
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With M temporal images, the temporal weighted average is performed as :

ût(s) =
1∑M

t′=1 ω(yt, yt′)

M∑
t′=1

ω(yt, yt′)yt′(s) (5.21)

Four kinds of object changes are taken as examples to show the dissimilarity to weight
transformations (Fig.5.2). For long time series, such as more than 300 images, we suppose
only using patch weighted temporal averaging to obtain the denoised values. When only a
small amount of images is available, we can use spatial adaptive denoising to acquire better
denoising results. SAR-BM3D is chosen as an example of the despeckling scheme. We use
PATF to represent the method when applying SAR-BM3D on the output of equation
(5.21).

5.5 Experimental results and discussion

To compare the proposed method and the influence of the nonlocal means estimation,
we use different simulated data and SAR data. The effectiveness of patch based weighted
temporal averaging is proved using long time series Sentinel-1 GRD images. In addition, the
proposed methods will be compared with some state-of-the-art multitemporal denoising
approaches (such as 2SPPB and MSAR-BM3D).

5.5.1 Estimation of different adaptive denoising approaches for ANLTF

40 simulated intensity images, as introduced in section 3.3.1, are used for the evalua-
tion. The changed patch size is 3×3, so as to compare with large size area changes in
the following section. We used the default parameters of SAR-BM3D 1, PPBNakagami 2,
MuLoG-BM3D and Homomorphic-BM3D 3.
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Figure 5.3: Different unbiased temporal average comparison using different number of
simulated images. SAR-BM3D, PPBNakagami, MuLoG-BM3D, Homomorphic-BM3D are
used to pursue adaptive denoising. 40 simulated images with 5 different background values
and changed targets are used.

1. http ://www.grip.unina.it/research/80-sar-despeckling/80-sar-bm3d.html
2. https ://www.math.u-bordeaux.fr/ cdeledal/ppb.php
3. https ://www.math.u-bordeaux.fr/ cdeledal/mulog.php
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Figure 5.4: Denoising results (left), ratio with noisy data (middle) and ratio with noise
free image (right) comparison. 40 simulated data with changes are used. The adptive de-
noising methods (SAR-BM3D, PPBNakagami, MuLoG-BM3D and Homomorphic-BM3D)
are used to improve UTA method.
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As can be seen in figure 5.3, UTA-SAR-BM3D can provide the best results. With the
increase of the used number of images, the PSNR provided by UTA-Homomorphic-BM3D
even decreased. This may be caused by the changing time series and the distribution of
the log-transformed data may not follow Gaussian distribution.

The results illustrated in figure 5.4 show that all ANLTF methods obtain better denoi-
sing results than the original UTA method. ANLTF methods can acquire smoother homo-
geneous areas. Only UTA-SAR-BM3D method is not seriously influenced by the changed
points, because SAR-BM3D method can preserve the bright points when reducing SAR
image speckle. UTA method is significantly affected by the changed points because of
using a rectangular window to estimate the noise-free value in each image. Using adaptive
denoising methods can improve UTA method, especially for edge boundaries and bright
targets. Any better single image denoising method could be used for the improvement of
UTA method.

To numerically evaluate these adaptive denoising methods, different numbers of si-
mulated images are used. The speckle reduction performance is quantified by calculating
the PSNR and MSSIM values of the denoising results. SAR-BM3D and MuLoG-BM3D
methods provide the best results. The poor performance of homomorphic-BM3D may be
caused by its poor efficiency on single-look SAR images [Chierchia et al., 2017b] and the
changed points. It also proves that the log-transformed intensity SAR data is not fully
following a Gaussian distribution. After log-transformation, the data stationarity will be
highly improved. The bright points seem smoothed by the Gaussian denoiser, which leads
to the decrease of PSNR values (Homomorphic-BM3D data).

5.5.2 Despeckling results comparison using simulated data

The main difference with previously introduced methods is the noise-free value estima-
tion method. The four compared methods are shown in table 5.1. UTA [Lee et al., 1991,
Quegan and Yu, 2001] method used the average value of the rectangular window. NLTF
[Chierchia et al., 2017b] only averages similar points which are estimated using generalized
likelihood ratio test [Deledalle et al., 2012]. ANLTF used the weighted average value of
the search window. PATF used the weighted average value of the time series.

Table 5.1: µ value estimation method comparison

Methods µ estimation method

1 UTA µt(s) = 1
N

∑
i∈N2

w
yt(i)

2 NLTF µt(s) = 1
N2N2

1

∑N2

n=1

∑
k yt(s+ k)

3 ANLTF µNL
t (s) = 1∑

i∈N2
w

ω(s,i)

∑
i∈N2

w
ω(s, i)yt(i+ k)

4 PATF µ̂t(s) = 1∑M
t′=1

ω(yt,yt′ )

∑M
t′=1 ω(yt, yt′)yt′(s)

64 simulated time series without change and 64 simulated Sentinel-1 images with
changes are used for the comparison of different multitemporal denoising methods (UTA,
NLTF, ANLTF and PATF). When less time series are availabe, both UTA and PATF can
use spatial adaptive denoising to improve the temporal denoising results.
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5.5.2.1 Simulated data without change

To numerically compare the performances of these methods, different numbers of si-
mulated images are used (Fig.5.5). When more than 30 images are used, PATF acquires
the best PSNR and MSSIM values. It proves that PATF is very effective on denoising
large unchanged time series. We propose to pursue a spatial denoising when less images
are used.

UTA and NLTF used the default parameters. Comparing with ANLTF, UTA provides
better PSNR with larger number of time series. The preservation of bright points causes low
PSNR with NLTF. UTA, NLTF and ANLTF provide similar MSSIM values with different
number of images. This may caused by the NLTF detects bright targets in advance and
avoiding any denoising around them. With the increase of used images, NLTF provided
PSNR even has a little decrease.
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Figure 5.5: Different weighted temporal averages comparison with different number of
simulated images. 64 simulated time series without change (Fig.3.12) are used.

5.5.2.2 Simulated Sentinel-1 data with changes

Unlike optical images, SAR images always contain a small number of bright points
which are characterized by local structures [Oliver and Quegan, 2004b]. In order to better
simulate SAR images, simulated Sentinel-1 data were created based on the arithmetic
mean image (as shown in Fig.3.15(b)).

Table 5.2: Residual evaluation results (best value in boldface). M-index is evaluated in the
automatically selected homogeneous area, while residual (Eq. (4.30)) is calculated based
on the whole image. The larger PSNR and MSSIM represent better results, while smaller
M-index and residual values represent better results.

Used data Methods UTA NLTF ANLTF PATF
Denoised data and
noise free image

PSNR 11.790 6.276 7.328 24.389

Denoised data and
noise free image

MSSIM 0.908 0.769 0.854 0.954

Homogeneous area M-index 3.738 1.542 5.673 2.738
Ratio of noisy data
and denoised data

Residual 1.025 1.164 1.013 0.988
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Using the sliding window to estimate the noise free value is very easy, but UTA will
blur fine features and minor edges (Fig 5.6(a)). Comparing with the case where adaptive
filtering is used, using a rectangular window results in resolution broadening. Because
of high-value bright targets in the SAR image, the arbitrary spatial average also causes
low-value rectangles in the ratio image. In addition, farmland areas are also not smooth
enough. However, this shortcoming can be avoided by using spatial adaptive denoising
(Fig.5.6(c)).
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Figure 5.6: Denoising performances comparison based on 64 simulated Sentinel-1 images.
Left : denoising results, middle : ratio with noisy data, right : ratio with noise free image.
The max ratio values are used between the denoised data and the noise free image.

Visually, PATF provide better results (Fig.5.6(d)). Their denoising results have high
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spatial resolution and provide good results for unchanged areas. It also provides the best
PSNR and residual evaluation values, as shown in table 5.2. However, it provides biased
results in some changed areas because of the used threshold (Eq.(5.21)). NLTF detects
bright points in advance and prohibits any denoising around them. This step may help
keeping the original backscattering values of some important objects, but it will lead to
noisy building areas. This causes NLTF to provide the smallest PSNR value. Although
it cannot give good results in building areas, it provides the best M-index [Gomez et al.,
2017] values in homogeneous areas (Tab.5.2).

5.5.3 Despeckling results comparison with SAR data

5.5.3.1 With long time series

To test the denoising performance of large amounts of data, we take 339 geocoded
Sentinel-1 GRD images as an example. In this case, using adaptive denoising will be too
time consuming. We only compare UTA, NLTF and PATF methods.

Based on the previous analysis, GLR based similarity estimation method without ite-
ration (h′1st =∞) is used to average the data. In this section, the threshold is calculated
using simulated speckle with τ = quantile(d1st(st, st′), α). A similarity window of size 7×7
is used for the single look SAR images. Spatial adaptive denoising is not used after the
patch based adaptive temporal average.

The denoising results are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8. The residual evaluation results
have been classified into 4 classes with displaying value range [0, 4] and red color represents
the larger values. All of them can keep the spatial resolution and suppress the speckle noise.
Visually, PATF provides better denoising results than others. When taking the ratio results
into account, UTA and NLTF provide bias in the bright building area. According to the
ratio and residual evaluation results (red color indicates poor denoising) (Fig.5.7 (b-c)
and Fig.5.8 (b-c)), UTA and NLTF provide results that have much more wrong denoising
results in the changed building areas. PATF seems still contain some bias for farmland
areas because of their seasonal change (low change magnitude). Empirically, the changes
from vegetation to building can be well detected.

Table 5.3: Residual evaluation results (best value in boldface). M-index is evaluated in
the automatically selected homogeneous area, while residual is calculated based on the
whole image.

Figures Methods UTA NLTF PATF

Fig.5.7
M-index 18.735 2.746 6.340
Residual 2.627 3.155 2.553

Fig.5.8
M-index 38.409 4.045 2.181
Residual 2.537 2.970 2.723
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Figure 5.7: Different denoising results comparison based on 339 Sentinel-1 GRD images
acquired over École Polytechnique area : denoising results (left), its ratio with noisy data
(middle) and residual evaluation results (right). There are appearing and disappearing
buildings in the red rectangle area. Google Earth Engine is used to prepare the time series
data.
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Figure 5.8: Different denoising results comparison based on 339 Sentinel-1 GRD images
acquired over CentraleSupélec area : denoising results (left), its ratio with noisy data
(middle) and residual evaluation results (right). There are appearing buildings in the red
rectangle area. Google Earth Engine is used to prepare the time series data.

5.5.3.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Simulated SAR data has i.i.d. speckle, which is not the case of real SAR data. Therefore,
we expect different results with real data. In this section, Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X SAR
images are used for comparison. Spatial and temporal correlations exist in these images.
Since there are too many temporal changes for Sentinel-1 images, a 30×30 window is used
for the ENL estimation.
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Figure 5.9: Different denoising results comparison based on 64 resampled (step 2)
Sentinel-1 images : denoising results (left), ratio with noisy data (middle) and residual
evaluation results (right). There are changed building areas in the middle of the image.
The residual evaluation results have been classified into 4 classes with display value range
[0, 4] and red color represents the larger values.

ANLTF always provide the best results when using Sentinel-1 images or TerraSAR-X
images. Figure 5.9 shows that 2SPPB and PATFprovide biased results in the farmland
areas (bright areas in the ratio images of Fig.5.9(a) and (d)). This also explains their
similar residual evaluation results. When testing the 64 Sentinel-1 data, using weighted
average seems a little better than using binary weight in the bias area. When testing the 16
TerraSAR-X images (Fig.5.10), the biased area provided by PATF is larger than 2SPPB.
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PATF can show its advantage with long time series.
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Figure 5.10: Different denoising results comparison based on 16 decorrelated TerraSAR-
X images : denoising results (left), ratio with noisy data (middle) and residual evaluation
results (right). There are changed building areas in the center of the image.

Like NLTF temporal denoising approaches, MSAR-BM3D [Chierchia et al., 2017b]
processes the temporal similarity blocks. Temporal filtering is made in the transformed
domain. To avoid the rare patch effect phenomenon, isolated bright targets are selected
(Eq.5.15) and prevented from denoising. Some of the changed points and their adjacent
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points could also be detected as targets, and this may cause noisy pixels and degrade the
appearance of denoising results. It is also the reason why the ratio results with noisy data
in these areas have low variance.

Table 5.4: Residual evaluation results (best value in boldface).

Figures Methods 2SPPB MSAR-BM3D ANLTF PATF

Fig.5.9
M-index 3.501 1.931 2.050 3.371
Residual 1.498 2.728 0.999 1.403

Fig.5.10
M-index 12.928 7.839 2.408 2.829
Residual 1.165 2.654 1.015 1.465

Comparing with 2SPPB and MSAR-BM3D methods, ANLTF always provides better
results with respect to the residual evaluation results, the ratio with the noisy image.
There is still obvious residue texture in the ratio results of MSAR-BM3D. When tested
with Sentinel-1 SAR data, the denoising results (Fig.5.9) show that MSAR-BM3D provides
the best denoising results (also provides largest M-index value) in farmland areas without
introducing any clear bias.

The residual evaluation results acquired using single look intensity data seem much
better than that using Sentinel-1 GRD data. Sentinel-1 GRD data is prepared using Google
Earth Engine. In that platform, Sentinel-1 GRD images are preprocessed by SNAP with
thermal noise suppression, radiometric calibration, and terrain correction. To save the
memory space, the platform makes the choice to convert the float32 values to unsigned
2-byte uint16 integers, and retains only the values between the 1st and the 99th average
percentile of the values before applying the quantization. This will lead to the modification
of the original SAR signal statistics [Koeniguer et al., 2018b].

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed two schemes for introducing the temporal information
into the spatially based SAR image denoising methods. Firstly, spatial adaptive denoising
methods were used to improve the UTA method. Experimental results with SAR data,
simulated SAR data demonstrate the effectiveness of these adaptive speckle reduction
methods. UTA-SAR-BM3D provides better results, especially in the changed areas and line
feature areas. ANLTF provides the best results when testing Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X
images. Secondly, we proposed a patch based adaptive temporal filter. Different similarity
methods could be used to acquire the temporal similar points. When there is no change
and the number of images is large enough, arithmetic mean could provide better denoising
results. However, when some changes exist, the arithmetic mean introduces artifacts in
the changed areas. In this case, patch based adaptive temporal average could provide
better denoising results, especially for the long time series data. Taking the real temporal
SAR images into account, changes are unavoidable because of dielectric and geometrical
property changes in the scattering elements. With the noncontinuous weight calculation
function, PATF can not avoid the bias in the low change magnitude areas. Thus, temporal
change detection despeckling methods could guarantee a good speckle reduction capability
in terms of PSNR, MSSIM and perceived image quality. For the farmland areas which may
still have seasonal change, patch based adaptive temporal average provided results that
may still have some bias. In the next section, we will propose a different approach based
on the ratio image.
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Chapter 6

Ratio based multi-temporal SAR
images denoising

In this chapter, we propose a generic multi-temporal SAR despeckling method to ex-
tend any single-image speckle reduction algorithm to multi-temporal stacks. Our method,
RAtio-BAsed multi-temporal SAR despeckling (RABASAR) [Zhao et al., 2018], is based
on the ratio and fully exploits a “super-image” (i.e. temporal mean) in the process. The
proposed approach can be divided into three steps : 1) calculation of the “super-image”
through temporal averaging ; 2) denoising the ratio images formed through dividing the
noisy images by the “super-image” ; 3) computing denoised images by multiplying the
denoised ratio images with the “super-image”. Thanks to the spatial stationarity impro-
vement in the ratio images, denoising these ratio images with a speckle-reduction method
is more effective than denoising the original multi-temporal stack. The data volume to be
processed is also reduced compared to other methods through the use of the “super-image”.
In addition, some online processing strategies are proposed. The comparison with several
state-of-the-art reference methods shows numerically (peak signal-noise-ratio, structure
similarity index) and visually better results both on simulated and real SAR stacks. The
proposed ratio-based denoising framework successfully extends single-image SAR denoi-
sing methods to exploit the temporal information of a time series.

6.1 Principle of the proposed method

Temporal averaging (also called temporal multi-looking) of multi-temporal stacks of
images produces images with reduced speckle where spatial resolution is preserved. Tem-
poral averaging provides a so-called “super-image”. In this chapter, we propose to exploit
this super-image to build a ratio-based denoising framework (Fig.6.1).

The proposed method mainly contains three steps.

1. In the first step, a super-image is calculated using a series of well registered and
calibrated SAR images. Averaging temporal intensity samples is the simplest way to
obtain an image with speckle reduction. It corresponds to the maximum likelihood
estimation of the reflectivity if the variables are i.i.d. (independent and identically
distributed, i.e. if temporal fluctuations are independent and only caused by fully-
developed speckle). In practice, the influence of the SAR imaging system and the
changes of the remote sensing areas (e.g. farmland or building areas) should be taken
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Figure 6.1: Multi-temporal SAR image denoising framework. Using yt for the calculation
of super-image ûSI is optional [Zhao et al., 2019].

into account. Even for temporally stable areas, because of possible different temporal
correlations, the noise reduction may be variable in space.

For areas with seasonal changes, a typical evolution of vegetation areas, the chan-
ged areas are rather homogeneously distributed and with low fluctuations. On the
contrary, for abrupt or impulsive changes [Su et al., 2015], as often caused by hu-
man activities, the mean value may be seriously influenced by changes. Hence, it
can be interesting to average unchanged or similar temporal points through binary
weights, as done for instance in [Su et al., 2014, Lê et al., 2015]. Computation of the
super-image, denoted as ûSI in the sequel, will be presented in Section 6.2.

2. In the second step, using the obtained super-image, we calculate the ratio Rt between
the image yt at time t and the super-image :

Rt(s) =
yt(s)

ûSI(s)
(6.1)

Rt is named the ratio image at time t ; it contains the residual speckle noise between
the two images, and the radiometric shifts when changes occur.

In stable areas, if the series is infinite, the super image is exactly the reflectivity u
Gomez et al. [2017] and the ratio is formed by a collection of independent identically
distributed Gamma random variables with unitary mean and the same number of
looks. On the contrary, in case of a change in some area at time t, it is likely that
this change will appear in the ratio image. Any speckle filtering technique can be
applied to the ratio image. A good speckle reduction method is expected to preserve
the possible changes at time t. This point will be discussed in Section 6.3.

3. In the third step, the filtered image is recovered by multiplying the denoised ratio
image with the original super-image. Experimental results on simulated and real
SAR data will be presented in section 6.5.
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6.2 Super-image computation

With a multi-temporal stack, the super-image can be calculated through different ways.
First, different Hölder means (such as arithmetic or geometric means) could be chosen ;
then such means may be applied either on the intensity data or on the amplitude data.
We may expect from these choices to enhance different pieces of information [Quin et al.,
2014]. In this chapter, registered and radiometrically corrected intensity SAR images are
used. We propose to use the arithmetic mean for its good properties [Quin et al., 2014]
with the option of using binary weights to discard the intensity at some dates when a
change occurred.

6.2.1 Arithmetic mean

Given a time series of M intensity values [y1(s), y2(s), y3(s), · · ·, yM (s)] indexed by time
t, the arithmetic mean is calculated at location s by :

ûAM (s) =
1

M

M∑
t=1

yt(s) 1 ≤ t ≤M

Theoretically, with i) no change in the time series [u1(s) = u2(s) = · · · = ut(s) =
· · · = uM (s)] and ii) M large enough, averaging the temporal intensity data is a simple yet
effective approach to reduce the speckle [Oliver and Quegan, 2004b]. The arithmetic mean
ûAM (s) is equal to the maximum likelihood estimation (no matter how large M is) of u(s),
and the multi-look image ûAM follows a Gamma distribution G[u, LM ]. In practice, the
resulting equivalent number of looks (ENL) may be less than the theoretical value (L×M
with i.i.d. variables) if there are temporal correlations in the time series, especially in case
of images in interferometric configuration. The associated ENL is denoted by LAM in the
following.

When there are changes in the time series samples {yt(s)}Mt=1, the arithmetic mean
ûAM (s) has no physical meaning and therefore does not correspond to the scene reflec-
tivity (since it varies in time). We can account for this mismatch between the temporal
average and the underlying reflectivity through a correcting factor or by averaging only
the unchanged temporal samples.

6.2.2 Binary weighted arithmetic mean

Instead of computing blindly the super-image on the time series and then relying on the
ratio image to recover the reflectivity of each specific date, another option is to compute
a dedicated super-image. In this case, only samples with similar and stable reflectivities
are averaged. To detect these samples, a patch-based similarity estimation wt,t′(s) based
on the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test may be used.

The GLR test between two observed intensity values y1 and y2 confronts the two
hypotheses : null hypothesis corresponding to a same underlying value u12 for y1 and y2,
and alternative hypothesis with an underlying value u1 for y1 and u2 for y2. Taking the
maximum likelihood estimate for u12, u1 and u2 and computing the ratio of the likelihood
of the two hypotheses gives [Deledalle et al., 2012] :

GLR(y1, y2) =
y1y2

(y1 + y2)2
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(constant terms are omitted). Extending this comparison to all the pixels of two patches
at date t and t′ and taking the log gives the following formula [Deledalle et al., 2009, Su
et al., 2014] :

wt,t′(s) =
∑
k

(
log

(√
yt(s+ k)

yt′(s+ k)
+

√
yt′(s+ k)

yt(s+ k)

)
− log 2

)
(6.2)

where yt(s + k) is the value in the noisy patch at date t. The sum is taken over all pixel
shifts k such that pixels with index s+ k are located inside a patch centered on s (small
square window). Based on the analysis in [Buades et al., 2005], a size of 7 × 7 is chosen
for the patch. Then, a binary weight ϕ[wt,t′(s)], expressing whether there are temporal
changes or not, is computed as :

ϕ[wt,t′(s)] =

{
1, if wt,t′(s) < τ
0, otherwise

(6.3)

where τ is a threshold chosen as τ = quantile(wt,t′(s), α) and is estimated with Monte
Carlo simulations using Gamma distributed data and α = 0.92 as proposed in Su et al.
[2014].

Then, the binary weighted arithmetic mean (denoted by BWAM in the sequel) is
calculated through :

uBWAM
t (s) =

1∑M
t′=1 ϕ[wt,t′(s)]

M∑
t′=1

ϕ[wt,t′(s)]yt′(s) (6.4)

For each pixel s and each date t of the stack, the weights ϕ(wt,t′(s)) select the dates t′

with no change compared to date t. Thus, the binary weighted mean uBWAM
t (s) provides

a more faithful estimation of yt(s). This improvement compared to the arithmetic mean
is obtained at the cost of an increased complexity since the stack has to be processed for
each date t (whereas the arithmetic mean can be computed once and for all).

The interest of using such a temporal mean will be evaluated in Section 6.5.

6.2.3 Denoising the super-image

When the number of temporal candidates used for the computation of the super-
image is not large enough, the spatial information can be taken into account to improve
the estimation of the speckle-free signal. The super-image may have a spatially varying
ENL because of unstable areas, because of varying coherence, and because of the use of the
binary weights. Let L denote the local equivalent number of looks. To robustly estimate
LAM in the arithmetic mean image calculated with medium or high resolution temporal
SAR images, the log-cumulant method is used [Tison et al., 2004].

As introduced in section 2.3, empirical expressions for the first and second order log-
cumulant estimators are (for N samples) :

k̂1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[log(
√
ûi)]

k̂2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[log(
√
ûi)− k̂1]2
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Then, we can obtain an estimation of the ENL using the following relationship (theoretical
expression) :

k̂2 =
1

4
ψ(1, L̂AM )

where ψ(1, L̂AM ) is the first-order Polygamma function [Tison et al., 2004]. Note that
the traditional estimation method (by means of the ratio E(yi)

2/Var(yi)), the moment
estimation method or the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method could also be
used for the ENL estimation [Nicolas and Anfinsen, 2002].

This ENL is locally estimated using a sliding window, and it is an important parameter
in statistical modeling of multilook SAR images. A global ENL for the super-image may be
deduced from the local ENL as the 0.99 quantile value (almost the max). In practice, this
global value may be useful to speed up a denoising process applied on the super-image.
Since SAR-BM3D can keep the fine features, the resampling trace on the SAR image may
be kept and the denoised homogeneous areas are not smooth enough (as shown in Fig.6.2
(e)). In this chapter, the arithmetic mean image is filtered using MuLoG-BM3D [Deledalle
et al., 2017]. Any other spatial adaptive denoising method could be used.

Therefore, 4 super-images can be computed : arithmetic mean image (AM), binary
weighted arithmetic mean image (BWAM, according to Eq.(6.4)), denoised arithmetic
mean image (DAM) and denoised binary weighted arithmetic mean image (DBWAM).
The interest of these different temporal mean images will be evaluated in Section 6.5.

6.3 Ratio image denoising

Each ratio image Rt = yt/û
SI (Eq.(6.1)) should contain both the variations between

the super-image ûSI and ut and the speckle of the noisy image yt. Nonetheless, the spatial
homogeneity is largely improved in the ratio image compared to the original noisy image.

6.3.1 Statistical analysis of the ratio

We are interested in this section in the distribution (pdf) followed by Rt = yt
ûAM taken

in a pixel s. The distribution is derived in the case of a super-image computed by the
arithmetic mean of the temporal series.

As previously said, yt is supposed to follow a Gamma distribution G(ut, L). For single
look images, L is equal to 1. ûAM is supposed to follow a Gamma distribution with an
associated ENL LAM : G(uAM, LAM). The Mellin framework developed in [Nicolas and
Anfinsen, 2002] provides an efficient way to derive the pdf of Rt. Indeed, the pdf of the
product of two random variables is the Mellin convolution of the pdf of the two random
variables. We will denote by ×̂ the Mellin convolution, and H(u) the homothetic pdf
defined by H(u)(x) = 1

uδ(
x
u − 1). We have the following relationship between a Gamma

distributed pdf of mean 1 and a Gamma pdf of mean ut [Nicolas and Anfinsen, 2002] :

G(ut, L) = H(ut)×̂G(1, L)

In the same way, we have the following relation for the pdf of ûAM :

G(uAM, LAM) = H(uAM)×̂G(1, LAM)

The variable 1
ûAM follows an inverse Gamma distribution GI given by :

H(
1

uAM
)×̂GI(1, LAM)
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with :

GI(µ,M)(x) =
1

Γ(M)

1

Mµ

(
Mµ

x

)(M+1)

e−
Mµ
x

Multiplying the variables yt and 1
ûAM , we thus have the Mellin convolution of H

(
ut
uAM

)
,
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Thus the ratio image follows a Fisher distribution depending on the following variables
for each pixel : ut the reflectivity for the pixel at date t, uAM the reflectivity of the
arithmetic mean of the temporal series, L the number of looks of the original image,
and LAM the equivalent number of looks of the super-image 1. This pdf should be taken
into account in the denoising of the ratio image. It can be approximated by a Gamma
distribution when LAM is big enough.

6.3.2 MuLoG adaptation

At this point, any denoising method can be used to denoise the ratio image Rt. In this
chapter, MuLoG [Deledalle et al., 2017] has been chosen. Unlike homomorphic approaches,
and inspired by [Bioucas-Dias and Figueiredo, 2010], MuLoG relies on the Fisher-Tippett
distribution to approximate the reflectivities of the log-transformed data. To lighten the
notation, R is the ratio image of a date t, r = logR and P is the true ratio with ρ = logP .

Its estimation is based on a MAP optimization approach as :

ρ ∈ arg min
ρ∈Rn

(− log pr(r|ρ) +R(ρ)) (6.6)

with

− log pr(r|ρ) = L
N∑
h=1

ρh + erh−ρh + C (6.7)

and R(ρ) = − log pρ(ρ) is a prior term enforcing some regularity on the solution, N is the
number of pixels and C is the constant term. Then, the denoised data is reconstructed by
P̂ = exp(ρ). In this paper, we consider MuLoG+BM3D that uses BM3D [Dabov et al.,
2007] as an implicit regularization term R(ρ).

An example is shown in figure 6.2. A typical filtering result on a ratio image is presented
on figure 6.2(d) along with the original image, super-image and the ratio image.

After obtaining the estimated noise free value P̂t of the ratio, we obtain the denoised
image P̂t through :

ût = ûSIP̂t (6.8)

1. In general, this equivalent number of looks could vary in this image and depends on the pixel s. For
the sake of simplicity, it will be taken constant for the whole image in the following
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 6.2: (a) Sentinel-1 noisy image, (b) Arithmetic mean image, (c) Ratio image, (d)
MuLoG-BM3D denoising result on ratio image, (e) SAR-BM3D denoising results on ratio
image. Appearing (dark areas in (d)) and disappearing buildings (clear areas) are located
in the middle of the image.

6.4 Online processing of long SAR time series

With the rapid growth of SAR temporal series, new challenges for temporal SAR data
processing arise to deliver useful information to the end-user. Other challenges appear for
fast exploiting and efficiently storing the huge amount of collected data.

The proposed approach can be expressed in an online form, which requires minimal
computation for the information updating when adding a new image. With a new incoming
image, the denoising procedure applied to this image depends on the available super-image.
In this section, fast denoising and super-image updating strategies working on the flow of
incoming image are studied. Besides, a reset process, computing a new super-image from
time to time (fixed temporal frequency, sliding temporal window) or driven by detected
changes, could be applied.

• Exploiting the whole stack
We discuss first the case when the whole stack of multi-temporal images is available (i.e.,
off-line processing). To form the super-image, the arithmetic mean is well adapted to
vegetated areas and regions without changes. The binary weighted arithmetic mean is
better suited to handle changes such as in urban areas. Given the large speed gain of the
(unweighted) arithmetic mean, we suggest that is a relevant choice. Differences in results
when using different super-images and related parameters selection will be presented in
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Algorithm Multi-temporal speckle reduction (RABASAR)

Input : M co-registered SAR images {y1, y2, · · · , yM}
Output : M images with reduced speckle {û1, û2, · · · , ûM}

1: Step 1 : computation of the super-image
2: for each pixel s do
3: (optional : compute binary weights in the time serie)
4: wt,t′(s)← estimate weights(yt(s), yt′(s))

5: û(s)← 1∑
wt,t′ (s)

∑M
t′=1wt,t′(s)yt(s)

6: end for
7: Step 2 (optional) : denoise the super-image
8: if denoise super-image then
9: L̂← estimate looks

(
û
)

10: û← MuLoG BM3D(û, L = L̂)
11: end if
12: for t from 1 to M do
13: Step 3-4 : denoising of the ratio image
14: P̂t ← MuLoG BM3D(yt/û, L = 1)
15: Step 5 : computation of the restored image
16: ût ← û · P̂t
17: end for
18: return {û1, û2, · · · , ûM}

section 6.5.
• Updating strategy

In the most recent satellite programs, the revisit time has been significantly reduced.
Therefore, a new image is likely to be mostly similar to the previously acquired ones.
Let us use Sentinel-1 A/B images as example. Their revisit time is 6 days with repeat
cycle at the Equator, and the actual revisit time, with ascending or descending tracks
and overlap, is around 2 days near Paris [Torres et al., 2012]. When the number of images
in the temporal series is large enough, we can choose to denoise the new coming image
based on the previously acquired super-images. Then, we may adopt a refreshing strategy
to update the super-image from time to time (for instance every 50 images). This is
well adapted for large image denoising, like Sentinel-1 Interferometric image in the Wide
Swath mode (250 km swath and 5× 20m spatial resolution) or with TerraSAR-X in the
StripMap mode (30× 50 km2 and up to 3m resolution).

6.4.1 Strategy to update the arithmetic mean

In the previous analysis, the filtering of the arithmetic mean image was presented as
an optional stage and the new image could either be involved in the computation of the
arithmetic mean image or not. This difference in strategy appears less and less noticeable
when increasing the number of images involved in the computation of the super-image.
This point is illustrated on figure 6.3, using series of simulated SAR images 2 without any
change and computing the PSNR and MSSIM differences in estimating the reflectivity
from the noisy series. When increasing the number of images involved in the computation

2. The way to simulate SAR images is presented on Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 6.3: Impact of the method to compute the super-image in the speckle reduction
performance. RABASAR performances, with the new image joining the calculation of
temporal average or excluded, are compared based on providing PSNR and MSSIM values.
The ENL is set equal to the number of used temporal simulated images.

Figure 6.4: Binary weighted arithmetic mean preparation procedure for the new coming
image. The bold font yyy represents the patch centered around s with s+ k ∈Ws.

of the super-image, the difference in the reflectivity errors obtained either by involving the
actual image or not, measured as PSNR or as MSSIM are less and less important.

With few images in the series, a light benefit exists in the estimation when using the
actual image in the computation of super-images (Fig.6.3). However this benefit disappears
with about 20 images in the series.

As a conclusion, with large image stacks, we suggest not to involve the arriving image
to up-date the super-image.

6.4.2 Using binary weighted arithmetic mean

Compared with the arithmetic mean image computation, BWAM image computation is
much more heavy, especially when the time series is large. To accelerate this computation,
we propose a preparation stage (Fig.6.4) which builds up a library of meaningful patches,
collected before hand. The comparison of the new image will be made only with the patches
of the library and not with all the possible patches of the series.

In the off-line preparation stage we make use of the SAR time series {y1(s), y2(s), · ·
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·, yM (s)}, limited to time M , in order to process an incoming image at time M + 1.
With this series, the associated denoised values {û1(s), û2(s), · · ·, ûM (s)} are computed by
applying RABASAR.

Then, the temporal samples ûk(s) can be classified in N classes using the method of
[Su et al., 2015] and each pixel is indexed by the class lk(s) it belongs to. This provides M
images of labels : {l1(s), l2(s), · · ·, lM (s)} corresponding to labels at each position s with N
clusters [Su et al., 2015]. For each cluster, only the temporal average values of the patches
which are centered around s are kept, so as to compress the patches. The compressed
patches {yyyc1(s+ k), yyyc2(s+ k), · · ·, yyycN (s+ k)} are calculated through :

yyycn(s+ k) =
1∑M

t=1w(t)

M∑
t=1

w(t)yyyt(s+ k) (6.9)

where k is used to scan the patches centered around s with clustering label lt(s), n is the
index of clusters with 1 ≤ n ≤ N , w(t) is the binary weight with w(t) = 1 when lt = n.

When there is a new image, let us take the point s surrounded by patch yyyM+1(s+k) for
example. Firstly, the patch is separately compared with {yyyc1(s+k), yyyc2(s+k), ···, yyycN (s+k)}
using the similarity criterion (Eq.(6.10)) proposed in [Su et al., 2014], with L represents
the ENL of the new image and Lcn denotes the ENL of the patch yyycN (s + k) used for
comparison.

SG(s) =
∑
k

(
(L+ Lcn) log

(
LyyyM+1(s+ k) + Lcnyyycn(s+ k)

L+ Lcn

)
−L log(yyyM+1(s+ k))− Lcn log(yyycn(s+ k))

)
(6.10)

For each position s in the new image, the similar patches are selected by use of a
predefined threshold. Based on the acquired BWAM, we can acquire the denoised image
using RABASAR method. Then, we directly update the averaged patches based on the
similarity test (Eq.(6.10)) and a maximum likelihood estimation. This method reduces
both the computation time and the storage requirement.

In the experimental implementation, a Normalized Cut method [Shi and Malik, 2000,
Su et al., 2015] was used to cluster the denoised values. M was chosen equal to 127 and
the threshold is obtained based on Monte Carlo simulations (simulations of pure speckle
noise). The experimental implementation and related parameters setting are illustrated in
section 6.5.3.

6.5 Experimental results

To evaluate the performances of the proposed method, different experiments have
been conducted on simulated and real SAR images (Chapter 3). The influence of different
super-images on the RABASAR denoising results are commented (section 6.5.1). Then, the
ratio-based multi-temporal denoising methods are compared with some methods selected
from the literature : UTA [Lee et al., 1991, Quegan et al., 2000a], NLTF[Chierchia et al.,
2017b], 2SPPB [Su et al., 2014] and MSAR-BM3D [Chierchia et al., 2017b] (section 6.5.2).
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Table 6.1: Parameter setting with different super-images (L is the ENL of the noisy
image)

Super-image Denoising step ENL Similarity
(MuLoG-BM3D) estimation window [Buades et al., 2005]

AM Step 4 L
DAM Step 2, 4 log-cumulant
BWAM Step 3-4 L 7×7
DBWAM Step 2-4 log-cumulant 7×7

6.5.1 Which super-image gives the best denoising ?

As proposed earlier (see section 6.2.3), different super-images (AM, BWAM and their
spatially denoised versions) may be computed with the same multi-temporal stack. This
section presents quantitative (Fig.6.5-6.8) and qualitative (Fig.6.9-6.10) results of the de-
noising stage, obtained by using different super-images with different stack lengths. The
parameters used with each super-image are shown in table 6.1. The ENL of the super-
image is estimated using the log-cumulant method with a window size 30 × 30, and the
maximum estimated ENL is used. The ENL of the ratio image is supposed to be the same
as the one of the noisy image (L).
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Figure 6.5: RABASAR performances with different super-images measure with PSNR
(a) and MSSIM (b) as a function of the number of temporal images. The unchanged time
series (Fig.3.15(a)) are used. The denoising performances are evaluated on the first image
in the time series. The line represent the mean value of 50 times test. On each index box,
the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
The outliers are plotted individually using the ‘+’ symbol.

6.5.1.1 Using simulated radar images

Simulated images allow to evaluate numerically the performances obtained with four
different super-images by measuring PSNR and MSSIM values (50 experiments are done
to compute the average value). The number of images in the time series varies from 5 to
95.

For temporal images without changes (Fig.6.5(a-b)), using denoised super-images pro-
vides better PSNR and MSSIM values when using a small number of images, but this
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benefit disappears with long stacks of images (more than 60). When using denoised super-
images, the obtained PSNR and MSSIM values are seriously influenced by the used ENL.
Smaller ENL estimation window size is recommended when fewer temporal images are
available. Because of the i.i.d. time series variables, we set the ENL equal to the number
of used simulated temporal images. We recommend using a spatially adaptive ENL for the
denoising of BWAM, because different numbers of temporal samples may be used for its
computation.

For changed areas, we compare the denoising results for the different temporal profiles
(Fig.6.6). To evaluate the denoising performances when using different super-images, the
mean value of 50 denoising results are computed. We also present the mean and standard
deviation of RABASAR-AM and RABASAR-BWAM obtained results in figure 6.7 and
figure 6.8, respectively.

For the farmland and forest areas, RABASAR provides good denoising results with
the four kinds of super-images. For the appearing building case, a bias is introduced when
using the temporal arithmetic mean (without binary weights). Such a behavior is caused
by the low contrast in the ratio image, and the patch based non-local searching strategy
of the denoiser smooths these areas. For the appearing and disappearing building area,
the contrast is high enough between the structure and the super-image value, and is thus
preserved in the denoising of the ratio image.

In conclusion, using the binary weighted arithmetic mean limits the bias, at the cost
of a residual noise, specially when few temporally similar samples are found.
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Figure 6.6: RABASAR denoising performance comparison with different super-images
in the changed area. Only the middle points in the biggest changed rectangles are used.
100 simulated temporal images are used for the calculation of super-images. RABASAR
provided time series results are the mean values of 50 tests. These four kinds of temporal
changes correspond to the four different object changes in Fig.3.15 (b).
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(a) Farmland (b) Forest

(c) Appearing building (d) Appearing and disappearing building

Figure 6.7: RABASAR-AM denoising performance on four different time series. The
mean (red line) and standard deviation of 50 times experimental results are used for the
comparison.

(a) Farmland (b) Forest

(c) Appearing building (d) Appearing and disappearing building

Figure 6.8: RABASAR-BWAM denoising performance on four different time series. The
mean (red line) and standard deviation of 50 times experimental results are used for the
comparison. Threshold is set equal to 0.92 during the BWAM calculation.

6.5.1.2 Using Sentinel-1 images

The temporal series of 69 Sentinel-1 images on the Saclay area is used to test the
method on real SAR images. Figure 6.9 can be used to visually assess the noise reduction
efficiency of using different “super-images”. RABASAR provides good denoising results
with the four different super-images. The use of an additional spatial filtering step to form
the super-image seems beneficial in terms of restoration quality : the obtained images are
smoother.

For results which used AM and DAM, small areas with low values were sometimes
smoothed leading to the apparition of new points in the denoised results (Fig.6.9(a-b) red
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rectangular). This phenomenon is obvious for impulsive and abrupt changes in building
areas. Using BWAM and DBWAM reduces this problem (Fig.6.9(c-d)). In some changing
parts of the image, using BWAM, however, leads to poor filtering results because of using
only few similar points to compute the super-image.
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Figure 6.9: RABASAR denoising results comparison. Denoised Sentinel-1 images over the
Saclay area (left), used super-images for the enlarged areas (middle), ratio-images (right)
with the noisy data. 69 resampled Sentinel-1 images are used.
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Figure 6.10: RABASAR denoising results with different super-images. (a) noisy and
arithmetic mean image, (b-e) denoised results (left), ratio with noisy data (middle) and
residual evaluation results with displaying value range [0, 4] (right). 339 Sentinel-1 GRD
images are used.
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When processing long time series Sentinel-1 GRD images, RABASAR-DAM can ac-
quire the best M-index and residual values (Tab.6.2). The denoising results are shown in fi-
gure 6.10. Comparing with the results acquired in the former chapter (Fig.5.7), RABASAR-
DAM can acquire better denoising results with respect to the residual evaluation va-
lue. RABASAR-DAM provides smaller M-index values than NLTF in the homogeneous
areas, but NLTF cannot provide as good results as RABASAR-DAM in building areas.
RABASAR-DAM provides better M-index values and residual values than PATF.

Table 6.2: Residual evaluation of RABASAR denoising results with different super-images
(best value in boldface). M-index is evaluated in the automatically selected homogeneous
area, while residual is calculated based on the whole image.

Figures Methods AM DAM BWAM DBWAM

Fig.6.10
M-index 11.287 6.105 17.164 13.617
Residual 2.173 2.169 2.182 2.176

6.5.1.3 Computation time

The computation time of the algorithm depends on the adopted RABASAR version
(type of super-images, binary weighted or not, ENL estimation method and choice of the
spatial denoising).

When running the experiments on a time serie of 69 SAR images of size 512 × 768
(Saclay) in the MATLAB environment on a computer (4 cores, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
7600U CPU @ 2.80GHz), the elapsed time of RABASAR-DBWAM is given in table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Computation time of the different steps for a time series of 69 images with
size 512 × 768.

Weight computation (step 1) 0.74 sec (1%)
eq. 6.2

ENL estimation (step 2) 0.12 sec (0.2%)
MuLog-BM3D (step 3 and 4) 2 × 34.4 sec (49%)

Total time 70 sec.

As can bee seen, the main part of RABASAR computing time is due to the denoising
step. If both the super-image and the ratio image are denoised, the time is multiplied by 2.
Using convolution kernels, the similarity and weight computation represents only 1% of the
total time. Nevertheless, when using binary weighted arithmetic mean, the super-image
has to be computed again for each image to process, whereas the super image computation
is done only once for AM or DAM versions of RABASAR.

6.5.2 Denoising performances of RABASAR compared to existing me-
thods

The proposed method is compared with state-of-the-art multi-temporal denoising me-
thods, both with simulated and real SAR images. Numerical and visual results are provi-
ded when comparing RABASAR with the chosen methods : UTA [Quegan et al., 2000a],
NLTF [Chierchia et al., 2017b], 2SPPB [Su et al., 2014] and MSAR-BM3D [Chierchia
et al., 2017b].
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of different temporal denoising methods : UTA, NLTF, 2SPPB,
MSAR-BM3D, RABASAR-AM and RABASAR-DAM. PSNR (left) and MSSIM (right)
as a function of the number of images. Each case was test for 50 times, with the same noise
free value multiplied by different Gamma distribution noise. The line features shows the
mean value. The bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively.
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6.5.2.1 Quantitative comparison

As in the previous sections, to quantitatively compare the filtering performance of
these methods, averaged PSNR and MSSIM are computed. Only RABASAR-AM and
RABASAR-DAM performances are presented in the curves of figure 6.11. Since MSAR-
BM3D released code requires a number of time series equal to a power of 2, we only tested
such cases, to keep the original performances of this method.

To make a fair comparison with other methods, three kinds of temporal data are tested
(Fig.6.11). In the case where no change or bright echo exist in the simulated image, we
see, from figure 6.11, that RABASAR generally provides better PSNR than other filtering
methods. This may be explained because, under these hypotheses, the ratio image is very
homogeneous.

With fewer images in the stack, MSAR-BM3D and 2SPPB also provide competitive
PSNR and MSSIM. However, with the increase of the number of images, MSAR-BM3D
curve does not rise as fast as 2SPPB. When using less than 4 simulated images, MSAR-
BM3D provides the best MSSIM values.

With an increasing number of images without change, UTA PSNR and MSSIM values
keep increasing. Due to the use of a sliding window to estimate the reflectivity, UTA does
not give good results when few images are used. Since there are large building areas in
the time series, it suffers from blurred boundaries. Table 6.4 presents some results about
PSNR and MSSIM results.

Table 6.4: Numerical results provided by different methods with 32 images in the series.
Evaluation is made by PSNR and MSSIM. For PSNR and MSSIM, larger values express
better denoising results.

Sentinel-1 Evaluation UTA NLTF 2SPPB MSAR RABASAR
methods -BM3D -AM -DAM -BWAM -DBWAM

without PSNR 25.65 19.00 25.17 21.03 27.56 29.10 26.64 28.40
changes MSSIM 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.67 0.86 0.89 0.84 0.88

with PSNR 13.01 6.88 13.11 7.12 19.34 20.10 19.00 19.50
changes MSSIM 0.88 0.77 0.80 0.68 0.90 0.91 0.88 0.90

6.5.2.2 Simulated SAR data with different ENL

To evaluate the effects of the ENL on the denoising performances, different denoising
methods are applied on the simulated images which are selected over various landscapes.
Results are presented in table 6.5. In the case of long time series (here 64 temporal images
are used), the various RABASAR methods always provide better results than other me-
thods. When there are changes in the time series, using BWAM may be better than using
AM. Since the simulated time series are affected by i.i.d. speckle, their temporal average
are nearly equal to the noise free value with infinite samples. This is the reason why
RABASAR can provide much larger PSNR and MSSIM.

6.5.2.3 Sentinel-1 and TerraSAR-X image denoising

This section presents and discusses the results obtained when denoising Sentinel-1 and
TerraSAR-X images. Since the noise free images are not available, the denoised results
and the residual noise (ratio of the original image by the denoised image) are visually
evaluated. The residual noise should correspond to pure gamma-distributed noise samples
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of mean 1. Residual structures, homogeneous areas, and radiometric variations correspond
to the following perturbations : the destruction of structures, the absence of filtering, and
bias introduction.

First, compared to MuLoG-BM3D applied on a single image, RABASAR-DAM pro-
vides a much better result, preserving fine strucures and isolated objects (Fig.6.12). This
experiment shows that the exploitation of the super-image and the ratio image, which is
much more stationary than the original noisy image, helps preserving the original resolu-
tion.

(a) Noisy data

(b) MuLoG-BM3D (c) RABASAR-DAM

Figure 6.12: Denoising results and ratio with noisy data of MuLoG-BM3D and
RABASAR-DAM. 64 resampled Sentinel-1 images are used to calculate the arithmetic
mean image.

Table 6.6: Residual evaluation results (best value in boldface).

Figures Methods 2SPPB MSAR-BM3D RABASAR-DAM RABASAR-DBWAM

Fig.6.13
M-index 6.786 6.298 13.435 11.526
Residual 1.479 2.728 0.969 0.971

Fig.6.14
M-index 24.130 14.964 6.383 5.311
Residual 1.334 4.184 0.974 0.976

Figure 6.13 presents different filtering results on a Sentinel-1 time serie of Saclay. Com-
pared to 2SPPB and MSAR-BM3D methods, RABASAR-DAM and RABASAR-DBWAM
provide better denoising results since they take both the ratio results and the texture cha-
racteristics into account. Some noisy areas can be observed in the RABASAR-DBWAM
results due to the temporal samples selection (for some pixles, only few similar temporal
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samples can be found to compute the binary weighted arithmetic mean). 2SPPB method
does not give good results for seasonal changing farmland areas, and shows an obvious
bias in the residual noise (see for instance the blue rectangle area in Fig.6.13(e)).
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Figure 6.13: Denoising real Sentinel-1 images over the region of Saclay (the original noisy
image is available in figure 6.2(a)). Left column : denoised results ; middle column : residual
ratio images ; right column : residuals evaluation results with displaying value range [0, 4].
64 Sentinel-1 images are used.

Since MSAR-BM3D method detects the bright points in advance and prohibits any
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denoising around these points [Chierchia et al., 2017b], building areas in the residual noise
are homogeneous (Fig.6.13(f) red rectangle area) showing that no filtering has been applied
in these areas (Fig.6.13(b) red circle area).
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Figure 6.14: Different denoising results with TerraSAR-X images over Saint-Gervais.
The original noisy image is available in figure 3.3. Left column : denoised results ; middle
column : residual ratio images ; right column : residuals evaluation results with displaying
value range [0, 4]. 16 TerraSAR-X images are used.

This also explains why MSAR-BM3D has lower PSNR values. In addition, some of the
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textures in MSAR-BM3D results are over smoothed, such as the blue rectangle area in
figure 6.13(b). MSAR-BM3D can acquire good Sentinel-1 denoising results in the homo-
geneous areas. It provides the best M-index values (Tab.6.6). M-estimator [Gomez et al.,
2017] can automatically select the homogeneous areas. However, in different time, it may
select different homogeneous areas which lead to different M-index calculation results.

Comparing the Sentinel-1 images denoising results with that in figure 5.9, RABASAR-
DAM and RABASAR-DBWAM provide much better results than PATF-BSAR-BM3D.
ANLTF can keep the fine features of the denoised image. However, it is a little bit time
consuming due to the requirement of denoising all the temporal images separately before
pursue temporal denoising.

Similar phenomena can be observed on the TerraSAR-X images presented figure 6.14.
Whereas figure 6.14(c) and (d) visually provide satisfying results and homogeneous residual
noise images, both 2SPPB and MSAR-BM3D smoothed out some textures (Fig.6.14 blue
rectangle areas), or keep unchanged some noisy areas. RABASAR can provide large M-
index values in the automatically selected homogeneous areas.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.15: (a) Arithmetic mean image computed up to the previous image, (b) results
of BWAM, (c) RABASAR-AM denoising results without join the AM, (d) RABASAR-
BWAM denoising results. 128 simulated Sentinel-1 images are used, and there are different
changed areas in the time series.
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6.5.3 Updating strategy with a new image

This updating strategy is illustrated on multi-temporal simulated Sentinel-1 data,
which is demonstrated in figure.3.15(b). Using RABASAR-AM approach, the arithmetic
mean, uAM , (Fig.6.15(a)) is calculated using the previous temporal images {y1, y2, ···, yM}.
When a new image yM+1 arrives, the ratio of this image with RM+1 = yM+1/u

AM may be
directly calculated, and the estimated result after ratio image denoising can be computed
ûM+1 = R̂M+1u

AM .
With RABASAR-BWAM method, taking the disappearing building (in the red rec-

tangular area of Fig.6.15) as example, we could get two different kinds of BWAM for this
building area based on Normalized Cut method [Shi and Malik, 2000, Su et al., 2015] and
equation (6.9). For the surrounding stable areas, only one arithmetic mean is computed.
When there is a new incoming image, we could use patch similarity test (Eq.(6.10)) to
acquire the best BWAM (Fig.6.15(b)). Then, the RABASAR denoised results (Fig.6.15
(d)) could be obtained.

When the new image is very large, using this approach could save plenty of time.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter has proposed a ratio-based multi-temporal denoising framework. During
the restoration of each SAR image, it exploits the temporal information through a super-
image. The use of few kinds of super-images has been analyzed. RABASAR can provide
better PSNR and MSSIM values when using a spatially denoised super-image. With the
increase of the number of images in the time series, the differences of using different
super-images decrease. When there are changes in the time series, using a binary weighted
arithmetic mean can provide better results in the building areas. Based on the processing of
simulated time-series, actual Sentinel-1 stacks and TerraSAR-X stacks, the qualitative and
quantitative comparison with UTA, NLTF, MSAR-BM3D and 2SPPB methods showed
the potential of RABASAR to better preserve structures in multi-temporal SAR images
while efficiently removing speckle. Besides, the super-image can be easily updated when a
new data becomes available so as to process new images on-line.

The proposed method can use other super-images such as geometric mean, quadra-
tic mean, etc., without modifying the calculation procedure. The ratio image denoising
method can be replaced by any other single-image speckle reduction method.
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Part III

Multi-temporal images change
detection
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Chapter 7

Introduction to SAR and optical
images change detection

Timely, accurately and continuously monitoring land cover and land use changes is im-
portant for land resource management. According to [Khorram, 1999], land cover changes
can be classified into several categories :

• Changed from one land cover class to another
• Change of shape : expand, shrink or transform
• Change of position
• Fragment or merge adjacent regions

Based on the change reason or change type, changes can be classified into :

• Short term change (synoptic weather events)
• Cyclic change (seasonal phenology)
• Directional change (urban development)
• Multidirectional change (deforestation & regeneration)
• Event change (catastrophic fires)

We will pay more attention on building and farmland area changes, which are shown
in figure 7.1-7.2.

(a) Google Earth image (b) Sentinel-2 image in 2015 (c) Sentinel-2 image in 2016

Figure 7.1: Farmland and building area changes over Saclay area, South of Paris. Red
circle area : disappearing building, blue circle area : appearing building.

Changes happen spatially and temporally. More and more available multispectral, mul-
titemporal, multisensor satellite data enhance the capability of detecting, identifying, map-
ping and monitoring these changes [Coppin et al., 2004, Habib et al., 2007].
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Optical remote sensing images with high spatial and spectral resolutions can be easily
acquired and have been widely used for land cover monitoring [Bruzzone and Bovolo,
2013]. The passive acquisition model of optical sensors and the use of near visible light
wavelengths, sun illumination (or thermal radiation) and cloud free weather requirements
heavily limit its wide application.

(a) 16/07/2015 (b) 03/12/2015 (c) 04/05/2016 (d) 27/12/2016

(e) 18/06/2017 (f) 22/11/2017 (g) 19/05/2018 (h) 06/10/2018

Figure 7.2: Farmland area and forest area changes. Sentinel-2 images are acquired over
Saclay area, South of Paris. The acquisition time of Sentinel-2 images are shown bellow
them.

(a) Sentinel-2 (b) Noisy Sentinel-1 (c) Denoised Sentinel-1

Figure 7.3: SAR and optical images comparison over cloudy weather. The images are
acquired on 17/08/2018 over Saclay area, South of Paris. RABASAR-AM is utilized to
provide the denoised Sentinel-1 GRD image.

SAR sensors are ideal to fulfill this task, because of their all-time and all-weather
capabilities, with a very good accuracy of the acquisition geometry and without effects
of atmospheric constituents for amplitude data (Fig.7.3). They have been widely used
for environmental change detection, urban area change detection and disaster monitoring.
The past few years have seen the launch of numerous synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
sensors and new sensors will also be launched soon, such as TSX-NG, Cosmo-SkyMed
second generation, Radarsat constellation and NISAR. The increasing availability of SAR
data allows the high accuracy of change detection, such as abrupt (step) changes, seasonal
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changes and longer-term developments. Some optical and SAR images acquired in cloudy
weather are shown in figure 7.3.

In this chapter, we organize the change detection review into three categories according
to the analyzed images : Optical, SAR and mutisensor images.

7.1 Optical remote sensing images change detection

Optical images play a major role in land resource and environment monitoring. Some
of the operational optical Satellites are shown in figure 7.4. They have been widely used
in land-cover change detection [Abuelgasim et al., 1999], forest change analysis [Huang
et al., 2008], topographic map revision [Metternicht, 1999], environmental change detection
[Eklund et al., 2000], urban disaster analysis [Tomowski et al., 2011] and urban land cover
change analysis [Quarmby and Cushnie, 1989].

Figure 7.4: Some of the important operating optical Satellites [Casagli et al., 2017]

Optical images change detection can be classified in different ways, such as pixel based
and object based methods, supervised and unsupervised techniques, image pair based and
time series based approaches, etc. In detail, the change detection can be obtained through
direct comparison, image transformation, classification, machine learning, GIS based com-
parison, spectral mixture analysis, direct object comparison, multitemporal object change
analysis and data mining techniques [Hussain et al., 2013]. Normally, the choice of the
change detection method does not just depend on the detection precision, it also relies on
the used data and the application.

Here, we mainly pay attention to image pair change detection and time series change
analysis. Most of these methods work at pixel level. The goal of change detection is to
detect the important changes and omit unimportant changes. To precisely analyze object
changes, the time series usually have to be well coregistered and radiometricaly corrected.
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Here after, we will list some popularly used optical image comparison operators. Some
of the recently proposed deep learning change detection methods will be discussed later.

7.1.1 Comparison operators

The simplest way to obtain image changes is by computing pixel-wise differences. Based
on the difference map, different post analyzing techniques can be applied.

There are many change detection algorithms [Hussain et al., 2013], such as post-
classification change detection and object based change detection. Most of them are desi-
gned based on some of these basic comparison operators [Bruzzone, 2015], such as univa-
riate image differencing, vegetation index differencing, change vector analysis, regression,
principal component analysis, etc.

Usually, change detection algorithms always need a threshold to define the changed
and unchanged areas. The detected changes are seriously affected by the choice of this
threshold.

7.1.2 Deep learning based optical images change detection

Among the traditional optical image change detection methods, image transformation
can provide more satisfying detection results because it linearly transforms multispectral
images into higher feature space. However, both linear and nonlinear transformation fea-
tures can be obtained using deep learning method. Deep learning methods can provide
better change detection performance. Some of the related studies are shown in table.7.1.

In [Zhang et al., 2016a], the authors jointly used stacked restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) and cosine angle distance to detect feature level changes. Changes are easier to be
detected in the feature space. During the post-processing, they propose to use unsuper-
vised fuzzy local information c-means to detect different change types. To acquire both
binary and multiclass changes, [Lyu et al., 2016] proposed to learn a transferable change
rule from a recurrent neural network for change detection. It provides the change informa-
tion of multitemporal multispectral images using an improved Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) model. To detect optical aerial image changes, [Zhan et al., 2017] designed a su-
pervised deep Siamese Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). It used SZTAKI AirChange
Benchmark Set 1 as training samples. Unlike the training in [Liu et al., 2016a], they take
both changed and unchanged pixels into account with a weighted contrastive loss. With
long time series remote sensing Satellite images, the object-based forest change detection
task in [Khan et al., 2017a] is transferred into region classification problem. With pre-
trained CNN architecture, it can predict onset and offset timings of the change regions.
When processing long time series, this method may require an extreme computational
load.

1. http ://web.eee.sztaki.hu/remotesensing/airchange benchmark.html
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Table 7.1: Optical image change detection methods based on deep learning

Training set Used networks Pro and con Reference

1 Patch by patch Stacked RBM Unsupervised, postprocessing
with cosine angle distance and
unsupervised fuzzy local informa-
tion c-means

[Zhang et al.,
2016a]

2 Labeled binary
ground truth and
multiclass ground
truth

Recurrent neural
network (improved
LSTM model)

Supervised, detect multiclass
changes, some unchanged samples
may be detected as changed
samples.

[Lyu et al.,
2016]

3 SZTAKI Air-
Change Benchmark
Set

Siamese CNN Supervised, postprocessing with
threshold segmentation and k-
nearest neighbor approach

[Zhan et al.,
2017]

4 Training the first
14 layers with
ImageNet data
set, thresholding
difference image
based on yearly
multiresolution
profile

CNN architecture
(VGG-16 network)

Object level, need reconstructing
the missing data and the residual
cloudy regions (image inpainting
with sparse encoding).

[Khan et al.,
2017a]

5 Predetection re-
sults (change vector
analysis, PCA and
IR-MAD), joint
classifier based
on fuzzy c-means
[Gong et al., 2016b]

GANs Postprocessing with fuzzy local in-
formation c-means to generate dif-
ference image, no need to recons-
truct the training data.

[Gong et al.,
2017a]

6 ImageNet Two stream CNN,
conditional random
field and part of
VGG network

Provide change detection and lo-
calization, requires a very large la-
beled training set.

[Khan et al.,
2017b]

7 Manually annota-
ted samples

CNN, recurrent neu-
ral network and fully
connected network

Binary and multiclass detection
results, k-means algorithm is used
to automatically select threshold.

[Mou et al.,
2018]

8 Superpixel segmen-
tation and classifi-
cation

Stacked RBM and
denoising autoenco-
ders

Semisupervised classifier [Gong et al.,
2017c]

Unlike the aforementioned discriminative algorithms which classify input data, [Gong
et al., 2017a] choose to combine CNN and generative adversarial networks (GANs) to
detect bi-temporal multispectral image changes. The final change map is generated using
unsupervised fuzzy local information c-means method. This new method is more effective
and robust than those based on deep neural network, variational autoencoder, and even
deep convolutional GAN. Because of the unstable training dynamics, GANs are more
difficult to optimize.

In addition, [Khan et al., 2017b] designed a deep neural network based on directed
acyclic graph topology. To strengthen the pixel labeling smoothness, it used a densely
connected conditional random field. This method can predict image pair changes and
their locations, even for unregistered image pairs. [Gong et al., 2017c] proposed to select
the samples based on a superpixel segmentation and classification results. Based on deep
belief networks (stacked RBM) and sparse denoising autoencoders, [Gong et al., 2017c]
obtained hierarchical differences in the feature space. The training samples are selected
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using Otsu thresholding algorithm [Otsu, 1979] based on a superpixel segmentation results.
[Mou et al., 2018] proposed to use a recurrent convolutional neural network architecture to
predict change types. It uses CNN to generate spectral-spatial features and uses recurrent
neural network to analyze the temporal dependencies of features.

7.2 SAR images change detection

Unlike optical images, SAR images are seriously affected by speckle noise, which makes
the SAR image change detection much harder. SAR images change detection can be applied
on image pairs or multitemporal series. Different SAR image characteristics are used for
change detection. In this chapter, we mainly consider SAR images acquired through the
same orbit with similar incidence angles. The current change detection methods are mainly
based on likelihood ratio [Lombardo and Pellizzeri, 2002, Su et al., 2015, Conradsen et al.,
2003, 2016], coherence [Pulvirenti et al., 2016], image texture and structure analysis [Pham
et al., 2016].

7.2.1 Ratio and log-ratio based change detection

Because of the multiplicative nature of speckle noise, a number of studies have applied
to SAR data change detection methods based on mean-ratio [Touzi et al., 1988], image
ratio [Oliver and Quegan, 2004a, Akbari et al., 2016], log-ratio operator [Bazi et al., 2005a,
Bovolo and Bruzzone, 2005]. The true distribution of these ratio images depends on the
relative change of the SAR reflectivities [Bovolo and Bruzzone, 2015]. These methods are
easily applied and the associated threshold can be calculated automatically. Hereafter, we
will introduce some hypothesis based change detection.

Due to the multiplicative noise influence of coherent SAR images, hypothesis test
(such as likelihood ratio test) are often used [Kay, 1998, Radke et al., 2005]. In statistics,
change detection can be considered as the comparison of two hypotheses H0 and H1, which
corresponds to the null and alternative hypothesis, respectively.

H0 : u1 = u2 = u12 (no change)
H1 : u1 6= u2 (change)
The likelihood ratio test (LRT) is based on the likelihood ratio of observations y1, y2,

which is defined as :

LRT (y1, y2) =
P (y1, y2 | u12, H0)

P (y1 | u1, H1)P (y2 | u2, H1)
(7.1)

where u1 and u2 are the noise free intensity values corresponding to y1 and y2 with asso-
ciated ENL L1 and L2, u12 is the noise free value when there is no change between the
intensity values. Considering that L look intensity data follows a gamma distribution, we
have :

P (y1, y2 | u1, u2, H1) =
1

Γ(L1)

1

Γ(L2)

(
L1

u1

)L1
(
L2

u2

)L2

yL1−1
1 yL2−1

2 exp

(
− y1L1

u1
− y2L2

u2

)
(7.2)

and under the hypothesis H0, with u1 = u2 = u12 we get :

P (y1, y2 | u12, H0) =
1

Γ(L1)

1

Γ(L2)

LL1
1 LL2

2

uL1+L2
12

yL1−1
1 yL2−1

2 exp

(
− y1L1 + y2L2

u12

)
(7.3)
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These joint probability density functions allow us to use the hypothesis testing frame-
work describing their similarities.

7.2.1.1 Generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)

Since u1, u2 and u12 are not available, they can be replaced by their maximum likeli-
hood estimations under H0 :

ûML
1 = y1 (7.4)

ûML
2 = y2 (7.5)

ûML
12 =

L1y1 + L2y2

L1 + L2
(7.6)

Then, the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) is given by :

GLRT (y1, y2) = (L1 + L2)L1+L2
y1
L1y2

L2

(L1y1 + L2y2)L1+L2
(7.7)

In addition, u1 and u2 can also be estimated using N1 and N2 i.i.d. gamma distribution
random samples :

ûML
1 =

1

N1

∑
k1

y1(s+ k1) (7.8)

ûML
2 =

1

N2

∑
k2

y2(s+ k2) (7.9)

where y1 and y2 are different images, s is the coordinate in the image, k1 and k2 are the
pixels location shifts around s. We can get the similarity comparison of two improved SAR
intensity values, as proposed in [Lombardo and Oliver, 2001, Conradsen et al., 2003].

Based on the maximum likelihood estimation results (Eq.(7.4-7.6)), the logarithmic
version of GLRT is given by [Su et al., 2014] :

SGLR(y1, y2) = log

[
y1

ûML
12

(
ûML

1

ûML
12

)L1−1

exp

(
L1 −

L1y1

ûML
12

)]−1

+ log

[
y2

ûML
12

(
ûML

2

ûML
12

)L2−1

exp

(
L2 −

L2y2

ûML
12

)]−1

= L1 log
L1y1 + L2y2

y1(L1 + L2)
+ L2 log

L1y1 + L2y2

y2(L1 + L2)
(7.10)

Suppose the corresponding pixels have the same ENL L1 = L2 = L, the simplified
logarithmic version of GLRT method [Deledalle et al., 2009, Su et al., 2014] turns out to
be :

SGLR(y1, y2) = 2L log

(√
y1

y2
+

√
y2

y1

)
− 2L log 2 (7.11)

GLRT change criterion can be used in different ways [Lombardo and Pellizzeri, 2002,
Su et al., 2015, Conradsen et al., 2003] which are discussed in the following sections.
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7.2.1.2 Multitemporal GLRT

For multitemporal SAR images change detection, Lombardo and Pellizzeri [2002] pro-
posed to use the ratio between the geometric and arithmetic means within the same
segmentation area (L1 = L2 = L). Based on the change and no change hypothesis of the
time series, the multitemporal GLRT (MGLRT) is expressed as :

MGLRT =

M

√
M∏
t=1

ytL

1
M

∑M
t=1(ytL)

(7.12)

The logarithmic version of MGLRT is given by :

LMGLRT =
1

M

M∑
t=1

ln(ytL)− ln

(
1

M

M∑
t=1

(ytL)

)
(7.13)

Except using SAR intensity values, Conradsen et al. [2003] also used hypothesis test
to detect PolSAR data changes. When only taking single band SAR data into account,
the equality GLRT (EGLRT) test boils down to :

EGLRT =

{
MM

M∏
t=1

(ytL)

(
∑M

t=1 ytL)M

}L
(7.14)

The logarithmic version of EGLRT for temporal single polarization SAR test is given
by :

LEGLRT = L

{
M lnM +

M∑
t=1

ln(ytL)−M ln(
M∑
t=1

ytL)

}
(7.15)

where LEGLRT is LM times of LMGLRT .

In addition, MIMOSA [Quin et al., 2014] used the ratio of geometric and quadratic
means of SAR amplitude data to detect the image pair and multitemporal SAR image
changes. Instead of using multilooked values to calculate the change criterion, MIMOSA
directly used the noisy pixels :

MIMOSA =

M

√
M∏
t=1

At

1
M

∑M
t=1At

(7.16)

with M = 2 being the image pair change detection case. The joint probability density
function is calculated using Meijer function.

For these temporal generalized likelihood ratio test, the distribution of SAR images is
taken into account and theoretical thresholds can be computed corresponding to specific
false alarm rates. During the multitemporal SAR images change detection test, all the
pixels are supposed to have the same ENL.
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7.2.1.3 GLRT combining noisy and denoised values

Instead of only using the original SAR image information, Su et al. [2015] proposed
AGLRT (approximation of GLRT) and CGLRT (combined GLRT) methods using the
original SAR data, the denoised data and their corresponding ENL.

(1) AGLRT (approximate GLRT)
A joint way following [Su et al., 2015] is to simply replace the unknown u1, u2 and u12

by the multitemporal denoised values û1, û2 and û1+û2
2 . It does not take into account the

ENL of the denoised data.

AGLRT (y1, y2) =
P (y1, y2|û12, H0)

P (y1, y2|û1, û2, H1)
(7.17)

AGLRT (y1, y2) =

[
1
4

(
û2
û1

+ û1
û2

+ 2

)]−L
exp

[
L

(
y1

û1
+ y2

û2
− 2(y1+y2)

û1+û2

)]
(7.18)

(2) CGLRT (combined GLRT)
In this approach, both the original and denoised data are taken into account in the

likelihood probability of H0 and H1 as P (y1, y2, û1, û2|H0) and P (y1, y2, û1, û2|H1).
The likelihood ratio test is given by :

CGLRT (y1, y2) =
P (y1, û1|u12, H0)P (y2, û2|u12, H0)

P (y1, û1|u1, H1)P (y2, û2|u2, H1)
(7.19)

The maximum likelihood estimation of u1, u2, u12 are given as follows :

ûML
1 =

Ly1 + L̂1û1

L+ L̂1

(7.20)

ûML
2 =

Ly2 + L̂2û2

L+ L̂2

(7.21)

ûML
12 =

Ly1 + Ly2 + L̂1û1 + L̂2û2

2L+ L̂1 + L̂2

(7.22)

where L is the ENL of noisy data, L̂1 and L̂2 are the ENL of the denoised value û1 and
û2, repectively.

In the case of gamma distribution with different number of looks, each probability
term in CGLRT (y1, y2) equation can be approximated under conditional independence
assumption.

Then, the change criterion boils down to :

CGLRT (y1, y2) =

(
Ly1+L̂1û1

L+L̂1

)L+L̂1
(
Ly2+L̂2û2

L+L̂2

)L+L̂2
(

2L+L̂1+L̂2

Ly1+Ly2+L̂1û1+L̂2û2

)2L+L̂1+L̂2

(7.23)

CGLRT [Su et al., 2015] (GLRT extended to noisy and denoised data) takes into
account the different ENL for each pixel, but the change detection threshold is difficult to
compute. Moreover, Krylov et al. [2012] proposed to use Wilcoxon statistic in the likelihood
ratio test for SAR image change detection.
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All these hypothesis test methods take the noisy data into account. However, pixel ba-
sed image ratio change detection techniques are affected by a large amount of false alarms
and sensitive to image registration noise. Thanks to the convolutional neural networks
[Chierchia et al., 2017a, Wang et al., 2017a] or state-of-the-art multitemporal denoising
methods, we can acquire high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) despeckled SAR images now. In
addition, most of the change detection methods only provide a binary change mask. Cur-
rent multitemporal change detection mainly deals with the temporal points where changes
occur [Lobry et al., 2016b], and they pay less attention on the change type and change
magnitude detection.

7.2.2 Coherent change detection

In the case of interferometric images, coherent change detection are popularly used.
Instead of only using the mean backscattering power of a scene, coherent change detection
takes both the amplitude and phase into account. Thus, it has the potential to detect subtle
scene changes to the sub-resolution cell scattering structure that may be undetectable using
incoherent change detection techniques [Preiss and Stacy, 2006].

The coherence is a measure of the degree of similarity in the interferometric image
pair. With short interval acquired images, Corr and Rodrigues [1998] proposed to use the
coherent information to detect large vehicle movements. Because of the sensitivity of phase
to terrain displacement, Zebker [2000] used it to detect subsidence and deformations of
Earth surface. To suppress the low coherence estimation effect, Cha et al. [2015] jointly use
intensity and coherence information to pursue change detection. Pulvirenti et al. [2016]
and Jung et al. [2016] used the cross-correlation of an interferometric SAR image pair to
quantify changes within the SAR image pair.

However, the coherence between separate images is easily affected by some decorre-
lation sources, such as thermal noise, motion errors, processing errors, etc.[Bickel, 2014].
These corruption factors seriously limit the application of coherence based change detec-
tion methods.

7.2.3 Image texture and structure based change operator

Change detection can also be performed through analyzing image texture and struc-
ture. Dellinger et al. [2014] proposed to detect SAR image changes through detecting and
matching building structures with SAR-SIFT method. Based on texture analysis, Pham
et al. [2016] proposed a graph based change detection. In addition, information simila-
rity measure of SAR images mainly process at feature level [Bovolo and Bruzzone, 2015].
Widely used statistical similarity measures are Kullback-Leibler distance [Inglada and
Mercier, 2007], mutual information [Aiazzi et al., 2013], variational information, etc.

However, texture and structure based methods often fail to detect isolated changed
buildings with low resolution single polarization SAR images. Most of these change detec-
tion methods mainly pay attention to a single kind of change type or changed object.

7.2.4 Deep learning based SAR images change detection

Over the past several years, deep learning techniques have been applied to SAR image
processing. But they have mainly been used in some specific SAR image applications. We
only review the studies in change detection area.
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After obtaining the log-ratio of multitemporal images, [Liu et al., 2016b] proposed to
use stacked RBM to classify the pixels in the ratio image into unchanged and changed
types. To reduce the amount of parameters, the network only connects to a patch instead
of the whole image. Without generating the difference image, [Zhao et al., 2014, Gong
et al., 2016b] used pre-trained RBM to transfer the change detection to classification
process. They computed training data with a fuzzy c-means algorithm. In addition, this
method can process the image pairs which have different ENL. [Liao et al., 2017] used a
similar method to pursue SAR images change detection. However, the training images are
converted to integers which ruined the original statistic distributions of SAR images. With
the change magnitude map prepared by Gabor wavelets and fuzzy c-means method, [Gao
et al., 2016] used PCANet to classify the extracted features into changed and unchanged
classes.

Table 7.2: SAR image change detection methods based on deep learning

Training set Used networks Pro and con Reference

1 Samples obtained by
a level set method,
generalized Kittler
and Illingworth thre-
sholding algorithm,
fuzzy c-means, etc.

Stacked RBM Unchanged and changed types,
change detection based on log-
ratio image

[Liu et al.,
2016b]

2 Fuzzy c-means Stacked RBM Supervised, results suffer from the
accumulation of classification er-
rors

[Zhao et al.,
2014, Gong
et al., 2016b]

3 Gabor wavelets and
fuzzy c-means based
on log-ratio image

PCANet Unsupervised [Gao et al.,
2016]

4 Log-ratio image clas-
sified by sparse au-
toencoder and fuzzy
c-means

Sparse autoenco-
der, CNN

Acquiring unchanged, positive
and negative changed labels

[Gong et al.,
2017b]

Unlike the previous methods which detect the changed and unchanged pixels, [Gong
et al., 2017b] proposed using ternary change detection method to detect the unchanged,
positive and negative changed labels. The method combined sparse autoencoder, CNN
and unsupervised clustering method.

Although deep learning method is very powerful to detect the changes, the detection
performance highly relies on the training set precision.

7.2.5 Decision threshold

Most of the previous change detection methods only provide the similarity or dissimi-
larity of the temporal points. Based on the similarity or dissimilarity maps, we can visually
determine which area has changed. To numerically distinguish the changed areas from the
unchanged regions, a threshold has to be chosen. Usually, the chosen threshold depends
on the specific applications. There are lots of threshold definition approaches to segment
the similarity map into binary image [Sahoo et al., 1988, Sezgin and Sankur, 2004]. He-
reafter, we list some popularly used SAR images change detection threshold definition
methods (Tab.7.3). We mainly use the approximate cumulative distribution function of
change criterion to obtain the threshold in the next two chapters.
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Table 7.3: Threshold definition methods

Methods Reference

1 Empirical strategies [Tung and LeDrew, 1988]
2 Quantile method [Kervrann and Boulanger, 2006]
3 Bayesian selective thresholding method [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000]
4 Cumulative distribution function of change criterion [Quin et al., 2014]
5 Approximate cumulative distribution function of

change criterion
[Conradsen et al., 2003]

6 Fuzzy clustering method [Gong et al., 2012]
7 Kittler-Illingworth (KI) threshold selection criterion [Bazi et al., 2005b]

7.2.6 Change detection performance evaluation

Usually, we can evaluate the detection results visually and quantitatively. Visually
evaluating the change detection results is always the first and simplest way to evaluate
the change detection results. It can directly provide the distribution and the shapes of
changed areas and it allows us to link the results with the performance of used algorithms.
As introduced in [Berger et al., 2000, Radke et al., 2005], we can check the results through
displaying the registered images in a video with seconds interval.

If a ground truth map is available, the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true
negative (TN) and false negative (FN) can be used to quantitatively evaluate the change
detection performance (Tab.7.4). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is often used to
display the detection performance with different false positive rate and true positive rate.
Since it can not illustrate which area or which kind of changes is well detected, visual
evaluation is still needed [Radke et al., 2005].

Table 7.4: Quantitative change detection evaluation methods

Methods Reference

1 Percentage of correct classification, Jaccard coefficient and Yule
coefficient

[Rosin and Ioanni-
dis, 2003]

2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of true positive rate
and false positive rate

[Quin et al., 2014]

3 Test simulated SAR data with accurate ground truth map [Cui, 2014]

7.3 Multisensor images change detection

Compared to homogeneous images change detection, heterogeneous images change de-
tection is much more challenging. Different sensors provide different descriptions on the
same ground truth, while the same sensor even reflects different information of the same
object with different acquisition geometry and time. However, this different information
can reflect different physical properties of same ground objects, which makes the image fu-
sion an important research topic. Some of the differences between optical and SAR images
are shown in table 7.5. Some images are illustrated in figure 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Some important differences of SAR and optical remote sensing images

Wavelengths Band Sensing time Looking angle

Optical image Near visible light Multiband Day time Nadir

SAR image 1 cm to 1 m Polarimetry, phase

and amplitude

All day and night Side-looking

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.5: Images of different sensor and different acquisitions over Sacaly area, South of
Paris. Only the geocoded IW VV polarization Sentinel-1 GRD SAR images (25/12/2014-
01/04/2018) are used for the arithmetic mean image computation. (a) Google Earth image,
(b, c, d) SAR time series arithmetic mean images calculated using : ascending data, des-
cending data, ascending and descending data.

With complementary properties of optical and SAR images, jointly using them to
monitor land and environment changes is significant, especially when one of them is not
available in the time series analysis [Hussain et al., 2013] or in emergency situations [Touati
and Mignotte, 2018]. Due to the different image attributes, only few works deal with mul-
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tisensor images change detection [Brunner et al., 2010, Longbotham et al., 2012, Prendes
et al., 2015, Volpi et al., 2015].

Different fusion technologies have to be applied during the joint use of multisensor data,
such as resampling to the same spatial or spectral resolution. Classification-based change
detection methods [Liu et al., 2014] can be utilized to transfer the different information
attributes to the same domain. Copula theory [Mercier et al., 2008], mixture distributions
similarity test [Prendes et al., 2015], Bayesian nonparametric model coupled with a Markov
random field [Prendes et al., 2016] and automated kernel canonical correlation analysis
[Volpi et al., 2015] are also used to detect changes of multisensor images.

With deep learning methods, the statistical differences between SAR and optical images
can be learned automatically. Some of the state-of-the-art deep learning based multisensor
change detection methods are listed in table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Heterogeneous images change detection methods based on deep learning

Training set Used networks Pro and con Reference

1 Selected manually or
by available algorithms
(object-based change
detection method)

Stacked denoising
autoencoders with
mapping-based fea-
ture change analysis

Semi-supervised [Zhang et al.,
2016b]

2 Select unchanged
pixels with a sym-
metric convolutional
coupling network and
user defined weighting
parameter λ

Symmetric convolu-
tional coupling net-
work (CNN+stacked
denoising autoenco-
ders)

User-defined weighting para-
meter λ affects the unchan-
ged samples, needs predenoi-
sing step

[Liu et al.,
2016a]

3 Select unchanged
samples using iterative
coupled dictionary
learning framework

Iterative coupled dic-
tionary learning mo-
del (CNN)

Fuzzy local information c-
means is used to generate bi-
nary change maps

[Gong et al.,
2016a]

4 Fuzzy c-means algo-
rithm

Stacked denoi-
sing autoencoders,
stacked mapping
network

Sample selection is not ac-
curate, postclassification with
fuzzy c-means algorithm

[Su et al.,
2017]

5 Approximately symme-
tric deep RBM

Approximately sym-
metrical deep neural
network

Unsupervised, postprocessing
with fuzzy c-means algorithm
to get binary change maps

[Zhao et al.,
2017]

To monitor the changes between multi-resolution and multisensor (SAR/optical) image
pairs, [Zhang et al., 2016b] combined stacked denoising autoencoders and mapping-based
feature change analysis method. However, that method is not completely unsupervised be-
cause the training samples are selected manually or by available algorithms from the coarse
difference image. [Liu et al., 2016a] also applied stacked denoising autoencoders to recons-
truct the feature maps in the visible layers which are corrupted by gamma and Gaussian
distribution noise. They used a new objective function to constrain the updating of the
network parameters. Based on a symmetric convolutional coupling network, it provides
good change detection results with heterogeneous or homogeneous images. The training
samples are selected with a user defined weighting parameter in the network. However, this
method only considers the unchanged pixels and it ignores the influence of changed areas
which leads to poor detection of some changed positions. [Gong et al., 2016a] proposed
using an iterative coupled dictionary learning model to detect multisource image changes.
Their differences are calculated in a high-dimension common feature space. Only the un-
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changed samples which are selected using iterative coupled dictionary learning are used for
the network training. Unlike traditional methods which pay more attention to image pair
similarity properties, [Su et al., 2017] used three kinds of inner features differences. After
acquiring the features using stacked denoising autoencoders, feature differences are used
as the initial training samples. Then, the stacked mapping network is used to establish
the relationship between the features of each class. The final ternary map is acquired by
clustering the differences between the original features and the mapping features.

Instead of reconstructing the image features similarly to [Liu et al., 2016a], [Zhao et al.,
2017] proposed using an approximately symmetric deep RBM to transfer the heterogeneous
images into the same feature space and obtain two kinds of labels. To reduce the training
samples and ensure the accuracy of the results, it used a user defined coefficient parameter.

7.4 Conclusion

We briefly presented some state-of-the-art change detection methods. The methods are
categorized according to the processing data types, such as optical, SAR and heterogeneous
images.

For SAR images change detection, some popularly used threshold definition methods
and change evaluation methods are also summarized. Due to the multiplicative noise in
coherent SAR images, likelihood ratio test is popularly used for change detection. To
avoid the negative influence of noisy data, we will present an improved GLRT method
using only denoised data in the next chapters. Moreover, the change magnitude and time
series change classes will be studied.

Most of the deep learning based change detection methods have transferred the change
detection to a classification task, which separates changed and unchanged results. However,
classification based methods always suffer from the accumulation of classification errors. In
addition, during the sample selection, the change magnitude will be omitted. Although well
studied, the change criterion based methods always require significant preprocessing and
have difficulties with applications that require high accuracy and flexibility [Liao et al.,
2017]. With deep neural networks, the differences are mainly calculated in the feature
space. With fully connected layers, deep belief networks and multilayer perceptron will be
limited by a large amount of learnable parameters. The network may be hard to optimize
with limited training samples [Mou et al., 2018]. For some of the methods, the network
needs to be retrained for each image pair.

The aforementioned change detection methods mainly process remote sensing images.
There are many other kinds of image change detection methods, such as medical image
segmentation [Wang et al., 2017b] or classification methods, video change detection, etc.
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Chapter 8

Multitemporal SAR data change
analysis based on simplified GLR

Taking into account the aforementioned issues, this section proposes a simplified gene-
ralized likelihood ratio (SGLR) method assuming that corresponding temporal pixels have
the same ENL. Thanks to the denoised data provided by RABASAR [Zhao et al., 2018],
we successfully applied this similarity test approach to compute the change areas, with
change magnitude and change type detection. A new change magnitude index method and
an improved spectral clustering based change classification method are developed. The ef-
fectiveness of the proposed methods is demonstrated through the processing of simulated
and SAR images, and the comparison with classical methods. In particular, numerical ex-
periments proved that the developed method has good performances in detecting farmland
and building area changes, container changes and cargo ship appearance.

8.1 Simplified GLR based change detection

In this section, we derive a generalized log-likelihood ratio criterion based on gamma
distribution using denoised data. Based on the obtained similarity functions, strategies to
apply this similarity criterion to image pair change detection, cumulative change detection
and change classification are introduced.

8.1.1 Similarity test with simplified GLR

Under Goodman’s hypothesis [Goodman, 1976], the intensity distribution under a fully
developed speckle follows a gamma distribution. To compare the similarity of two gamma
distributed variables (yt, yt′), a log-likelihood ratio test can be used (Eq.(7.10)). Speckle
is an inherent problem for SAR image interpretation which brings much drawbacks for
traditional SAR image change detection methods. We propose to exploit the denoising
framework proposed in chapter 6. When dealing with denoised images ût and ût′ , with
associated ENL Lt and Lt′ , we have :

SGLR(ût, ût′) = Lt log
Ltût + Lt′ ût′

ût(Lt + Lt′)
+ Lt′ log

Ltût + Lt′ ût′

ût′(Lt + Lt′)
(8.1)

Unlike CGLRT and AGLRT methods [Su et al., 2015], we fully trust the denoising
results and do not take the noisy data into account any more. In practise, we directly
calculate the similarity of the multilooked SAR data with the use of their corresponding
ENL.
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Suppose the corresponding pixels in despeckling images have the same ENL Lt = Lt′ =
L̂, the simplified GLR method [Deledalle et al., 2009, Su et al., 2014] turns out to be :

SGLR(ût, ût′) = 2L̂ log

(√
ût
ût′

+

√
ût′

ût

)
− 2L̂ log 2 (8.2)

where û is the estimated reflectivity, t represents the time index in the time series.
ENL is an important parameter in statistical modeling of multilooked SAR images.

Different ENL could reflect the temporal changes of the scene, it may represent different
estimated reflectivities. Due to the homogeneous distribution, the ENL in farmland areas
are always larger than in building areas. When setting the pixels in the whole image have
the same ENL, using larger L̂(s) will cause the increase of SGLR(ût(s), ût′(s)). Thus, using
larger ENL, which is similar to the ENL of farmland area and larger than that in building
area, will suppress the changes in farmland areas. This similarity method will be used to
detect changes between different images.
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Figure 8.1: SGLR value changes with different u1 and u2 values.
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Figure 8.2: Amplitude backscattering value changes of different areas. 69 well registered
Sentinel-1 images are used. Sentinel-1 images are acquired over Saclay area, South of Paris.
The acquisition times of these images are from 24/12/2014 to 18/01/2017.

To analyze the relationship between SGLR and the change of corresponding estimated
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reflectivities, we choose several typical values of ut and ut′ (Fig.8.1) according to four
kinds of changes in Sentinel-1 time series (Fig.8.2). As we can see from figure 8.1, SGLR
mainly relies on the ratio of compared points and it can suppress the large values. Thus,
the proposed SGLR algorithm can enlarge the changes between different land covers and
suppress the float of high backscattering values in building areas. Specifically, the changes
between vegetation and building areas or the farmland area seasonal changes are enlarged.
In addition, small changes of the Satellite acquisition geometry may lead to large change of
the building area backcattering values, which are suppressed by the similarity algorithm.

In practise, other similarity criteria, like popular kernel methods [Ben Salah et al.,
2011], can be used as well.

8.1.2 Changed area detection

During the acquisition of temporal SAR images, changes could not be avoided. Due to
the spatial varying ENL (the width of pdf), the similarities calculated using both vegeta-
tion area values and building area values have a large value range. This large similarity
value range will lead to large overlapping areas. Using Monte Carlo method to acquire
the threshold, it is very hard to reject the null hypothesis for specific objects. Vegetation
area and changed building area have obviously different backscattering values, a weighted
similarity is recommended when the user is only interested in building changes.

Defining a global threshold is a simple and widely used approach to distinguish changed
from unchanged points. To detect the changed areas, we used a thresholding function :

ϕ[SGLR(ût, ût′)] =

{
1, if SGLR(ût, ût′) ≥ τ
0, otherwise

(8.3)

Here are three threshold definition methods which are under the same no change
hypothesis framework that can be used for this method :
• The threshold can be defined according to the desired false positive under the no change

hypothesis [Lombardo and Oliver, 2001]. This method uses the asymptotic way to acquire
the false alarm probability.
• As introduced in section 8.1.1, the temporal values are supposed to have the same ENL.

Theoretically, we can simulate pure speckle values to calculate the threshold and use
spatial adaptive threshold to define the changes. In practise, we could use a quantile
method [Kervrann and Boulanger, 2006, Su et al., 2015] to define the threshold based
on the denoising of simulated SAR images without change. And a look-up table for the
thresholds could be prepared in advance, so as to speed up the process.
• In addition, as introduced by Wilks [1938], when the sample size approaches infinity, the

log-likelihood statistic model asymptotically converges towards chi-squared distributed
probability under the null hypothesis. Thus, we can use chi-square cumulative function
to estimate the change probability of SGLR(ût, ût′) with :

ρ = 1− 1

4L̂
(8.4)

ω2 = −1

4
(1− 1

ρ
)2 (8.5)

P{2ρSGLR(ût, ût′) ≤ δ} ' P{χ2(1) ≤ δ}+ ω2[P{χ2(5) ≤ δ} − P{χ2(1) ≤ δ}] (8.6)

where δ is the statistical significance. For the detailed derivation of this probability calcu-
lation method, we recommend to refer to [Anderson and Mathématicien, 1958, Conradsen
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et al., 2003]. Unlike Conradsen’s PolSAR change detection analysis, we mainly pay atten-
tion to spatially adaptive denoised single channel SAR images with the same estimated
ENL. In the following sections, we mainly use this way to define the threshold.

8.1.3 Change magnitude index for visualization

To distinguish appearing from disappearing changes, we used a signum function sign(x)
to convert SGLR(ût, ût′) to positive and negative values. In this case, if we set the image
acquired at time t as the reference image, the positive and negative values correspond to
the increase and decrease of the object backscattering values.

sign(x)


−1 if x < 0

0 if x = 0

1 if x > 0

(8.7)

x = log

(√
ût′

ût

)
(8.8)

To clearly illustrate the temporal changes, the similarity ratio are normalized and
transformed to values within range [0, 255].

SconvGLR(ût, ût′) =

{
255, if

2(SGLR(ût,ût′ )−α1)
α2−α1

≥ 2

127
2(SGLR(ût,ût′ )−α1)

α2−α1
+ 1, otherwise

(8.9)

where α1 and α2 represent the minimum and maximum in the temporal dissimilarities
SGLR(ût, ût′). To suppress the outliers, we empirically set α1 = −2 and α2 = 2. The
value range will be converted to [-255, 255] by multiplying SconvGLR(ût, ût′) with sign(x).
The rainbow index color is used to represent different change magnitudes (appearing,
disappearing and slow changes).

In practise, we can arbitrarily combine the reference and slave image through RGB
composition (R : slave image, G : reference image, B : slave image). Although different
colors could indicate the increase and decrease of backscattering values, the illustration
performance is not as good as aforementioned strategy.

8.1.4 Multitemporal SAR images change classification

During the time series acquisition, changes may occur at multiple times and with
different magnitudes. To detect the change types, we propose an improved change classi-
fication method inspired by NORCAMA method [Su et al., 2015] and spectral clustering
method [Shi and Malik, 2000, Ng et al., 2002]. In practise, the change types are transferred
into a partitioning problem and detected using spectral clustering.

8.1.4.1 Change Criterion Matrix (CCM)

Through making use of the eigenvalues of the similarity matrix of the data, spectral
clustering techniques perform dimensionality reduction before clustering in fewer dimen-
sions. It has been successfully used to cluster the temporal pixels based on their similarity
symmetric matrix [Ng et al., 2002]. Given a time series {û1, û2 · · · ûM}, the affinity matrix
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is defined as a symmetric matrix A(s), with elements S(ût, ût′) representing the change
criterion between different data points.

A(s) =


S(û1, û1) S(û1, û2) S(û1, û3) . . . S(û1, ût′)
S(û2, û1) S(û2, û2) S(û2, û3) . . . S(û2, ût′)

...
...

...
. . .

...
S(ût, û1) S(ût, û2) S(ût, û3) . . . S(ûM , ûM )

 (8.10)

where A(s) is a symmetric change criterion matrix with size M ×M , s is the location in
one image, t and t′ are time index with 1 ≤ t ≤M and 1 ≤ t′ ≤M .

To avoid the overlapping of different clusters, Xin et al. [Su et al., 2015] proposed to
binarize the change criterion matrix A(s). The binary process can tight the clusters, but
it will force the clustering results seriously depending on the used thresholds. In practise,
we use binarized change criterion matrix. In addition, k-nearest neighbors algorithm could
be used to classify this change criterion matrix as well. To suppress the temporal variance
caused by the residual speckle, we can apply the exponentially weighted moving average
[Schubert et al., 2014] to the time series.

8.1.4.2 Clustering by spectral clustering method

Based on the acquired change criterion matrix, the Laplacian matrix AL(s) is computed
by :

AL(s) = D(s)−A(s) (8.11)

D(s) =


∑
S(û1, ût′) 0 . . . 0

0
∑
S(û2, ût′) . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . .
∑
S(ût, ût′)

 (8.12)

∑
S(ût, ût) =

M∑
t′=1

S(ût, ût′) (8.13)

The former steps (Eq.(8.10)∼(8.13)) are the same as NORCAMA [Su et al., 2015]
except the similarity calculation. Then, the Laplacian matrix AL(s) is normalized using :

ALnorm = D−1/2ALD−1/2 (8.14)

The eigenvalues λ are computed through :

ALnormV = λV (8.15)

where V is the eigenvector. After sorting the acquired eigenvalues {λ1, λ2, · · · , λM} in
ascending order, the clustering number k is calculated using the eigengap heuristic method
[Von Luxburg, 2007] :

k = arg max
1≤t<M

(λt+1 − λt) (8.16)

To reduce the data dimension, only the eigenvectors ~vt ( M × 1 column vector) which
correspond to the k largest eigenvalues of Lnorm are used with U = [~v1, ~v2 · · · ~vk]. To obtain
the unit norm, we re-normalize the matrix rows. Finally, the k-means method is used to
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cluster each row ut in U and the cluster labels {l1, l2, ...lM} are assigned to each cluster
element with 1 ≤ lt ≤ k.

The aforementioned method is similar to the normalized cut method [Shi and Malik,
2000, Su et al., 2015]. However, they normalize the rows of A(s) to sum to 1 and use its
eigenvectors instead of the normalized Laplacian matrix AL(s) calculated using equation
(8.14). In addition, they do not re-normalize the rows of U to unit length [Ng et al., 2002].

8.1.4.3 Change type recognition

Based on the number of clusters k and cluster labels {l1, l2, ...lM} acquired by the
k-means algorithm, the change type of the time series points can be recognized [Su et al.,
2015] according to table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Label of different change types

Classes Types k Label series {l1, l2, ...lM}

1 Unchanged 1 1, 1, ...1
2 Step 2 1, 1, ...1, 2, 2, ...2
3 Impulse 2 1, 1, ...1, 2, 2, ...2, 1, 1, ...1
4 Cycle 2 1, ...1, 2, ...2, 1, ...1, 2,...2,...
5 Complex ≥3 1, 1, ..., 2, 2..., 3, 3...4, 4...

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for change classification

Input : Well registered multitemporal denoised SAR images
Output : Change classification map

1: for time series {û1, û2 · · · ûM} in each location s do
2: Form the change criterion matrix A ∈ RM×M with Eq.(8.10)
3: Compute the normalized Laplacian matrix with :

Dtt′ =
∑M

t′=1 S(ût, ût′)
AL = D −A
ALnorm = D−1/2ALD−1/2

4: Calculate the eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors V of ALnorm.
5: Find the number of clusters using eigengap heuristic method.
6: Reduce the data dimensions through only using the first k eigenvectors U =

[~v1, ~v2 · · · ~vk], then normalize each row of U .
7: Treat each row of Unorm as a point, cluster them into k clusters with k-means

method.
8: Recognize the change types based on the assigned labels.
9: end for

10: return Change classification map

8.2 Experimental results and discussion

To illustrate and compare the proposed methods with state-of-the-art change detection
methods, simulated SAR images and SAR images are tested in this section. All the data are
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despeckled by RABASAR before change analysis : image pair change detection in section
8.2.1, continuous change monitoring in section 8.2.2 and change classification experiments
in section 8.2.3. Numerical comparison and evaluation mainly pay attention to the false
positive and true positive values, while visual comparison pay more attention to different
changed objects detection, change type detection, changed area shape preservation and
wrongly detected points distribution.

8.2.1 Image pair change detection

To evaluate the change detection performances and validate the effectiveness of SGLR
method, the image pair change detection results are compared with Conradsen’s method
[Conradsen et al., 2003, 2016] and CGLRT method [Su et al., 2015].
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.3: False positive vs true positive curves comparison based on simulated SAR
images. (a) ROC curve results using simulated Sentinel-1 data (Fig.3.15(b)), (b) ROC
curve results using simulated TerraSAR-X data (Fig.3.16(a)). Multilooked data with 3×
3 window size, 2SPPB and RABASAR provided data are used for the comparison of
Conradsen’s method, CGLRT method and SGLR method, respectively.

During the acquisition of SAR time series, changes may happen for different kinds of
objects, such as buildings, farmland and forest, etc. Generally, different kinds of objects
have different change magnitudes. To comprehensively and quantitatively evaluate the
performances of different methods, we processed the simulated SAR images which have
different kinds of object changes (section 3.3).

Because of the small change magnitude in SAR intensity images, identifying forest
area changes is much harder than farmland and building changes. It is obvious that SGLR
method can obtain the best detection results. In addition, SGLR method can obtain better
results with RABASAR-DAM provided data. Comparing with other methods, CGLRT
method is good at detecting building area changes which have large change magnitude.
This characteristic causes CGLRT method to provide worse results when the false positive
are larger than 1%. According to the results shown in figure 8.3, Conradsen’s method
always have more false positive because of using multilooked data.

To fairly compare with the state-of-the-art change detection methods, we processed
popularly used TerraSAR-X images acquired over Sendai. 9 temporal well registered SAR
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images are used for the preparation of denoised data, both for 2SPPB and for RABASAR.
Only the two images which were acquired on 06/05/2011 and 08/06/2011 are used for the
change detection.

(a) Noisy image acquired on 06/05/2011 (b) Noisy image acquired on 08/06/2011

(c) Optical image acquired on 06/04/2011 (d) RGB combination of the noisy images

(e) MIMOSA with FAR equal to 1% (f) CGLRT with 2SPPB data

(g) SGLR with RABASAR-DAM data (h) SGLR with RABASAR-DBWAM data
Figure 8.4: Sendai SAR image pair change detection comparison. Pink represents disap-
pearing areas, while green represents appearing areas. The comparison areas are indexed
using red circles with associated numbers.

Although MIMOSA [Quin et al., 2014] detects all the changes directly using the noisy
data, there are too much wrong detections in the unchanged areas. The detections are
seriously influenced by the noise. CGLRT can provide good results, but the changed area
boundaries are blurred compared with SGLR. In addition, CGLRT provides some wrong
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results in water area.

SGLR method obtains the best results both with RABASAR-DAM and RABASAR-
DBWAM. They all precisely detect the 5 typical changed areas (Fig.8.4 (c)). However,
there are some noise inside the changed areas when using RABASAR-DBWAM. SGLR
method obtained better results for the objective change detection with RABASAR-DAM.

8.2.2 Continuous change monitoring

Continuous change monitoring is a good way to track the development of object
changes. In this section, 5 Sentinel-1 images are processed using this method, which pro-
vided satisfying multitemporal change detection results. Yellow lines are used to highlight
the farmland area boundaries, as shown in the first column of figure 8.5. Comparing with
the farmland backscattering values in the reference image, the others seem to have smaller
values. Thus, we create the background image by dividing the reference image with other
images, so as to highlight the changed farmland areas.

There are valleys in this area, even the farmland areas are not flat. The threshold is
defined empirically, according to the detecting change types or changed areas. For example,
big threshold values lead to the detection of high change magnitude areas. With the false
alarm rate equal to 0.54% (computed using the denoised simulated SAR images without
change), we can detect the farmland area changes (Fig.8.5).

The positive values (red) indicate the increase of backscattering values according to the
reference data, and the negative values (blue) represent the decrease of the backscattering
values. The appearing or disappearing buildings always have a large change magnitude.
Seasonal changed areas (like farmland areas, some kinds of forest areas) have dynamic
changes during the time line. With the false alarm rate equal to 0.54% (Fig.8.5), the
proposed method detects 83.23% of the appearing and disappearing buildings.

Since farmland areas and building areas have different mean intensity values, we could
suppress the detection of farmland area changes by adding this information as a weight,
with exp(

√
ût +

√
ût′/2)SGLR(ût, ût′). The exponential function is used to enlarge the

backscattering value differences between different objects.

In addition, these two areas usually have different change magnitudes. For example,
with weights calculated using the log version distance of the correponding amplitude va-
lues :

SDGLR(ût, ût′) = log(|
√
ût −

√
ût′ |)SGLR(ût, ût′) (8.17)

we could acquire new change detection results (third column of Fig.8.5). However, after
multiplying the weights, the threshold has to be defined empirically.

8.2.3 Change classification

In this section, the proposed change classification method is compared with NOR-
CAMA [Su et al., 2015] and Conradsen’s method [Conradsen et al., 2016] with the use of
simulated and real multitemporal SAR images. The used data and ENL of these change
classification methods are demonstrated in table 8.3. This process can distinguish farmland
area changes from building area changes, which have seasonal and non-seasonal changes,
respectively.
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Figure 8.5: Continuous change monitoring results. (a) the reference image divided by the
other images, (b) changes detection results, (c) changes with change magnitude weights.
The thresholds chosen for column (b) with Pfa=0.54% and Pfa=1% for column (c). The
time intervals of the changes are shown on the left. Different colors represent the de-
crease and increase of the backscattering values. The temporal images are denoised using
RABASAR-DAM.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 8.6: Change classification comparison with simulated data. (a) noise free image. (b)
changing class reference map, (c) Conradsen’s method with α = 0.01, (d) NORCAMA with
α = 0.02, (e) SGLR using RABASAR-DAM with α = 0.04, (f) SGLR using RABASAR-
DBWAM with α = 0.04. Different colors represent different change types : white : no
change, red : step change, green : impulse change, blue : cycle change and cyan : complex
change. The changed values are extracted from changed building areas, with large change
magnitude.

8.2.3.1 Test on simulated temporal images

6 simulated Sentinel-1 SAR data, which are corrupted by single look gamma distribu-
tion noise and have different change types, are used for the comparison. Their detection
results are shown in figure 8.6. The threshold is chosen according to the detection of
the amount of changed points. Quantitative evaluation results of the change classification
performances are shown in table 8.3.

For NORCAMA method, the wrong detection results are randomly distributed in the
whole image. Because of using 2SPPB provided adaptive ENL and denoised data, NOR-
CAMA method is very sensitive to the wrongly denoised points. In practise, NORCAMA
could acquire better change type detection results when using RABASAR-DBWAM data.

Table 8.2: Difference of used data and ENL for the change classification methods

Method Used data ENL

Conradsen’s method multilooked data same ENL
NORCAMA 2SPPB provided and noisy data temporally & spatially vary ENL
NORCAMA RABASAR-DAM/DBWAM temporally & spatially vary ENL

SGLR RABASAR-DAM/DBWAM spatially vary ENL
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We applied Conradsen’s time series change detection method to the change type detec-
tion process. The increase or decrease of the adjacent changed values are associated with
the time of changes. This simple index is used for the change type detection. Conradsen’s
change type detection method provides good results (Tab.8.3). It has high processing effi-
ciency. However, the detected changed areas are larger than the real changed areas because
of using sliding rectangle window (size of 3×3) to filter the noisy image.

Compared to NORCAMA and Conradsen’s method, SGLR based method acquires bet-
ter detection results using RABASAR-DBWAM provided data, with higher true positive
rate and lower false positive rate. In this case, SGLR change classification method provides
better detection results for the changed areas (Fig.8.6(f)). But some unchanged points
near the changed areas are wrongly detected as changed points. With RABASAR-DAM
provided data, SGLR obtains the best change area detection results. However, some of the
change types are wrongly detected, such as some step changes are detected as complex
changes.

Table 8.3: True positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) of different methods

Conradsen’s method NORCAMA RABASAR-DAM RABASAR-DBWAM

TPR 0.752 0.641 0.667 0.759
FPR 0.013 0.024 0.006 0.005

8.2.3.2 Change classification with Sentinel-1 data

Since change type detection results are seriously affected by the used data, we also
compare SGLR based change classification method with NORCAMA method that uses
RABASAR provided data.

With high frequency acquisition data, the whole duration of the changed buildings
will be monitored. During the construction of the building, its backscattering values may
keep changing which leads to complex change monitoring results. To suppress the complex
or high frequency changes of construction areas and keep the cycle changes of farmland
areas, we under sampled the frequency of the time series. The acquisition time of the
Sentinel-1 time series are 24/12/2014, 05/05/2015, 25/11/2015, 05/04/2016, 02/10/2016
and 18/01/2017.

However, all the SAR images are used during the speckle reduction process, so as to
acquire better denoising results. RABASAR-DAM denoised images and all change classi-
fication results are illustrated in figure 8.7. Since the actual backscattering values of the
farmland areas are controlled by the surface roughness and soil moisture, we could ob-
serve the weak backscatter fields in SAR images acquired in spring. This phenomenon also
reflects the seasonal changes in the time series.

Compared to NORCAMA provided results, SGLR based change classification method
provides much better results. All the detected changed areas are well corresponding to the
previous cumulative change detection results demonstrated in figure 8.5. Visually, SGLR
gives better detection results (Fig.8.7(k)) when using RABASAR-DAM provided data.
There are less isolated points in the detection results and the changed farmland areas are
very smooth. The changed types are similar to that using RABASAR-DBWAM provided
data.
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(a) 24/12/2014 (b) 05/05/2015 (c) 25/11/2015

(d) 05/04/2016 (e) 02/10/2016 (f) 18/01/2017

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)
Figure 8.7: Sentinel-1 time series change classification. (a-f) Sentinel-1 images, (g) NOR-
CAMA with RABASAR-DAM provided data, (h) NORCAMA with provided RABASAR-
DBWAM data, (i) NORCAMA with 2SPPB provided data, (j) Conradsen’s method with
RABASAR-DBWAM provided data, (k) SGLR with RABASAR-DAM provided data, (l)
SGLR with RABASAR-DBWAM provided data. 6 images are used for the change type de-
tection. The change type results are : white : no change, red : step change, green : impulse
change, blue : cycle change and cyan : complex change.
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Global threshold is used for SGLR based change type detection method, so as to speed
up the processing. The denoising results of RABASAR seem good when using binary
weighted arithmetic mean image, but the change type detection results are not better than
that using arithmetic mean image. When using RABASAR provided data, NORCAMA
method can obtain much better results than using 2SPPB provided data. Conradsen’s
method detects similar areas as SGLR method. However, the detected areas are much
larger than other methods and some of the cycle changed farmland areas are detected as
impulse changed type.

For the same crop with similar growth period monitored in different years with the
same SAR sensor, they have similar backscattering values. It seems that using less images
is not enough to detect all kinds of vegetation interannual variations. It is recommended
to use SGLR change type detection method with RABASAR-DAM provided data.

8.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a simple SGLR based similarity test which could be applied
and benefit to any denoised SAR images. The simple SGLR similarity is based on gamma
distribution and used for the calculation of the criteria map. Based on the prefiltered data,
this method has been used for image pair change detection, continuous change monitoring
and change classification. In particular, we mainly used RABASAR provided data in this
chapter.

The processing results of simulated and real SAR images show that SGLR based change
detection method provided good results both in the processing of image pairs and temporal
images. SGLR method gives better change classification results compared to NORCAMA
method. Using RABASAR-DAM provided data, SGLR acquired much better change clas-
sification results, with smooth changed areas and less noisy points. In addition, using
RABASAR provided data can improve the change detection performance of CGLRT .
Through combining use the change time and change magnitude information, we applied
Conradsen’s time series change detection method to change type detection.

Future work will take into account the object attributes of the changed areas, so as
to acquire better analysis results. To precisely identify the seasonal change of vegetation
areas, we will pay attention to the multitemporal coherence maps.
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Chapter 9

Detection of change times of
interest in multitemporal SAR
data and visualization with
extended REACTIV

Detecting the exact time when changes occur is important for land surface monito-
ring. Changes usually represent transitions that occur between states [Aminikhanghahi
and Cook, 2017]. In this work, we only consider abrupt changes (above some threshold),
excluding slowly varying changes. Using a colorful image can ease results interpretation
highlighting changed areas. In change detection field, a number of studies have used dif-
ferent colors to show different changes. Su et al. [2015] associate different colors to highlight
different change types of time series, Mou et al. [2018] propose using different colors to
represent different change phenomenons, and Domı́nguez et al. [2018] use different fusion
strategies to illustrate the real changes and false alarms. With short time series, Nielsen
et al. [2016] propose to use RGB colors to represent different change times and use black
color to represent the unchanged areas. In addition, Amitrano et al. [2016] proposed using
new bi-temporal and multitemporal RGB combination frameworks to illustrate temporal
SAR images. The effectiveness of these two RGB visualization approaches have been veri-
fied by change detection and classification, respectively. However, none of them associate
the colors with different long time series change times.

Recently, Rapid and EAsy Change detection in radar TIme-series by Variation coeffi-
cient (REACTIV) method has been proposed by Koeniguer et al. [2018a]. It is a simple
and highly efficient time series change detection and visualization algorithm. It is based on
HSV space and exploits only time domain estimates without any spatial estimation. The
color saturation is coded by the temporal coefficient of variation. However, the detection
results are corrupted by speckle noise. Even using some state-of-the-art denoising methods,
the bias estimation in vegetation area still prohibits REACTIV to provide accurate per-
formance. In addition, the color in REACTIV results only represents the appearing date
of maximum values.

In this chapter, our objective is to adapt REACTIV method to integrate our proposed
denoising results. In addition, we apply a generalized likelihood ratio test in this framework
to detect the change time of interest, such as change starting and ending times under
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predefined threshold, the maximum change magnitude appearing time.

9.1 REACTIV visualization method

The principle of REACTIV is to exploit the HSV color space and a temporal stack
of SAR images. The hue channel H represents the maximum value appearing time, the
saturation channel S corresponds to the temporal coefficient of variation, and the value V
corresponds to maximum radar intensity of the temporal series in each pixel [Koeniguer
et al., 2018b].

9.1.1 Hue (H)

This color component represents a specific time. For the time series acquired from time
t1 to time t2, the hue color index for each image (acquired at time t) can be calculated
through :

ft =
t− t1
t2 − t1

(9.1)

In REACTIV, time is chosen as the date of maximum amplitude value.

9.1.2 Saturation (S)

This color component defines whether there are changes or not in the time series. Unlike
popularly used change detection methods which mainly pay attention to the intensity value
changes, REACTIV method uses the dynamics of the coefficient of variation. Based on
Rayleigh Nakagami’s distribution [Goodman, 1976], it is possible to derive the empirical
moments expression of pure speckle with [Nicolas, 2006] :

m1 = uA
Γ(L+ 1

2)
√
LΓ(L)

(9.2)

m2 = u2
A (9.3)

Based on the ratio of standard deviation and the amplitude average, the coefficient of
variation can be calculated through :

γ =
σ

uA
=

√
m2 −m2

1

m1
=

√
Γ(L)Γ(L+ 1)

Γ(L+ 1/2)2
− 1 (9.4)

To know the behavior of this parameter, the variance of this estimator can be calculated
according to [Kendall and Stuart, 1977, Nicolas, 2006] :

Var(γ) =
1

4M

4m3
2 −m2

2m
2
1 +m2

1m4 − 4m1m2m3

m4
1(m2 −m2

1)
(9.5)

where M is the number of samples to compute the estimation which corresponding here
to the temporal images considered. In addition, based on the order 1 to 4 moments of the
Nakagami distribution and L, the variance of this estimator can be written :

Var(γ) =
1

4M

LΓ(L)4(4L2Γ(L)2 − 4LΓ(L+ 1
2)2 − Γ(L+ 1

2)2)

Γ(L+ 1
2)4(LΓ(L)2 − Γ(L+ 1

2)2)
(9.6)

Usually, the number of available images on the same area varies. In order to overcome
the dependency of the coefficient of variation on the number of images, it is possible to
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normalize the distribution with the theoretical mean and standard deviation. Koeniguer
et al. [2018b] propose to use the following empirical normalization :

γ ← γ − E[γ]

10σ(γ)
+ 0.25 (9.7)

with the theoretical mean and standard deviation values for a “stable” speckle and L = 4.9
for Sentinel-1 GRD data. This empirical normalization aims to reduce the saturation values
of the stable zones around a low saturation to 0.25, and to spread the changes on higher
saturation.

9.1.3 Value (V)

The REACTIV visualization method uses the maximum amplitude value of each time
series as the value channel.

The hue color component is computed using equation (9.1) with time t corresponding
to the maximum amplitude value appearing time. This choice is particularly suitable for
an abrupt event (such as the presence of a boat).

9.2 Change time visualization method

To take advantage of REACTIV visualization method, we introduce some improve-
ments according to our change time detection purpose.

9.2.1 Times of interest (Hue)

As introduced in [Koeniguer et al., 2018b], one can associate a color with a particular
time according to the change. During the procedure, different change types can be conside-
red, such as abrupt change, seasonal change, deforestation & regeneration, etc. REACTIV
visualization method chooses to highlight the appearing time of the maximum value. Al-
though REACTIV visualization method can well associate the maximum value appearing
time with the color, the first and last dates have very similar colors because the HSV color
palette is continuous and loop on itself. Thus, we propose to highlight the interested time
using the normalized time in the interval :

ft =
5

6
× t− t1
t2 − t1

(9.8)

where t1 and t2 are the first and last images acquisition time in the time series, t is the
time of interest. 5/6 is used to suppress the time interval, so as to avoid using the starting
color category (loop) again.

Given a time series intensity SAR data {y1, y2, · · · , yM}, we can compute theGLRT (yt, yt′)
through equation (7.7). The threshold calculation method introduced in section 8.1.2 can
be used for the two images change detection [Conradsen et al., 2003] :

ρ = 1− 1

6

(
1

Lt
+

1

Lt′
− 1

Lt + Lt′

)

ω2 = −1

4

(
1− 1

ρ

)2
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where Lt, Lt′ are the equivalent number of looks. According to the general asymptotic
expansion theory [Wilks, 1938],

P{−2ρln(GLRT (yt, yt′)) ≤ δ} w P{χ2(1) ≤ δ}+ω2[P{χ2(5) ≤ δ}−P{χ2(1) ≤ δ}] (9.9)

The value of δ can be computed using −2ρ lnQ = δ. The probability of finding a smaller
value of −2ρ lnQ can be obtained by using chi-square cumulative distribution function.
According to the significance level,we can detect which area has changed or not.

With the time series {y1(s), y2(s), · · · , yM (s)}, we can use GLRT to detect times of
interest :

(1) Start changing time

When detecting the start changing time in the time series, points similaritiesGLRT (y1(s), yt(s))
are calculated with the reference to the value of the first date y1(s). After transfor-
ming the similarity to change probability P{−2ρln(GLRT (y1(s), yt(s)))}, we can de-
cide whether there is a change or not based on a predefined change probability τ (such
as 99%).

Tstart =

{
t if P{−2ρln(GLRT (y1(s), yt(s)))} > τ

0 else
(9.10)

where t is the start changing time with 1 < t ≤ M . It corresponds to the first time
that the change probability is larger than the threshold τ .

(2) Maximum change time

Generally, the abrupt changes are associated with large change magnitude [Basseville
et al., 1993]. The maximum logarithm of GLRT SGLR(yt(s), yt′(s)) is supposed to be
the maximum change. In this case, t and t′ are set as the adjacent times. t′ is the
maximum change time.

Tmax =

{
t′ if SGLR(yt(s), yt′(s)) = τmax

0 else
(9.11)

where τmax equals to the maximum dissimilarity τmax = arg max
t′

SGLR(yt(s), yt′(s)).

(3) Stop changing time

For the detection of stop changing time, the last changed point in the time series is
used as the reference point. In practice, the calculation is carried out in reverse order.

Tstop =

{
t if P{−2ρln(GLRT (yt(s), yM (s)))} > τ

0 else
(9.12)

where t corresponds to the dates going from M,M − 1, · · · to 1.

Apart from this pairwise test, the time series change time detection method introduced
in [Conradsen et al., 2016] can also be utilized. However, that method may be limited by
its heavy time consumption because all the changed points are detected, especially when
processing large amounts of data.
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9.2.2 Changed area detection (Saturation)

To suppress the noise effect, we propose to calculate the coefficient of variation with
the denoised time series. The application of a despeckling method on a SAR image has
the effect of modifying the parameter L. In this case, we estimate the ENL using moment
method as introduced in Section 2.3. The empirical normalization proposed by REACTIV
is based on original ENL (L = 4.9) of Sentinel-1 GRD data [Koeniguer et al., 2018b].

Instead of using the coefficient of variation to obtain the saturation, we can classify
the change significant results (acquired using Eq.(9.9)) into changed and unchanged areas
with a threshold. In addition, the multitemporal GLRT methods introduced in section
7.2.1.2 can be used with the hypothesis that the time series points have the same ENL
(L̂). In this case, the threshold of equality GLRT (EGLRT) test can be calculated through
[Conradsen et al., 2016] :

f = M − 1 (9.13)

ρ = 1− 1

6(M − 1)

(
M

L̂
− 1

L̂M

)
(9.14)

ω2 = −(M − 1)

4

(
1− 1

ρ

)2

(9.15)

where M represents the number of images. With image pairs M = 2, the equations boil
down to GLRT test with two images which have the same ENL (Lt = Lt′ = L̂). According
to the general asymptotic expansion theory,

P{−2ρ ln(EGLRT ) ≤ δ} w P{χ2(f) ≤ δ}+ω2[P{χ2(f+4) ≤ δ}−P{χ2(f) ≤ δ}] (9.16)

9.2.3 Background value (Value)

Although using maximum values can highlight abrupt appearing objects, the acqui-
red results seems too noisy. Apart from this choice, we can use the denoising results or
the temporal average image to have a clear vision of the ground. To avoid the different
acquisition angle effects, we only use the SAR images acquired through similar incidence
angles. We only use the maximum time series values in the following experiments.

9.2.4 Other visualization strategy

Apart from the visualization approach proposed in REACTIV method, we can apply
the change magnitude visualization method to index time series change times. After de-
tecting specific change times, the detection results can be normalized using equation (9.1).
Then, we can transform it to a N jet color space through (N−1)ft+1. N is the number of
parts for red, green, and blue intensities, which can be defined by user. With the detected
changed areas by EGLRT, we can replace unchanged areas using their corresponding SAR
amplitude values.

9.3 Experimental results and discussion

In this section, simulated SAR images and Sentinel-1 images are used to illustrate
the capability of the proposed method. To illustrate the effectiveness of the denoising
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process, different kinds of data are used. Four kinds of changes (such as farmland, forest,
appearing building and disappearing building changes) are used to demonstrate the change
area and change time detection potential of the method. Finally, the improved method
will be applied to flooding area monitoring and urban area development monitoring. In
the following sections, the time series saturation are mainly acquired using REACTIV
original method. In practice, with a proper threshold, using EGLRT method can obtain
similar changed areas as achieved by REACTIV method.
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Figure 9.1: Different object changes in the simulated Sentinel-1 images.

9.3.1 Change detection performance with different kinds of data

(1) Simulated Sentinel-1 data

In the detection results, the changed areas are labelled using different colors as shown
in the color bar, while the unchanged points are illustrated using maximum denoised
SAR amplitude values of each time series. In order to provide explanations for the
detected changed areas, the noise free value changes of different objects are illustrated
in figure 9.1.

Using the denoised data, REACTIV can provide much better detection results (Tab.9.1).
With short acquisition time interval for Sentinel-1 data, normally, there are much more
available images than we need in the test site. To keep the good performance of the
denoising method, more images are used for the denoising than the change detection.
With the despeckled data, the contents in the test areas can be clearly seen (Fig.9.2).

When using RABASAR-DAM, the detected changed areas are a little bit larger than
the real changed areas. While using the RABASAR-DBWAM, the wrongly detected
points are randomly distributed in the building areas. In addition, even using the
denoised data, all the pixel colors in each rectangular are not the same. It seems that
the noise is not totally removed.

Due to the volume backscattering mechanism of forest, their amplitude values do not
have large changes during the whole year. Even using the denoised data, only part of
the forest area changes can be detected.

When taking the color index into account, we can find that building area colors are
corresponding to the maximum values. However, the abrupt changes in these areas
are happening between the 10th and 11th images. To acquire and display more useful
information in the results, we will take the change time into account in the next
section.
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(a) Noise free data (b) Noisy data

(c) RABARSAR-DAM (d) RABARSAR-DBWAM

(e) EGLRT RABARSAR-DAM (f) EGLRT RABARSAR-DBWAM
Begin End

Figure 9.2: Maximum value appearing time detection comparison with simulated data.
Change areas are detected using (a-d) : variation coefficient, (e-f) : equality GLRT
(EGLRT) with change probability significance level equals 99.99%. 20 simulated Sentinel-1
images (Fig.3.15) are used for the comparison. 58 simulated time series images are used
during the RABASAR denoising. White rectangle area in (a) : farmland, black rectangle
area : forest.
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Table 9.1: REACTIV detection results comparison with different data. 20 simulated
Sentinel-1 images are used.

Detection probability Noisy data RABASAR-DAM RABASAR-DBWAM
True positive rate (TPR) 0.884 0.650 0.660
False positive rate (FPR) 0.796 0.006 0.015

(a) Noisy data (b) Ground truth map

(c) RABARSAR-DAM (d) RABARSAR-DBWAM
2014/12/24 2017/01/18

Figure 9.3: Maximum amplitude value time comparison with different data. The red color
indexed 10 Sentinel-1 images in table 3.4 are used for the comparison. 69 time series images
are used during the RABASAR denoising. Ground truth map is prepared according to the
arithmetic mean image, with different colors represent different objects.

(2) Sentinel-1 time series

To make a comprehensive evaluation for the method, we processed the temporal
Sentinel-1 SAR images. The detection results are shown in figure 9.3. Although the
changing area can be roughly detected by the test statistics with original SAR data,
the results are seriously affected by the noise. With the RABASAR provided data,
REACTIV method can obtain much better change detection results. The previously
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prepared ground truth map is shown in figure 9.3(b) to help the interpretation and
evaluation of change detection results.

According to the ground truth, REACTIV can detect the changed building areas and
farmland areas. With the default parameter, it can not detect the changes of forest
area which have low change magnitude in the temporal amplitude SAR images. Based
on the detection results, we can even distinguish different kinds of farmlands. Since
most farmland areas are not totally flat, this may cause different parts of the same
farmland reach their maximum value at different time. Therefore, the detection results
in these areas are not smooth enough. Generally, construction area are larger than the
under-construction building, and this area may keep changing before the building is
completed. All these phenomena lead to the complex change shapes in the detection
results.

(a) Maximum value time (b) Maximum change time

(c) Start changing time (d) Stop changing time
Begin End

Figure 9.4: Comparison of different times of interest with simulated Sentinel-1 data.
The data are provided by RABASAR-DAM. A threshold is set at 99% on the change
probability.
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9.3.2 Change time detection

In this section, different change time detection strategies described in Section 9.2.1
are utilized to process the simulated SAR images and Sentinel-1 time series. The spatial
adaptive denoising leads to spatially variable ENL. During the change time detection test,
we suppose they have the same ENL so as to speed up the process. In addition, the red
color in the end of color bar is removed so as to avoid the mix of red colors. All the time
are compressed to the set of color index bar.

With the reference of different object changes (Fig.9.1), the maximum change magni-
tude time and start changing time are the same for disappearing building areas (Fig.9.4).
The detection results in the appearing building areas are much more complex.

(a) Maximum value time (b) Maximum change time

(c) Start changing time (d) Stop changing time
24/12/2014 18/01/2017

Figure 9.5: Different change time detection comparison with 10 Sentinel-1 data. The time
series data are denoised by RABASAR-DAM. A threshold is set at 99% on the change
probability.

Then, a small stack of Sentinel-1 images are processed. As shown in figure 9.5, the
detected changed areas are the same as introduced in figure 9.3(c). Different seasonal
changes of different crops can even be distinguished based on the change time detection
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results. With different change indexes, we can study the seasonal changes of different
farmland areas. In addition, we can obtain the construction duration of different buildings
and analyze their effects on the surroundings.

Normally, some of the changes will last for a long time, such as appearing buildings.
When the change happens between the first two or the last two images, the index color
appears to be the same in the start changing and stop changing results because of the hue
channel attribute. Using part of the hue color channel can successfully avoid this problem.

9.3.3 Applications with Sentinel-1 GRD data

Change detection is a significant application for remote sensing technology. In this
section, we try to apply the improved method to some public issues, such as flooding area
monitoring and urbanization development monitoring.

(1) Monitoring abrupt floods in Southern Laos 1

There exist a large number of Sentinel-1 GRD data over the test site, all the images
which have similar acquisition geometry are used to prepare the super-image. The
geometrical coregistration is vital in change detection applications, so as to keep all
the time series corresponding to the same object. All the images are coregistered using
geometric based registration method 2.

Sentinel-1 GRD images have the ability of monitoring large area changes. We only
test the improved method over the water storage area. The amount of flooding water
can be estimated according to the changes of the water area and local digital elevation
model. As shown in figure 9.6, most of the areas are changed between the image pairs
which were acquired in 17/07/2018 and 29/07/2018. The black areas surrounded by
blue areas are the final water area during the image acquisition period. The detection
results have high similarity with the results provided by ESA 3.

(2) Tracking urbanization development in Southern TianJin city

With fast development of urbanization in China, remote sensing is an efficient tool for
land and resource monitoring. Although optical images are popular to fulfill this task,
there are some changes that optical images can not detect. For example, when the
farmlands have been destroyed for the preparation of the construction and covered by
green gauze, their changes may not be detected by optical images. In addition, optical
images are always influenced by the clouds. However, SAR images have the advantage
of overcoming this limitation.

During the past four years, there are a large number of new buildings near the south
railway station of TianJin city. Some of the buildings are still under construction. To
track the changes of this area, 16 Sentinel-1 GRD images with acquisition time interval
around 3 months are used. Since 183 Sentinel-1 GRD images (all with IW mode, VV
polarization, relative orbit number 47 and descending path) are used to prepare the
arithmetic mean, we used RABASAR-AM method to denoise the 16 images.

As shown in figure 9.7, there are lots of farmland areas that have been transferred to
building areas in this period. The building area changes can be predicted based on
their stop changing time.

1. Flooding from Dam Break : http ://www.mrcmekong.org/news-and-events/news/extent-of-flooding-
and-water-level-rise-from-dam-break-in-southern-laos/

2. SNAP : http ://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap/
3. https ://www.esa.int/Our Activities/Observing the Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel-1

/Sentinel-1 maps flash floods in Laos
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06/05/2018 18/05/2018 30/05/2018 11/06/2018 23/06/2018

05/07/2018 17/07/2018 29/07/2018 10/08/2018

(a) Maximum value time (b) Maximum change time

(c) Start changing time (d) Stop changing time
2018/05/06 2018/08/10

Figure 9.6: Flooding area change time detection comparison with 9 Sentinel-1 GRD data.
9 noisy images are shown above. The images are acquired over Xe-Pian Xe-Namnoy dam
in the southeastern province of Attapeu in Laos. 87 temporal Sentinel-1 GRD images are
used for the preparation of the arithmetic mean image. All the test images are provided
by RABASAR-AM.
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(a) 09/09/2014 (b) 22/02/2018

(c) Maximum value time (d) Maximum change time

(e) Start changing time (f) Stop changing time
13/11/2014 06/08/2018

Figure 9.7: Change time detection comparison with 16 Sentinel-1 GRD images. The
images are acquired over the south railway station of TianJin city, north of China.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
13/11/2014 06/08/2018

Figure 9.8: Enlarged area of figure 9.7. RABASAR-AM provided data are used to de-
monstrate the time series changes. The time series order is : from left to right and from up
to bottom. (a)The last denoised image, (b) Maximum value time, (c) Maximum change
time, (d) Start changing time, (e) Stop changing time.

9.4 Conclusion

Based on the detection areas acquired by REACTIV method (dynamics of time series
coefficient of variation), we associated the colors with different kinds of change times
and changed the background with denoised image or arithmetic mean image. Through
only using part of the hue color channel, we successfully avoid the mixture of red color
index. The results obtained by the improved method provided useful information and allow
extended interpretation.

The change time detection is much effective for the homogeneous area changes and
for the abrupt changes, which is suitable for monitoring farmland area, earthquake area,
flooding area and some human activities (harbor activities, urbanization and airport dy-
namics). However, the method has less capability to detect the seasonal changes in forest
area. The phase information will be used to monitor vegetation area changes in future
work.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and perspective

With the availability of higher resolution, higher acquisition frequency, multi-acquisition
model SAR images, SAR image exploration has attracted more people’s interest. SAR des-
peckling is a vital step to remove the obstacle of its higher level application such as change
detection, segmentation or classification. This thesis mainly deals with multitemporal SAR
images denoising and change analysis. In this section, we will briefly review the whole thesis
and illustrate some future works.

10.1 Conclusion

Database creation

Different multitemporal Sentinel-1 SLC/GRD, TerraSAR-X images were registered se-
parately with a geometric registration method. A multitemporal ground truth map over
Saclay area has been prepared, it can be used to assess the multitemporal SAR images
denoising, change detection, classification and segmentation results. In addition, different
kinds of simulated SAR data have been prepared, so as to control the changes in the time
series. Furthermore, we also prepared well-registered Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images,
along with maps of overground changes. It can be used to detect homogeneous or hetero-
geneous image changes or to train deep learning networks.

Denoising results evaluation

When a reference image is available, we proposed to use its ratio with denoised data
to illustrate the biased areas. The unrealistic behaviors and biased regions can be selected
according to the image pair dissimilarity map and visualized with the jet colormap.

Without reference image, we proposed to use a patch-based auto-covariance residual
evaluation method to examine the residual image and look for possible remaining structural
contents. It can process automatically and does not rely on a supervised selection of
homogeneous regions. It also provides a global score for the whole image.

Multitemporal denoising frameworks

On this topic, our study was directed in three directions :

(1) Adaptive nonlocal temporal filter : State-of-the-art spatial adaptive denoising
methods are used to improve the unbiased temporal average. The improved method
can provide better results, especially in changed building areas and boundary areas.
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(2) Patch based adaptive temporal filter : This method offers a scheme for intro-
ducing the temporal information into the spatial adaptive SAR image denoising ap-
proaches. Different similarity calculation methods could be used to acquire temporally
similar points. With long time series data, this method can effectively give good denoi-
sing results, with or without spatial denoising. The simple scheme allows its successful
application on Google Earth Engine platform. With a proper threshold and dissi-
milarity to weight transformation function, it can provide good denoising results in
changed building areas.

(3) RABASAR : During the restoration of each SAR image, it exploits the temporal
information through a super-image. When using more temporal images, the differences
of using different super-images decrease. When changes exist in the time series, using a
binary weighted arithmetic mean can provide better results in building areas. Besides,
the super-image can be easily updated when new data become available so as to
process new images on-line. Because of high stability in the ratio image, RABASAR
can avoid introducing bias in farmland areas.

These frameworks can help researchers extend spatial denoising to temporal domain. Well
denoised data can reduce the heavy load of interpreting SAR images.

Multitemporal SAR data change analysis based on simplified GLR

In order to take advantage of multitemporal denoised data, we proposed a simpli-
fied generalized likelihood ratio (SGLR) test based on the hypothesis that the time series
variables have the same ENL. This similarity test is applied to detect :

(1) Changed area : Changed areas are detected based on their change probability under
the no change hypothesis. Quantile method and Chi-squared distributed probability
function are successfully used to detect the changed areas.

(2) Change magnitude : According to the increase or decrease of the time series, the
similarities in changed areas are transferred to positive and negative values. With the
application of jet color map and mosaic with denoised image or temporal average
image, the change magnitude can be easily visualized.

(3) Change type : To detect the change types, we proposed an improved change clas-
sification method based on RABASAR, the simplified GLR and the improvement of
spectral clustering method. Different change types can be represented by different
colors and displayed with the SAR image as background.

Multitemporal SAR data change time detection

With this method, we can detect the maximum value appearing time, the start and
stop changing times, the maximum change magnitude appearing time and the maximum
change significance appearing time. Through using different visualization method, the time
series change times are vividly shown in two-dimentional space. We mainly use two ways
to fufill this task :

(1) Improve REACTIV method : The REACTIV visualization method has been im-
proved by using multitemporal denoised data, using only 5/6 hue color channels, detec-
ting different change times and using denoised background values. Through only using
part of the hue color channel, we successfully avoid the mixture of red color index.
The change time detection is much effective for the homogeneous area changes and
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for the abrupt changes, a suitable point for monitoring farmland, earthquake, flooding
and some human activities (harbor activities, urbanization and airport dynamics).

(2) Application of EGLRT method : After detecting the changed areas of multitem-
poral SAR images with EGLRT, we used the jet color map to index the different
change times.

The effectiveness of these detection methods has been proved through the processing
of various Sentinel-1 images. We successfully applied the methods to monitoring flooding
areas and the development of cities.

10.2 Limitations and perspectives

The proposed multitemporal denoising and change detection algorithms only conside-
red the data acquired through the same polarization and similar incidence angle.

Deep learning based change detection

Current deep learning methods mainly process visual data. Only a few published pa-
pers are using deep learning to detect SAR image changes. The noise effect (gamma or
Gaussian distribution noise) could be reduced through transforming the input image into
feature space, such as using CNN and stacked denoising autoencoders. Since optical and
SAR images have precise geolocation, they can be well registered. CNN takes into account
2-D data and automatically learn new kernels to represent the matrix in high-dimensional
space. With large time series data which share the same ground truth with different repre-
sentations, we can apply deep learning method to mining the user interested information.

Semantic segmentation is nowadays a popular application of deep convolution neural
networks. It associates each image pixel with a class label. We can use semantic segmenta-
tion network to classify the multi-temporal multisensor images into different change types
and unchanged areas. The proposed change detection method can be used to assistant
the preparation of the ground truth data. In the future step, we can consider detecting
different kinds of changes, such as appearing and disappearing changes, farmland area
changes.

Object based heterogeneous images change detection

The proposed change detection is conducted at pixel level. However, users may be
more interested in object changes. Based on the geometric registration algorithm, we can
extract accurate object boundaries using Sentinel-2 data, and make use of the SAR time
series change analysis inside each object. To obtain better multitemporal change analysis
results, we can take into account object attributes in the changed areas.

Coherent change detection

Since the backscattering values in forest areas are similar during different seasons, the
proposed change detection method cannot detect forest area changes. To precisely identify
the vegetation area seasonal changes, we may pay attention to the coherence maps of
temporal SAR images. For the forest area coherent change detection, we can apply it to
monitor firing areas.
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In addition, with large amount of data, we can use sequence analyzing methods to
exploit the long time series.
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List of Abbreviations

2SPPB Two-Step Probabilistic Patch Based denoising
3D Three Dimensional
AGLRT Approximate GLRT
AM Arithmetic Mean image
ANLTF Adaptive Nonlocal Temporal Filter
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BM3D Block-Matching and 3D filtering
BWAM Binary Weighted Arithmetic Mean image
CCM Change Criterion Matrix
CGLRT Combined GLRT
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
DAM Denoised Arithmetic Mean image
DBWAM Denoised Binary Weighted Arithmetic Mean image
DEM Digital Elevation Model
EGLRT Equality GLRT
ENL Equivalent Number of Looks
FPR False Positive Rate
GANs Generative Adversarial Networks
GLRT Generalised Likelihood Ratio Test
GRD Ground Range Detected
IW Interferometric Wide
LEGLRT Logarithmic version of EGLRT
LMGLRT Logarithmic version of MGLRT
LRT Likelihood Ratio Test
LSTM Long Short-Term Memory
MGLRT Multitemporal GLRT
MIMOSA Method for generalIzed Means Ordered Series Analy-

sis
ML Maximum Likelihood estimation
MSAR-BM3D Multitemporal SAR-BM3D
MSSIM Mean Structure Similarity Index
MuLoG MUlti-channel LOgarithm with Gaussian denoising
NL-SAR A Unified Nonlocal Framework for Resolution-

Preserving (Pol)(In)SAR Denoising
NLTF Nonlocal Temporal Filter
NORCAMA NORmalized Cut on chAnge criterion MAtrix
PATF Patch based Adaptive Temporal Filter
PCA Principal component analysis
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PPB Probabilistic Patch-Based filter
PSNR Peak Signal-noise-ratio
RABASAR RAtio-BAsed multi-temporal SAR images denoising
RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machine
RCS Radar Cross Section
REACTIV Rapid and EAsy Change detection in radar TIme-

series by Variation coefficient
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SAR-BM3D A novel despeckling algorithm for SAR images ba-

sed on the concepts of nonlocal filtering and wavelet-
domain shrinkage

SAR-SIFT A SIFT-Like Algorithm for SAR Images
SGLR Simplified Generalized Likelihood Ratio
SLC Single Look Complex
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
TPR True Positive Rate
UTA Unbiased Temporal Average
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